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The

ELECTRONIC TESTMETER
This instrument has been developed to meet the growing demand for an
instrument of laboratory sensitivity built in a robust and portable form,
for use in conjunction with electronic and other apparatus where it is
imperative that the instrument should present a negligible
loading factor
upon the circuit under test.

The instrument consists basically of a balanced bridge voltmeter. It
incorporates many unique features and a wide set of ranges so that in
operation it is as simple to use as a normal multi -range testmeter.
The instrument gives 56 ranges of readings as follows
D.C. VOLTS :

5mV. to 250V. ,(Input
Resistance 11.0 megohms:)
25mV. to 10,000V. (Input Resistance

A.C. OUTPUT POWER:

5mW

to 5 watts in 6 different load resistances from 5 to 5,000 ohms.

110.0 megohrns.)

D.C. CURRENT : 0.5/IA. to Amp.
(250mV. drop on all ranges.)
A.C. VOLTS 0.IV. to 2,500V. R.M.S.
I

DECIBELS :

'

up to 2 Mc,s.

-10db. to

CAPACITANCE :

With diode probe
external 0.IV. to 250V. R.M.S.
Useful measurements can be made

.000 1

.C40 Size:

-F 20db.

to 50/4F.

Weight : 141bs.

The

instrument operates on A.G.
mains, 100-130V. and 200-260V., 50-60c/a

RESISTANCE 0.2 ohm to 10 megohms.

up to 200 Mc/s, the applied voltage
being limited to 100V. above 50

12iins. x 9ins. x 5iins.

INSULATION : 0.1 megohm to 1,000

Mc; s.

megohms.

Write far fully descriptive pamphlet.

The instrument is quickly set up for any of the various tests to be undertaken, a single range selector switch automatically removing from the circuit any voltages and controls which are not required for the test in question.
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers :

9 he AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO.,LTD.
WINDER HOUSE. DOUGLAS STREET LONDON S.W.1 Telephone: VICTORIA 3404/9

VeliMION

E.T.M.3

HANNEY of BATH offers

lel DC 0 L.
1111110111111=

(Rego! Theo'. Me 4)

ALL COMPONENTS for : OSRAM 912 AMPLIFIER and
DULLARD 5 VALVE 10 WATT 1110D QUALITY A MPLIFIER
Send for priced parts list.
WILLLA ',ISDN AMPLIFIER. Woden potted components
Output trans. WOT.25 (1.7 ), Mt- ; PIM. 14 a. mains trans., 87/6
PCF.12 150 mA. choke, 44/- PCF.22 30 11. 20 mA. choke, 30/PIM 23 (mains trans. for pre -amp.). 47/6. Resistor (RE and Con
denser kits CK) available, RK, main amplifier, 2916 : RE figs.
and 27, 12/6 ; RK fig. 15, 28/9 ; RK fig. 19, 36/- : RE 'fig. 29, 29/3 13
;

SOLDERING
INSTRUMENTS
FOR
SUCCESSFUL HOME CONSTRUCTION
AND ALL

SOUND EQUIPMENT

SOLDER JOINTING
" STANDARD

MODEL,"
.25/6

as

ILLUSTRATED,

Any

volt

range supplied.
6/7 to 230/250.

3/16" dia. bit Standard Model
Equally suited to daily or intermit-

tent use

Shields as Illustrated
10/6 extra.

Made in England
Registered Design
(British, U.S.A., Foreign Patents)
Export Enquiries'Invited

WRITE DIRECT TO

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.
Sales, Offices & Works : CRANMER COURT, CLAPHAM
HIGH ST., LONDON, S.W.4. *
MACau/ay 4272

CI( fig. 13. 15/- ; CK fig. 15, 47/.. ; CK fig. 19. 54/6 ; CK fig. 27, 19/CK fig. 29. 54/6. 121% silver micas (fig. 19). 15/- 75°', 7/-. Elstone
output trans.,90/- ; mains trans., 57/6 ; 1 011150mA. choke, 20/- ;
30 H. 20 mA. choke, 10/-.
FREQUENCY MODULATION. For Wrotham high fidelity

transmissions. DENCO technical bulletin giving circuit and point
to point wiring diagram for building an F.M. Feeder unit, 1/6.
We have all components available. Priced:parts list on application.
W.B. STENTORIAN. High fidelity Speakers. HF610, 50/6
HF810, 6016 : HF912, 67/- 11E1012 (3 or 150), 73/6.
ACOS Hi -fl. Pick-ups. HGP 20-1 std., Or LP. 68/8. Heads only, std.

or LP, 42/3.
COILPACKS. DENCO, CF.. 4/L and CP 4/M,, 33/4_ ; CP 3/370 pf.
and CP 3/500 pf 42/8. OSMOR " Q " I10. 48/-_; LM. 40/- 'Batt.:
50/- ; TRF, 40/- ; HF stage for HO pack, 20/- ; ETA 4 -station
pack, 43/8. We stock COILS by Weymouth, Osmor, Wearite, Denco.
Teletron and R.E.P.
VIRWMASTER. WIDE ANGLE VJESVMASTER CONVER.
SION. Contplete see of parts for conVerting existing Viewmaster
to W.A., less valves, tube and mask, 214/118/6. NV.A. Conversion
instructions, 3/6 ; WBI13, 48/6-; W13114, `23/6': WB115. 42/WB116 and WB117, 7/6 each ; WB118, 22/6 : WB119, 26/9 ; WB121,;
3/6 WB124, 10/6 ; Westinghouse 36,EHT/30.17/-. Plus condensers

and resistors as per our general list.
m tTLLAR 0
UNIVERSAL" LARGE SCREEN A.C./D.C.
TELEVISOR. Denco drilled chassis with 511 mechanical parts,
53;6 : FD12/4, duomag focaliser. 37./6 : 14A/342 reetifiers, 37/2
Goldsman droppers DK37/6, 8/9 : DK35/6,
res.. 4/6. Other Denco parts, please see below.7/6. VA1008 varite
W 10F: ANGLE COM PONIf,NTS. ALLEN. Teleking Chassis,
50/- Coilsets (TK and Super Visor
21/211-

44/6 ;
40/- ; E0,303,
D0.300c., 39/6 ; FC3O2, 31i- 00.15 andL0.308,
18, 7/6 each ; SC.312.
AT.310, 30/-, OP.117, 9/- ; BT.314, 15/;

DENCO Magna
Chassis
Magnaview, 37/6: Chassis, Super -Visor, 51/6; Cousets,
view, 41/2 WAIDCAL 43/31/- : WA/LCI and W01,
.7/6 each ; WA/FMA1. 21/- WA/FCA1,
WA;LOT1, 42/- ; WA/EST], 16/-.
;

'

;

;

;

Send 6d. stamps for our General List of components for Viewmaster.
Sthindnaaster, Williamson Amplifier. Teleking, Magnaview (Pritnar

and English Electric large screen TV), Super -Visor, Mallard Universal, Close tolerance Silver Micas, etc., etc. Please add 1/ postage to orders under £2.

L. F. HANNEY, 77 Lower Bristol Road, Bath. Tel: 3811
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SETS OF VALVES
Ten EF50 (Ex -Brand
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE
(RADIO LTD.)
New Units), 5/ 182A
each
.
...45/- Set
This unit contains VCR517
We have over 20,000 American and B.V.A. valves in stock.
6K8G, 6K7G, 6Q7G,
Cathode Ray 6in. tube,
5Z4G, 6V6G
...37/6
complete with Mu -metal
ALL VALVES NEW AND GUARANTEED.
screen, 3 EF50, 4 SP61 and
IRS. 1S5, 1T4, 184,
1115
7/6 6U5
7/6135L6GT 8/6 EF80
10/6 VR150/30 8/6
1 5U4G valves, W/W volume
or (3S4 or 3V4) -.27/6
1S4
7/6 6U00
7/6 50L6GT 8/6 ECL80 10/6 CK510AX 5/controls, resistors and
TP25.
11E23/DD.
1S5
7/6 42
7/6 6N7GT
8/6 PCC84 12/6 DI
condensers. Suitable either
VP23, PEN25 (or
8/6 43
7/6 6Q7GT
8/6 PCF82 12/6 AC6PEN 6/6
for basis of T/V or Oscillo1051T4
8/- 6SJ7GT 8/6 75
UY41
9/- PEN25 616
scope. " Radio Construc.3A4
91- 6X5G
8/8 ao
8/68/6 4D1
4/- PEN46
6K8G, 6K7G, 6Q7G,
7/6
tor "'Scope constructional
7/6 6SA7GT 8/6 866A
15/- 8D2
25A6G, 2555 or
4/- QP25
6/6
circuit included. 67/6 (plus
3S43V4
7/6
8SQ7GT
8/6
TZ40
9D2
37/6
25Z6G
41- SP61
4/...37/6
7/6 carr.).
5Z3G
8/6 6SG7
4/7/6 931A
50/- D41
5/- SP41
I2K8GT. 12K7GT,
5U40
EA50
6SK7GT
7/6
8/6
2/5/1-IL23/DD
6/6
12Q7GT, 35Z4GT,
.

-

5Z40

35L6GT or 50L6GT37/6

12A7GT, 12SIC7GT,
12SQ7GT, 35Z4GT,
35L6GT or 50L6GT37./6

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
INSERTS

816

816

POST
FREE

POST
FREE

Ideal for tape recording and

8/6 6SL7GT
8/6. 6SN7GT

6A7G
6AC7
6A6G
6AM6
6B8
6CSGT

9/- ECH35
9!- EF54

10/. EB34

6SC7
8/66/6 6V6GT
9/- 6AG7

7/6 EBC33
12/6 EF36
6168/6
12A6
716 EF39
12/6
12K7GT 8/6 EY51
/12K8GT 8/6 EK32
616
12Q7GT 8/6 EF91
9/12SA7GT 8/6 EL33
10/12SQ7GT 8/8 EL32
714
12SJ7
8/6 EF50
1.2SK7
8/6 Red Syl. 10/12SR7
7/6 EF50
5/25Z6GT 8/6 SP2
8/6
2525
8/6 VP2
8/6
35Z4GT 8/6 TDD2A 8/6
35Z5GT 8/6 DK40
9/ULU
9/-

7/6
5/6/6
6/6
8/6

6C6

6F6G
6G6G
6H6GT
6J5GT

5/5/9/-

6AK5

9/-

6J7G
60(70
61(80
6L60

6/6
6;6
9/10/-

RF24 20-30 mess

MORSE PRACTICE
BUZZER
Complete with tapper and 4 volt
buzzer on baseboard, 6/-, brand
new. Post paid.

RF25 40-50 mots

11.1". OSCILI..1TOR COIL

amplifiers. No matching transformer required.

Brand New ILE. UNITS

15/- post free
19/8 post free
RF26 50-65 mots
35/- post free
RF27 60-30 mots
35/ -Post free

UN IT

6-18 kV., including EiF51
valve, 37/-.

28 -page Catalogue, 3d.

MU14

PL81
PL82
PX25
PY81
PY82
KT33C
KT66
GU50
XP2V

3CH (1.5)
V11111
V1.1133

V11120A

6/6

U22/6
8/6 ATP4
4/-

18/6

11/10/12/6
10
8//6
10/12/6

VP41

TP22

TH233

7 8/6

CATHODE RAY TUBES

8/6

(Brand New)
VCR97 (slight cut-off) 15/-

101-

41191P

42SPT
215SG

7/6
6/4/-

MS/PEN 7/8
MS/PENB

7/6
/6
VT501
7
4/- AC/ PEN(7)
4/- or 5 -pin 10/4/- PENDD4020
4/12/6

124//6

FC13C

QV R105/30 8'6 VP4(7)

200 ice/5, 2 -pin (U.S.A.)

65 kc/s, 2 pin (U.S.A.)
500 kcts, 2 -pin (British)

VCR517C, guaranteed

3BP1, guaranteed full
T/V Picture
...

30/ -

Carr. & packing on all
tubes, 2/-.

8/6

DENCO F.9i, FEEDER
UNIT

... 10/

... 10/... 15/

T.C.C. .1 5/7.000 v. wkg.
Type CP58Q0.
Bakelite
Case. 7/6 each.
Open Mon. -Sat. c -0

guaranteed
full T/V Picture ... 40/full T/V Picture ... 35/VCR139A, guaranteed
full T/V Picture ... 35/VCR97.

101-

CRYSTALS

HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2

5,

8/6 VP23

12/- 11KT252
6/- 1719
3/6 Y83

Thurs. 1 p m

Finest Audio available.
Complete kit of parts,
including drilled chassis.
5 valves :
types 6AM6,
12AH8. EB91 and 2 6AB6.
Also complete circuit and
wiring diagram. E6P1/6.
Or assembled and aligned,
28/10/-. Alignment only.
10)-.

TEL: PADDINGTON

1008/9, 0401.

Positively the 2 BEST T/Vs yet built
for the Home Constructor !

The STERN'S "TELE-VIEWERS"
5 CHANNEL SUPERHET RECEIVERS

Suitable for any transmitting channel and for which commercial adaptors
will be available.

PERFECT PICTURE QUALITY

./..
7-4./a7 19"9" AREA "arC6Pr49#

&MACE INAGRAMS MAX'
CONSTRUCT/ON EASY

BETTER RECEPT/ON AT NAIR
COMMERCIAL cost

,11.......11,,

The "WIDE-ANGLE"

X

f:

TELE-VIEWER
* This is the most
efficient

large

screen TV yet

0

This

is the 12'

TELE-VIEWER
and can be completely
built for only

offered to
constructors.

* Excellent Time
Base

efficiency

producing 15 to

"

16 Sy with ample

for C.R.T.'s up
PLETELY
BUILT FOR

£33-0-0
(Plus cost
C.R.T.)

of

NEW 121n. C.R.T. at the
specially reduced price of
212.19.6. (Carr. & Ins., 15/- extra.)

The complete set of ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS for
these T/ Vs are available for 5! -each. They include really
detailed PRACTICAL LAYOUTS, WIRING DATA AND
COMPONENT PRICE LIST. ALL COMPONENTS
ARE AVAILABLE FOR INDIVIDUAL PURCHASE. AN
ATTRACTIVE. TABLE MODEL CABINET FOR THE
121n. Model'IS AVAILABLE FOR 26.19.6.

scanning power

to 17 inch.
CAN BE COM-

We can supply a

£28 -16 -4
(Plus cost of C.R.T.)

11

STERN RADIO LTD.

109 & 115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Tel.: CENTRAL 5812-3-4.

I
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Your set deserves a

Mullard
LLZIOG=IL-11FGM TV TUBE
If you are building a television receiver, leave nothing
to chance: choose a Mullard Tube. Mullard Television

IMullard I

Tubes owe their high reputation for performance,

reliability and LONG LIFE to the unrivalled facilities
for research possessed by Mullard and to the complete
control of manufacture from the production of raw
materials to the finished product. For practical
evidence of performance and reliability, ask the
people who use them.
MULLARD LONG LIFE TUBES
FOR HOME CONSTRUCTORS
MW22-I6
MW3I-74

...
...

MW41-I

...
...
...

MW36-24
MW43-64

MULLARD LTD

9 inch circular screen.
12 inch circular grey -glass screen.
14 inch rectangular grey -glass screen.
16 inch circular screen. Metal cone.
17 inch rectangular grey -glass screen.

CENTURY HOUSE

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE

LONDON W.C.2
MVM290

For swim° tropkat sorvice

`METALPACK'
PAPER CONDENSERS

This range has been developed for operation in high humidities and high
temperatures. Their ability to withstand variations from -4o C. to too:C.
makes them the obvious choice for the most stringent conditions. Internal construction follows the well -proved T.C.C. technique of winding non -inductively
two or more layers of paper dielectric to each layer of solid aluminium foil, all
impregnated under vaLuum, and finally hermetically sealed in aluminium tubes.
Wkg. Volts D.C.
Cap.
p.F

005
01

02
05

I
1

25
.5

.5
1.0

At

At

70°C.

100°C.

1,000
1,000

750
750
600
350
350
600
200
200
350
200

750
500
500
1,000
350
350
500
350

Dimns. inches
Type No.
L

D

If
If
If
If

#

f
#
f

2

2f
2

21

2f
2f

I

List
Pric2
Each

CP45W
CP45W
CP45U
CP45S
CP46S

CP47W
CP48N

CP9IS
CP47N
CP9I N

1/10
1/10
1/10

2/I
2/2
2/6
2/8

3/3/10
4/ -

DETAILS OF COMPLETZ-

RANGES AVAILABLE
ON REQUEST

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD
RADIO DIVISION:

NORTH ACTON

LONDON

W.3

Telephone: ACOrn 0061

""1111.1I
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& TELEVISION TIMES
Editor : F. J. CAMM
Editorial and Advertisement Offices: "Practical Television," George Newnes,

Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. 'Phone: Temple Bar 4383.
Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the C.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
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Televi ews
save themselves some money by purchasing a

THERE is one feature of receiver specification receiver not adapted to receive the additional
which is causing great, confusion in the programme. A nation-wide commercial TV
public mind. It is the manufacturers' coverage will not occur for several years, and even
method of designating tube size. We will give a in London where the first commercial TV station

case in point, but it is typical of all makers. The is to be put into operation, it must not be
manufacturer's catalogue deals with a 17in. rect- assumed that the range of the station will be
angular face tube. An examination of a scale that of the BBC. It will probably be less.
drawing of the tube shows that the overall
The association adds that " Whilst this
dimensions are 15.375in. and 10.75in. respectively, Association supports competitive television, and
the screen diagonal being 15.375in. Screen sizes feels the public ' will wish to have alternative
are now given in relation to the diagonal. Why? programmes when possible, it is of the opinion
It is utterly misleading and gives the public the that it is not fair to the public upon whom the
impression that it is obtaining a larger tube than industry depends, to sell only sets which will
is actually the case. In any case, in the example receive commercial stations, because to do so
which we have quoted no dimension equals 17in. would, in very many cases, be compelling the
We suggest that the B.V.A. rationalises tube size public to buy sets only part of which would
nomenclature, and stipulates that its members be usable. It is, therefore, stressed that the public
advertise their tubes according to their rectangular will be at no disadvantage by buying sets which
width and depth. To designate a tube according can be altered if and when required."
to its diagonal, especially when even that figure
is incorrect, is ridiculous and cannot be supported THE DETECTOR CAR
on any logical grounds.
ACCORDING to a statement from the
General Post Office, results of the efforts of
COMMERCIAL TELEVISION
nine new television detector cars, seeking
TN view of the confusion in the minds of some persons operating sets without a licence, have
1members of the public, caused by various been " astonishing." In the first four days, 522
statements regarding modifications to sets neces- television licences and 388 sound licences were
sary to receive commercial TV, the Radio and taken out and 371 sound licences were exchanged
Television Retailers' Association state that the for television, a total of 1,281 against a normal
simple position is that the sets intended to week of 60. The presence of these card should
receive additional programmes will need to have have a stimulating effect in Birmingham, where
additional components included. This means the number of wireless licences bought in the
additional cost whether the set is manufactured first week was doubled, and Brighton, Reading,
to include the additional part or whether the Hastings and Luton reported an increase of 100
additional components are supplied in the form per cent.
of an adaptor for fixing to existing sets.
The North-East region reported that licences
It is important to remember that commercial taken out in three days exceeded those taken
TV will only cover a small part of the country out during three days the previous week at
during the first few years of its existence, and Newcastle upon Tyne by 240, at Leeds by 259,
those about to purchase a receiver should enquire at Sheffield by 86, and at Middlesbrough by
whether they are within the TV commercial 261. The South -Western region reported that
service area and if not how soon it will be before in seven towns 200 licences more than usual
they are. If it is likely to be some years they may we .e issued during the week.-F. J. C.
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A DISCUSSION OF SOME OF THE DIFFICULTIES LIKELY TO BE ENCOUNTERED

By A. Thompson
WHEN we come to consider the requirements tion noise," and this is one type of noise
for the R.F. stages in TV receivers for the which we can take steps to reduce. This is done
proposed Band III frequencies, it is essential mainly by mutual alignment of the grids, particularly
that a low -noise factor and a high gain are obtainable. the control and screen grid ; thus the electron stream,
In Band III, which covers frequencies from 174 to is directed through the spaces between the grid wires

216 Mc/s, two channels 8 and 9 have been made and it is only the stray electrons which ever reach the,
screen grid
available between 186 and 208 Mc/s.
R.F. pentodes specially designed for use in the
Very little noise is contributed by the aerial circuits
at these frequencies. The main noise contribution is

first stages of TV receivers, such as the EF80 and the

of the electron stream between the screen grid and the

broadcasting, we must use techniques which are suited

supplied by the first valve, and it is to this circuit EF95, made it possible to obtain a high gain coupled
with stability Therefore, the use of these pentodes
that we must pay particular attention.
In R.F. circuits for Band I (40 to 68 Mc/s) we use for Band I receivers was ideal, but the pentode set a
an R.F. pentode, but the use of a pentode in Band III limit to the sensitivity of the receiver.
As we are bringing more services into the V.H.F.
will give a rather high noise level due to partition
effect, that is the noise caused by the random division bands, and this is the TV expansion area also FM
anode. Valve noise is, therefore, a very important

to these V.H.F. bands. Components for use in the

factor in the first stages of a V.H.F. receiver. The signal
voltages in this stage, which are not as yet amplified,

specially designed, capacitors and inductors must
possess as little as possible of the properties of each

R.F. and frequency changer stages have to

be

have come direct from the aerial system and are, other. In the end, it is the valve which is the limiting
therefore, of magnitudes comparable with the noise
In Band I many problems were created but
voltages. Therefore, it can be seen that any noise factor.
introduced in the first stage will be amplified by the they were overcome, and a great deal of the credit
following stages. It is essential that noise be kept to a must go to the valve manufacturers who gave us
specialised valves. Now we go to Band III for TV,
minimum in these first stages.
As all radio experimenters know it is impossible and meet frequencies in the region of 200 Mc/s and a
eliminate noise altogether, even a standard totally different set of conditions regarding the design
resistor introducing noise owing to thermal vibration of the R.F. stages, but once again the valve manur
of its electrons. (This is one of the reasons we use facturers have given us specialised valves for the job,
such as the Mullard PCC84 and PCF82.

high -stability resistors in high -gain amplifiers such
as for magnetic tape recorders, etc.)
A valve has a heated cathode which emits electrons.

Triodes

A much lower noise level can be obtained by using

These electrons arrive at the grid and anode in a a triode valve, but due to internal feedback that takes
more or less random fashion and not as a continuous
stream. The arrival of these electrons at the anode
causes a current to flow. The anode current is referred
to as a steady current but this really means an average
current. So, in effect, each electron arrives individually at the grid or anode. We can almost liken it

II

to pebbles being tipped from a cart, they don't fall re
to the ground as one, they fall individually.

III

The noise which is created by these electrons has
definite frequency, as the electrons arrive comno definite

pletely in random fashion and, therefore, their
noise extends practically over all frequencies. A
wide -band receiver such as a TV set is inherently
more noisy than one having.nar- input

EF9S

row band working. Shot 0
effect" is the term applied to
this type of noise and it is rather

fortunate that it is masked by
the space charge, which forms a

cloud around the cathode, this

space charge acting as a sort

of electron reservoir and buffer.

This type of noise is always

RFC

aa

§RFC

present and it is the noise that is

L.T -

after all other sources of
noise have been eliminated.

-

left

There is no known remedy for

this type.
When we were discussing the
pentode we referred to parti

F
Fig. 1.-A Low -noise Caseode pre -amplifier.

L.T.7 6w3,1,1
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place via the anode to grid capacitance of the valve,
the gain of the stage is seriously reduced. Therefore,
we must depart from the conventional triode circuit
and look for other types of circuit in which we can
take full advantage of the triode valve.
In V.H.F. work a circuit often employed uses the

Cascode
Fig. 1

245

shows a type of circuit that has been

developed over the past few years and is known as the
" Cascode " amplifier. This type of amplifier has been

used extensively on Band I television, and also on
144 MO by our colleagues in the amateur radio field.
grounded grid technique, and this type of circuit The EF95 is strapped as a neutralised triode, and the
operates most efficiently to high up in the frequency EC91 as a grounded grid amplifier. This type of
spectrum. An example of earthed grid circuitry circuit has the advantage of a low noise level and a

is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. It is also being used a great high gain, thus giving the low noise level of a triode
deal for FM broadcast receiver design as it allows an with the high gain and stability of a pentode.
efficient R.F. stage with a low noise level. By earthing
Fig. 2 shows a cascode amplifier as developed for
the grid and allowing the cathode potential to vary Band III TV receivers. It will be noted that the H.T.
according to the input signal we have in effect a voltage is applied across the two sections in series,
screen between cathode and anode. From this it will therefore each triode is running at half the total
be gathered that the capacitance between anode and H.T. supply voltage. The average H.T. rail in the
cathode is very small, but what is more important is modern TV receiver is approximately 180 volts
that the anode voltage is in phase with the cathode which means that only 90 volts is applied to each
voltage, so that such " Miller effect " as exists tends anode. However, despite this low anode voltage which
to reduce the input capacitance rather than to increase is the result of series working, the mutual conductance
it. It is this fact, and also the inherent possibility of
of each triode is 6.0 ma/V (with a grid voltage of
reducing transit time effects in a triode much more -1.5 volts). It will be seen from this circuit that
than in a pentode, that makes the earthed grid triode the first triode in the D.C. series connected cascode
an amplifier of great use in V.H.F. work. The valve circuit is a neutralised grounded cathode amplifier.
manufacturers have given us special triodes for this The second triode is a grounded grid amplifier with

type of circuit. The EC9I is a special valve for use the grid earthed capacitively by means of a lead in earthed grid circuits and this valve is shown in through capacitor. It can be shown that the noise
Fig. 1 where it is used in a low noise pre -amplifier factor of this arrangement is virtually that of the
for TV work. The latest valve for this type of work is first triode alone, the noise contribution of the
the PCC84, which is shown in Fig.,2 in the R.F. stages second triode being negligible.
of a multi -band TV receiver. The PCC84 has a high
It should always be remembered when constructing
mutual conductance, very thorough internal screening or designing the R.F. stages of a V.H.F. receiver,
between triodes, low inter -electrode capacities, etc., and designers of V.H.F. equipment have

not been lacking in employing

these valves for Band III TV
receivers. Another valve worthy

of note here is the ECC85 and

the 12AT7 which,are being used
extensively as earthed grid R.F.
amplifiers in the FM broadcast
receivers.

Fig. 2.-The cascode circuit as used in the latest KB receivers.
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whether it be for TV or FM, that one must take into sets used within the service areas of a powerful

account the invisible factors or components which transmitter this A.G.C. takes the form of a sampling
are formed by the stray capacities, the self -capacity of average picture brightness. In the special fringe
and inductances of coils and condensers. The area versions, a more elaborate system using gated
physical layout, lengths of wiring, placement of
components, etc., all affect performance. It is

controls is employed.
A greater signal strength will, of course, be required
therefore essential that once a layout has been found for Band III than is required on Band J. If a Band I
that is stable it should not be altered. This is receiver has a sensitivity of, say, 20 micro -volts for
evident in some of the latest 12 -channel TV receivers vision and 15 micro -volts for sound, then when used
employing rotary turrets. The final adjustment of on Band III with the same I.F. stages, etc., the,

alignment for each channel is done by altering the
end turns of the coils and if these are mishandled
it follows that the set will be put out of alignment
on that channel.
Frequency Changer

Another valve which 114s been developed for
specific use in the front ends of multi -channel TV
receivers is

the Mullard PCF82 and the circuit

employed for frequency changer is shown in Fig. 2.
The triode section of the PCF82 is employed as the
local oscillator working in a Colpitts circuit. It will
be noted that the triode and pentode sections are not
internally connected in any way. It is recommended
that inductive coupling be employed for the injection
of the local oscillator ; however, many manufacturers
seem to favour capacitive coupling and both methods
appear to function very well. When capacitive
coupling is employed it is necessary to arrange
alternative capacitors for different frequency bands.

There is a danger with capacitive coupling that a

value of capacitance may be chosen to give optimum
drive at a low frequency, and when the set is tuned
to .a higher frequency there may be serious overdrive.

sensitivity will now be approx. 60 micro -volts for

vision and 45 micro -volts for sound. Studying these
sensitivity figures it will be seen that we require thred

times the signal strength for Band III as we do for
Band I, and therefore we must pay due care and
attention to the aerial system. Where at present
we are using two and three element arrays for the
alternative programmes we may have to use four,
five or six element arrays ; also, as the overall size
will be smaller than Band I aerials, it is likely that a
great many stacked arrays will be seen in the fringe
areas. A gcod many examples of Band HI aerials
were shown at the -National Radio Show ranging
from multi Yagi types to a slot aerial.

As there are something like three million TV
receivers in use that are not fitted for receiving
Band III ,transmissions, it is not surprising that a
great many inquiries are coming in as to what can

be done to make these sets suitable for the new
transmissions in Band III. Most of the manufacturers are catering for their own models and it
seems that most sets will be catered for in this
respect. Where we have a " single channel only " set,

it seems that the easiest plan is to make a convertor
On the other hand, in inductive coupling which is that will use the channel of the set as an I.F. The
employed in practically all turret -type tuners, each trouble with this method is that we have two
coupling coil is' adjusted to give the best value of oscillators and they set up patterning. Also, it is
mixer drive on each frequency band, also making the possible that the station on one channel will also
whole of the oscillator coil available for the induction break through and cause further trouble from
of an oscillator voltage into the grid circuit.
It seems that the only real satispattern effects.
One of the greatest factors in any V.H.F. receiver factory answer is to make a complete tuner unit
is the stability of the oscillator circuits and from this incorporating Band I and Band III and feed this
point of view the PCF82 is very stable when used straight into the receiver I.F. stages. By using this
under the recommended operating conditions. Most method we can get away from the patterning effect
of the local oscillator circuits in the multi -band TV and all the complication of having two oscillators
receivers make use of negative temperature coefficient functioning at once.
condensers, and it is essential that should these
Many manufacturers are supplying these tuner
condensers require replacement during servicing units now for adding to present sets when a station
that they are replaced with exact types.
opens near the viewer, and the cost of these units
As only channels 8 and 9 have so far been allocated appears to be approximately 6 guineas.
for alternative TV programmes, most of the turret
type tuners are fitted with coils for these channels.
When other channels are announced, coils for fitting
to these tuners will be made available by the respective
manufacturers. The local oscillator coil is fitted
with a brass slug and this 'enables the oscillator -to be
tuned. Also, in most cases, a trimmer is fitted for

fine tuning of the oscillator circuit. The turret is
well screened and access to these slugs is usually via
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No. 3.-BUSH MODELS TV22 AND T24
By L. Lawry -Johns
and E.H.T. with it, suspended safely away from any
near -by chassis member.
The faults mentioned are due to overloading of the

timebase, not to its non -operation, which may be
caused by a leaky coupling condenser to the control

grid of the line output valve, an open circuited
resistor in series with the line hold control or failure
of the valve itself.
Variable Gain

THESE are very reliable receivers but nevertheless still have their " usual " faults, fortunately comparatively few in number. The

first is undoubtedly the PZ30 ; this is located in the
screening box on the " top deck " chassis right-hand
side.

A frequent fault is variations in the gain of both
sound and vision, and this is usually due 'to the
50 //F, 25 volt electrolytic condenser which is across
the contrast control. It is a metal -cased type, and no
difficulty should be found in locating it. A small
drop in its efficiency causes large variations of gain.

Another fault encountered several times on this

model is a defective 100 pF coupling condenser on

The first thing to remember is that this valve is to the grid of V2 the mixer EF91. Depending upon
not only used as the H.T. rectifier, but one half is the extent of the leak the symptoms may vary from
used as a booster diode hence a defective valve a ragged picture with a small leak, to snow storm "

can give some rather misleading symptoms. Those effects as the leak gets worse. When the condenser
possessing a receiver of this type are advised to keep shorts out completely the picture vanishes with the
a spare PZ30. If, after the failure of one of these mixer ceasing to operate. The position in the circuit
valves and when a new one has been fitted, a slight is shown in the diagram and is marked with a star.
hum is present on sound, especially in the " minimum"
position, and there is evidence of frame non -linearity, Other Models
the 38 ohm resistor, in series with the reservoir
Some variation may be found in these notes and
capacitor, should be examined. The reason for this in the circuit diagrams as they are designed, to
is, in the event of an internal short in the PZ30, A.C. encompass the TV22a, TV24a and the console
is present on this capacitor, causing a heavy flow of variants. Most variation will be found in the line
current through it, thus burning out the series timebase and the types of valve fitted, e.g. PL81 for
resistor.

When the " going off "'of one of these sets

is

accompanied by a trace of smoke, or by a smell of
burning, this is what has happened, and a new
PZ30 and a new resistor will normally be the " size "
of the repair.
The diagram will show clearly the position of this
resistor in the circuit.

Line Output Transformer
The line output transformer is another source of
likely trouble. However, failure of the line time base is not the signal for a new transformer to be
fitted. A defective PZ30 could also cause it, and the
following points should also be suspected. A leaky
C20 470 pF condenser (linearity correcting) wired
across the T4 transformer (see diagram) will result
in (a) no raster, (b) very small spark at anode of the
EY5I (the valve not lighting up at all) and very weak

line whistle. An internal short in the EY51 or an

PL38, etc., but there is little variation in the actual
circuit of the supply and sound/vision strips.
A hum on these sets has often been traced to a
loose 4 B.A. nut and bolt on the rear of the chassis.
This holds the earthing clip of the audio output stage
and also the tag to which the main fuse is earthed.
P230

Frame Time Base

Line output and
Sound output.

Vision and
Sound
Line Time Base

Blue lead

3B fl
Red /ead

(part)

T50

F

T60

internal short (may be intermittent) in the tube. To

*This resistor is mounted on the end of a paxo/in Panel
on the left side of the upper chassis.

tube anode and check the operation of the timebase

Fig. 1.-Showing how the Series resistor and the 60hiF
condenser are wired direct to the PZ30 cathode.

check the tube remove the E.H.T. cap from the
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It is situated just under the fuse -holder and should
be inspected for tightness should hum be present.
The first time this fault came in, it caused some
heartaches and shows how the most baffling problems have the most simple answers sometimes.
If, after having repaired some fault on the receiver,
and upon switching on no picture or a very weak
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Further Notes on the HMV 1807 and Pye B18T
If the tube face of the HMV or Marconi receivers,
dealt with in the first article -in -this series, shows hum --

bats, he. no picture with wide dark and light bands,
the trouble can usually be located in the D77 video
detector valve. This is the last in the vision strip
and is located at the rear of the chassis in the most
accessible position. The valve will probably have a
heater -to -cathode leak or short-circuit and should be
replaced.

If on the Pye a rather more " contrasty " picture,
accompanied by intermittent or complete, loss' of
sync is experienced, the trouble will almost certainly
be the 12 yF video anode decoupling condenser havi,

Fig. 2.-The condenser marked * is 470pF and is C20
referred to in the article.

Fig. 3.-Frequency changer V2. This diagram shows
how a leak in the 100 pF condenser can cause the
symptoms described.

raster is obtained, or the tube shows every sign of gone O.C. This is located under the chassis at the
having lost its emission, remember the ion trap. rear. It is connected to the junction of two 1 watt

The way these little items can work loose or be resistors and is of the white cardboard covered type.
accidentally moved and cause momentary confusion
is remarkable. Once again look for the simple things.

Usually the frame sync is affected most, the line may
only " zip " occasionally.

appearance in the market of our first 21in. colour
sets before the end of this year, with production in
by early 1955.
THREE new major developments in colour quantity
" While we have not yet established a suggested
television were recently demonstrated by the retail
price for our 21in. colour set, I can tell you
Radio Corporation of America, opening the way to
and $900."
early mast production of colour television sets at to -day that it will the between $800which
preceded
At a special Press showing,
costs within the reach of the consuming public.
Described as milestones in the march toward demonstrations for representatives of virtually the

Advances in Colour TV

commercial colour television, the three new develop-

entire television manufacturing industry,Mr. Anderson

said, " When R.C.A. first tackled colour television
ments were :were aware of the importance of creating an entire
1. A new 21in. R.C.A. colour picture tube with we
.
250 square inches of viewing area -22 per cent. more system, not just isolated elements of one.
.

than any other colour tube yet produced.
2. A magnetic field equaliser called the " Colour
This is a significant new R.C.A.
Equaliser."
invention-not previously announced-which guarantees improved colour set performance and makes
possible a reduction in manufacturing costs.
3. A new simplified colour television receiver,
which reduces circuitry by one-third and enables a
substantial reduction in production costs to be

effected.

The 211n. Colour Tube
" The 21in. tube, which holds the spotlight to -day,

was only eight short months ago in our development laboratories. But the progress we had made
with it was so good that we determined not to go
ahead with our l9in. tube. We concentrated our
efforts on a 21in colour tube-the preferred size -without introducing any intermediate smaller sizes ...

Each of these developments represents " years of Receiver Circuitry is Simplified
" We have also given much attention to reducing
scientific and engineering endeavpur telescoped into
a memorable few months," according to E. C. the cost and increasing the stability of colour receiver
R.C.A. circuitry and components. Approximately a oneVice -President,
Executive
Anderson,
third reduction in receiver circuitry has been achieved,
Commercial Department.
without any loss of performance. Substantial cost
R.C.A. Timetable for Production of Tubes and Sets savings are inherent in the results of this work.
" While the simplified circuit receiver uses 11
"` The R.C.A. timetable," Mr. Anderson continued, " calls for industry sampling of the,21in. tubes less than the modified receiver, nevertheless
colour tube starting on November 1st, and for the their performance is the same."
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SOME NOTES ON ITS CAUSES, EFFECTS, AND SOME
SUGGESTED CURES

THE appearance of a ghost picture on the screen
often spoils what would otherwise be a very
good picture ; it occurs in the fringe area

By B. L Morley

first is due to reflections in the feeder line from the
aerial, and the second due to reflections from
surrounding objects such as hillsides, steel -framed
buildings, etc.

There is another source of ghosts which is not
often encountered and this is within the televisor
itself.
It is caused by certain of the tuned circuits
and also well within the service area of the transmitter and there are certain spots in Britain covered " ringing" and is more often observed in badly
by the high-powered stations in which reception is adjusted superhets than in straight receivers.

almost impossible due to ghost troubles.

A ghost picture

is

actually a second picture, Feeder Reflections
If the feeder from the aerial to the televisor is
very badly matched at either end it is possible to

usually fainter than the main picture but displaced to
the right of it. The amount of displacement will vary
according to the origin of the ghost and it is possible
to receive one which is practically on top of the main
picture and hardly distinguishable as such, or to have
one which is well separated from the main image.
Fig. 1 shows a typical case and it will be observed

have reflections taking place throughout its length.
The trouble is more likely to occur with long feeders
than with short ones though the writer has observed

while a positive ghost has the same relationship of
black and white as the main image.

Fig. 1.-A ghost shown on the Tuning Signal.

that the clock is repeated just to the right of the
main image.
A ghost can be negative or positive. A negative
ghost is one in which the blacks and whites of the
picture are reversed like a photographic negative,
It

is possible to have more than one ghost-in a series of ghosts (five in all) caused by severe mismatch

fact in bad areas a whole host of them can be present
on the screen with some providing a positive image
and some a negative image.
Ghosts which occur almost on top of the original

in a feeder only 60ft. long !

The reason for the reflection is not difficult to
understand. Imagine a case where the end of the

feeder line is open -circuited, the current wave will
travel down the line until it comes to the end ; at
symptom may be a slightly blurred image although this point it can travel no farther and will collapse to
the raster lines are clearly focused. This fault can be zero. The consequent collapsing magnetic field

picture are very difficult to diagnose as the only

confused with lack of bandwidth in thd vision receiver associated with the current will induce a current
which gives a similar effect.
and voltage in the opposite direction which will then

Causes of Ghost Images
There are two main causes of ghost images ; the
Open ircuited end
Main wave

travel back to the source.
-When the returning wave reaches its originating
point an out -of -balance condition will result as it
will not be in phase with the waves originating from
the source. It will, so to speak, be turned back on

itself and will, therefore, return to the far end of
the line.

On each journey a certain amount of power is
consumed due to the impedance of the line and a
certain amount of power is also dissipated in radiation
so that after a few journeys up and down the line the
current is reduced to zero. Nevertheless the waves

will " stand " upon the line and the transmitting
engineer usually refers to them as standing waves.
The same principleS apply if the line is short-cir-

cuited at its distant end. In this case the current
wave reaching the short-circuit will suddenly increase

to a maximum ; the voltage will obviously fall to

zero and the consequent sudden change in the

Reflected wave

Fig. 2.-The reflected wave.

Fig. Z!-Reception of one
ghost.

magnetic field will induce currents and voltages in
the opposite direction which will travel back to the
source.

It is not strictly necessary to have a completely
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The impedance ratio of a transformer is the square
short-circuited or open -circuited line ; the termination can be of any value between these two extremes of the turns ratio. A transformer with a turns ratio
and reflection will take place. No reflection will take of 1 : 3 will therefore have an impedance ratio of
place if the line is terminated with its characteristic 1 : 32=1 : 9. This means that the impedance of the
impedance ; for example, if an 80 -ohm TV coaxial output will be nine times the impedance of the input.

cable is terminated with an impedance of 80 ohms
no reflection will take place. A terminating value
other than that of the characteristic impedance will
Hills

Fig. 4. - Diagram illustrating the -result of reflection from an object
behind the actual transmitter.

This explains the reasons why it is possible to

match correctly an 80 -ohm feeder line into the
television input circuit, by the use of a small coupling

coil or a tap on the main coil.
It will be obvious that not only must the feeder
match into the televisor input but it must also match
the aerial output. A small amount of mismatch
is allowable and because of this it is possible to use
an H aerial with a centre impedance of about 60 ohms
with a coaxial line of about 80 ohms. If the mismatch

is greater than this then reflections may occur with
the production of ghost images.
It is important, therefore, that where a high gain
aerial is used in the fringe areas, correct matching
is employed not only to ensure the greatest transfer
of signals but also to avoid the production of ghost
signals.

Reflections from Solid Objects
The very high frequencies employed in TV can be
reflected by solid objects such as hills, tall buildings,

cause reflection, the amount of reflection depending
upon the deviation from that impedance.
Note the characteristic impedance of a line is the
impedance which the line would have if it were
extended to infinity. In all transmission work where
power is sent along a line it is necessary to terminate

each end with the line's characteristic impedance

in order to keep down the losses and to avoid

reflections.
It will be seen how necessary it is to ensure that the
line is correctly matched. At the televisor end a
transformer is used to ensure that the input impedance

of the televisor is made the same as that of the line.
Note that a transformer will not only transform
voltage and current, it will also transform impedance.
In transmission of audio frequencies transformers are
frequently used solely for this purpose.

The turns ratio of a transformer has a direct

relation to the impedance ratio. The voltage ratio of
a transformer is the same as the turns ratio ; a transformer having a turns ratio of 1 : 3 will therefore

Fig. 5.-Reflection from two sources.

gasometers, etc. Fig. 3 shows typical conditions
have a voltage ratio -of 1 : 3 ; the voltage at the where reflection can take place.
output will be three times that of the input.
At the receiving point R a direct signal is received
from the transmitter at T. This is the main signal

and provides the picture. The electromagnetic waves

radiate from the transmitter in all directions and

some of them will strike the side of the steep hill at H.
Here a certain amount of absorption will take place,
but a large percentage of the signal will be reflected
towards the receiving point and will therefore be

Figs. 6 and 7.-A double " H " aerial and the cable
connections for a double " H."

picked up by the aerial at R.
It will be appreciated that the distance from T to
R is such shorter than from T through H to R ;
the signals from the second path will therefore arrive
a short time after the signal from the main path :
in the meantime the spot on the C.R.T. has moved.
from the left towards the right and the second signal
will therefore show itself on the screen a little to the
right of the main image.
Clearly the longer the path of the reflected image
then the greater will be the displacement to the right
of the ghost image.
It is possible for the point of reflection to be at
such a distance that the reflected image only just.
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commences on the extreme right of the tube and is
continued on the left.
The reflection may be positive or negative according to the reflecting medium and the time of arrival.
It is possible for the arrival time to be such that a
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light, and the rather high frequencies which will be
employed on Band III are likely to be reflected to a
greater degree than those on Band I. This will be

especially true in built-up areas where tall, steel framed buildings are common, and the installation

complete reversal of phase takes place and the whites engineer will have to devote considerable attention
and blacks are reversed.
to the layout of the aerial system.
Chicken mew')

The Cure of Ghosts

reflector

Reflector

The most obvious answer to the ghost problem is

to shield the receiving aerial from the reflecting

source. In the simple case an H type of aerial will
be of appreciable assistance ; this aerial operates
over quite a wide arc with little fall .in the strength
of the signal picked up. It is possible to move it
over an arc of ±30 to 40 degrees without decreasing
the signal strength too much. It can therefore be
aligned so that the point of minimum pick-up-the
rear of the aerial-is pointed in the direction of the
reflected Signals and while there may be some small
(Plan View)

Fig. 8.-The corner reflector.

loss in forward gain the ratio of direct signal to
reflected signal is greatly .increased ; the contrast
control can be adjusted so that the ghost is not then
visible on the screen.
Where reflection takes place from more than one

source then matters are a little more difficult. It
It is not necessary for the reflecting medium to be is beneficial in these cases to use a high gain aerial
placed at one side as shown in the diagram, it can be because of its directional properties. A high gain
at the rear of the receiving point and can even be in array has a narrow pick-up area and the strength of
front of the receiving point. A typical case of the latter signals falls off rapidly either side of the forward
is shown in Fig. 4. The main signal reaches the aerial direction.
It is possible that such an array will pick up too
direct and the ghost image is received by reflection
from hills behind the transmitter. This type of great a signal and the first stages of the receiver
may be overloaded. It is possible to overcome this
reflection is the most difficult to cure.
It is possible to have more than one reflection. defect by using attenuators before the first R.F.
Fig. 5 shows a typical case of the reception of two valve.
One disadvantage of highly directional arrays is
reflected images. First, we have the main signal from
T to R, then a reflected image from T through X that the radiation pattern may contain subsidiary
to R, and then a second reflection from T through. Y lobes, so that there is appreciable pick-up at certain
definite angles, and if this should coincide with the
to R.
The path T, X, R is rather shorter than T, Y, R direction of the reflection, then no benefit will result.
Another solution to the problem is to use a. double
and therefore the image from the latter will be
displaced more to the right than the image from the
former.

In very bad areas a large number of reflections
takes place and we have certain natorious localities
such as Hebden Bridge,.certain areas of Bath and the
Welsh valleys working on Wenvoe.
The reception of a double or multiple image is not
the only bad effect caused by reflections, but where
the reflection is quite strong then it is possible for the
sync pulses contained in the reflected signal to trigger

the timebases and lead to loss of or intermittent

operation of synchronisation.
Before leaving the subject of causes of ghosts, it

should be mentioned that it

is

possible to have

Delta pieces

et centre

reflected images which sometimes entirely disappear.

Cases have been reported where ghost images are
received for a few days only every week, and the
trouble has usually been traced to reflection from a
nearby gasometer, the height of the container being
considerably reduced when the gas supply was low !

In some cases it is possible to have a variation

of slot -

Balanced twin

Fig. 9.-Details of the slot aerial.

array and it will be found that a double H aerial is

between summer and winter due to reflections taking generally satisfactory.
place from belts of trees which shed their leaves during
The double H does not have twice the gain of a
the winter.
single H ; it is more than a single H, however and,
what is more important, it has a high front -to -back
Band III
ratio. It has proved very successful where ghost
`The higher the frequency of the electromagnetic reception is troublesome.
wave the more does its behaviour resemble that of
Fig. 6 shows the scheme. The two H aerials are
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mounted in parallel with each other p. apart. It is
important to note that the feeder from each H must
be exactly the same length. The simplest method
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this case the cable is connected to the centre of the
slot by means of delta -shaped pieces.

(10052 cable.)

The slot should be about lft. wide and the length
of connection is to run a coaxial lead from the shotIld be that of the complementary dipole for the
dipole of one H to the crossboom where it joins the particular channel it is desired to receive.
The width of the netting should be a minimum of
supporting mast ; an identical length of cable is
then run from this point to the other dipole. The 0.2,? for successful operation.
A reflector can be fitted if desired and this can
feeder down to the televisor is taken to the same
central point and all three cables are connected in be either a slot reflector or a straight reflector of
chicken wire netting.
parallel as shown in Fig. 7.
It is important to realise that the slot aerial must
If 80 -ohm cable is used for each dipole and the
feeder is 50 -ohm cable the& will be a certain amount be mounted in the reverse position to the ordinary

of mismatch, but not a serious amount.

If the dipole.

connections are made sound and enclosed so as to
be weatherproof, then no trouble should be

Where the transmissions are vertically
polarised the slot aerial must be mounted horizontally
and where the transmissions are horizontally polarised

the slot aerial must be mounted vertically.
The reason for this is to counteract the change in
electric and magnetic fields which takes place in the
Corner Reflector
Where space allows it and it is found that the slot aerial.
Where a slot reflector is used it must be mounted
reflection occurs mostly from the rear, then a corner
reflector is worth while. It has an extremely high in a similar manner to the aerial proper, but if a
front -to -back ratio and is not affected by signals plain reflector is employed then it should be mounted
in the vertical direction for vertically polarised
arriving from the rear.
Fig. 8 shows the scheme. The reflector can be transmissions and horizontally for horizontally
made of chicken -wire netting of about lain. mesh polarised transmissions.
When fitting an aerial of this description in the loft
supported on a wooden or metal cage. The centre
impedance of the dipole falls rather low in this it is advisable to keep it as clear as possible of the
arrangement and it is necessary to fit some form of surrounding objects, paying particular attention to
matching device. Perhaps the best matching method the proximity of electric wiring which may be carrying
interference.
is to fold the dipole.
An aerial in this form not only has a high front -to back ratio, but it has a good forward gain and gains Conclusion
In the foregoing paragraphs we have endeavoured
in the region of 10-12 db. can be expected.
to outline the main causes of ghost reception and to
suggest a cure. It is not possible to cater for every
The Slot Aerial
Perhaps the most successful aerial to combat situation and there are bound to be certain areas
ghost trouble is the slot aerial ; it has been proved where complete elimination is not possible.
One factor which should be remembered is that it
very successful in all sorts of difficult localities.
It is easy to construct, is very inexpensive and can is possible for the ghost signal to be stronger than
be mounted in a loft which has very little headroom. the original and the aerial can be oriented so that it
Chicken wire netting can be used for its construction is pointed towards the reflecting source rather than
towards the transmitter. This is not always successand a mesh of tin. is recommended.
It can be supported in the loft by strings tied to the ful, however, for it is possible for the reflected image
rafters and should face in the direction of the, to become distorted so as to be useless, but it is
worth while trying.
transmitter.
Each case must be decided on its merits and the
Fig. 9 shows the arrangement and the method of
home constructor is advised to experiment for himself
feeding with coaxial cable.
Balanced twin gable can be used if desired and if with the suggested methods so as to arrive at the best
the televisor is designed for this type of input. In solution for his own particular locality.
experienced.

principles and reference material of everyday use to
the radio engineer.
The large amount of information contained in the
" Radio Laboratory Handbook," by M. G. Scroggie, volume has been presented as concisely as possible

BOOK RECEIVED

B.Sc., M.LE.E., sixth edition.

Published on 23rd

and made easily accessible by the very comprehensive

1954, at 25s. net (postage Is. 3d.), for system of cross-references, table of contents and
" Wireless World," by Iliffe & Sons Ltd. Size Ellin. index. A special feature is the many carefully selected
to further information.
x 5iin. 436 pages, 299 illustrations. Cloth bound references
" Radio Laboratory Handbook " was originally
August,

with jacket.

THIS standard reference book on laboratory
electronic techniques, written by a well-known
consulting engineer, is intended for both professional
engineers and amateurs.. It first describes the layout
and furnishing of an up-to-date laboratory, and then
Both
the various types of apparatus available.
commercial instruments and improvised equipment
are covered. Later chapters deal in detail with
methods of making measurements and tests of every
kind. Finally, a large section is devoted to general

published in 1938, and quickly gained recognition
as a lucid and not -too -solemn practical manual
filling the gap between " popular home experimenters' literature and the advanced professional

textbooks. In the intervening period, there have been
extensive developments in techniques and equipment,

with which subsequent editions have kept pace.

This sixth edition has been almost entirely rewritten
and greatly enlarged and is now presented in a new
format. The usefulness of the text is enhanced by
some 300 photographs, drawings and circuit diagrams.
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The 931A Photomultiplier Cell
SOME INTERESTING DATA FOR THE AMATEUR TELEVISION TRANSMITTER
By C. Grant Dixon

THE 931A

vI

is an extremely sensitive photoelectric cell which achieves its sensitivity by
electron multiplication. Consider an ordinary
photocell ; when light is incident on the cathode,
electrons are liberated and these are collected by the

tion when the voltages are applied to the electrodes.
As will be seen from the diagrams, the dynodes are

supplied from a tapped potentiometer across the
This usually takes the form of a

E.H.T. supply.

chain of equal resistors, soldered from pin to pin of the

anode, the entire current through the cell is due .to special 11 -pin socket. These resistors can be a or
these photoelectrons. In the. 931A the electrons even watt and any value between 10 K and 50 .K
emitted by the cathode are caused to strike an elec- will be satisfactory, provided they are all equal. A
trode called a dynode, which,has a special coating that convenient way of controlling the -gain of the cell is by
favours secondary emission ; this means that each varying the total potential across the resistor chain,

electron striking the dynode may' cause the emission
of two or more electrons. This process of electron
multiplication is repeated as the electrons bounce
from one dynode to another and the final current is
collected at the anode. Each dynode -is kept at a higher
potential than the preceding one and this means that

the electrons are caused to follow a zig-zag path
around the tube as shown in Fig. 4.

and this can easily be done by connecting a 2 M
potentiometer in series with the chain as shown in the
diagrams.
Noise

The 931A is usually employed to feed an amplifier
and there are several suitable input circuits depending

on whether positive or negative E.H.T. supply is
available. As there are 10 stages of multiplication

The sensitivity of the cell is enormous, being about and each requires up to 100 volts, this might seem to
10 mA. per lumen when the potential between dynodes imply a total E.H.T. of 1,000 volts, but for most puris 50 volts, and about 1 amp per lumen when operated poses about half this value is sufficient and it is found -at its maximum rating of 100 volts between the that there is less " noise " if the cell is worked at a
dynodes. This may be compared with a figure of lower voltage. The most satisfactory arrangement is

70 //A. per lumen for a typical cell with no electron to half -wave rectify one H.T. secondary winding of
multiplication. It should be clearly understood, the mains transformer to give an H.T. line, which is
however, that these are sensitivity figures and the negative with respect to earth, and use the potential
actual current flowing through the cell is much less ; difference between this line and the usual H.T.
the cathode current, in fact, should not exceed 10 pA. positive line. For the sake of completeness, circuits
To ensure that this condition is observed, it is essential are also given for those cases where a separate high
to operate the cell with comparatively low illumina- voltage supply is available.
Positive E.H.T.

About /000 volts

2MII

H.77+

21JF

Anode
Load

/000 vwkg.

Anode ,

Load

min
II

./NF

/000

H.r4

IMn
=MI
21./F

/000 v.wkg.

/Ma
2,0F
400 v. wkg.

Negative line

About 400v

Negative

EHT

Up to
000 V.

Figs. 1, 2 and 3.-Circuits for the 931A. In these diagrams the cell has been shown elongated for convenience
in showing the voltage supplies to the dynodes.
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Small Current
serve to modulate the neon tube behind the receiver
As the current drawn from the E.H.T. supply is disc. Of course, there will be many readers to whom

small, there is not likely to be any trouble with the last few sentences convey nothing, they are
those who have missed the days of real pioneer

hum or ripple and the 2,ttF. condenser shown in the
diagrams should be sufficient. It should never be
necessary to decouple the dynodes, and stabilisation
of the cell voltage is only undertaken where the cell
is used for precision measurement as in a photometer.
As the electrons are directed on their path by means
of electrostatic fields, it is obviously important to
keep out stray electrostatic fields by efficient screening. The line timebase of a scanning tube has been
known to cause trouble in this way.

TV

reception,

but the

principles of 30 -line
reception can be

DY6

Dys

o

easily

0

Fig. S.-Base connections
for the 931A cell.

grasped by reference to
books and magazines of

Dy7

o

Dy40

00149

Dy30

Dyp°

ODy.9

0
DY/

0

0Anode

Cathode

the 1930-35 period.
Another use for the 931A is the measurement, or
rather the comparison, of the " D.C." value of very
low light levels as in a spectrophotometer. For this
purpose a toothed wheel is interposed between the
light and the 931A to convert the steady light into a
varying one. This " chopped " light beam, when

incident on the 931A, gives rise to an alternating

voltage across the load and this is usually amplified
by a narrow bandwidth, tuned, amplifier and, after
rectification, is used to give an indication on a sensitive milliammeter. For this application " noise "
is of little importance and the cell can be worked at
its maximum voltage with a high anode load, thus
giving an extremely sensitive device.

In conclusion it should be pointed out that the

931A shows its superiority over the conventional

Fig. 4.-Diagram of the electrode structure of the

931A showing electron multiplication and the approximate path of the electrons through the tube.

photocell only when dealing with very low light levels,

and it is interesting to note that photo -multiplier

of more advanced design are becoming increasingly used for detecting the scintillations produced by
The 931A has become very popular as a pick-up alpha particles.
tube from a flying spot scanner.' (See preiiious article
in PRACTICAL TELEVISION, July, 1954.)
It has a

marYedly greatef responselh the blue region of the
spectrum and with a scanning tube such as the 5FP7
this is an advantage. In order to obtain the frequency
response desirable for television transmission, the

anode load should be kept to a low value and in
some circuits 1 K has been specified, though the
writer has obtained good results with a 6.8 K load
with a suitable. peaking inductance. The video

amplifier should always be fed from a very low

impedance power supply ; preferably one using electronic stabilisation with a series valve, or alternatively
a smoothing condenser, having a value in the region

of 150 [tF may be used. If this is not done, some
trouble may be experienced with very low frequency
oscillation.
An Experiment

Whilst on the subject of the 931A and amateur
television applications, the following suggestion is
offered as it may interest some readers who are
looking for something unusual to do.' If a couple of
old 30 -line scanning discs and motors can be obtained

it is a comparatively easy matter to rig one up as a

" live " camera and the other as a monitor. Of course,
30 -line pictures are Of historic rather than of practical
value, but it is very satisfying to build up one's own
TV. camera, of 'whatever definition. The scene to
be televised is focused on the rotating disc and a

lens gathers in the light and concentrates it on the
931A. The frequency response need not exceed 20 kc/s

if the old 30 -line standards are adhered to, and this
means that a comparatively simple amplifier will

" PRACTICAL " SUGGESTIONS
FOR CHRISTMAS !

This year, why not solve your Christmas gift

problems by sending Gift Subscriptions for
one of the famous " Practical " magazines
edited by F. J. Camm ? Most of your friends

are sure to be delighted with a year's subscription for one of them-and the copies, arriving
regularly, month by month or week by week,
will serve as constant reminders of your good
wishes from the beginning of the year till the
end.

It's very simple to arrange-just write to the
Subscription Manager (G.1.), " PRACTICAL
MAGAZINES," Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, enclosing the
names and addresses of your friends, the titles

of the magazines you wish to be sent, and
remittance to cover. We will arrange for
attractive greetings cards to be despatched,

in your name, announcing your gifts in good
time for Christmas.
A year's subscription to PRACTICAL
MECHANICS and PRACTICAL MOTORIST
& MOTOR CYCLIST costs 14s. (Canada

13s.), including postage to any part of the
world, to PRACTICAL TELEVISION and
PRACTICAL WIRELESS 13s. 6d. (Canada
13s.), and to PRACTICAL ENGINEERING
£1 12's. 6d. (Canada £1 10s. 4d.).
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noughts on the Show
A VISITOR REVIEWS SOME OF THE EXHIBITS
By The Marquis of Donegal'

THE National Radio and Television Show came
V.H.F./F.M. broadcasting stations next year.
of age this year and proved highly worthy of
Although they are not yet available there were some
adult status.
radiograms and TV sets capable of receiving these
Before touring the Earls Court exhibition let us new stations which are of special interest to those
mention a few highlights that struck the visitor.
living in bad reception areas and within 50 miles
On the whole prices have not come down since range.
last year, but this is compensated for by the fact that
Sundry historic exhibits were fascinating. These
general improvement in performance has necessitated included Marconi's diary and the set that enabled
more complicated-and in some cases more costly- Crippen to be apprehended in mid -Atlantic.
insides. Better value for much the same money was,
On the Baird stand they showed the earliest
I would say, the keynote of the show.
television set that first functioned in 1932. But the
The word novelty best describes the demonstration first tube to produce colour television had special
on a closed circuit of 3-D television by Messrs. Pye. interest for me. It was in December, 1940, that

The effect of depth is achieved by throwing two
images on to a screen, but I refuse to be unduly
impressed by any process, either in cinema or television, that requires the use of spectacles by the
audience.

Baird asked me to bring something red or blue to

his house near the Crystal Palace and I arrived with
Miss Paddle Naismith, a flaming redhead, dressed
in bright blue. Paddie was duly televised in colour

At least this experimental 3-D television from Baird's house to an outhouse some 50 yards
viewed on a flat screen and not-a scientific away on a 3ft. x 4ft. screen. The quality of the colour
absurdity-by trying tb make a flat surface out of reproduction astounded Baird's guests -14 years ago.
is

the curved wrong -end of a cathode-ray tube.
Condemned as we still are to the optical gymnastics
of direct viewing by the overwhelming majority of
manufacturers, the l7in. picture rules the day as
opposed to the 14in. picture in the majority last year.
shed a metaphorical tear for the death and burial
of the 9in. tube : it was such a conveniently portable

The Royal Navy showed under -water television

and included among its exhibits the TV camera
which they used to find the Comet that disintegrated
near the island of Elba.

The Army provided a look into the future by

demonstrating battlefield television, which it has not
so far used.
little set and one unkind critic remarked on its
The Royal Air Force demonstrated most lucidly
passing that 9in. was, if anything, too big a picture the important part played by radio in forecasting the
for most of our television programmes. Contrariwise, weather. There was a typical Meteorological Forethe portable gramophone that you wind up with a casting Office with Radio Sonde and Sferic Radio
handle is still selling in incredible quantities.
Director Finder that tracks down thunderstorms in
E.M.I. announced with deafening fanfare that the remote places.
ever -patient public may now buy copies of master tapes from which the_ gramophone records of the Contrasts
group are made. 1 tried the Menuhin and Joe Loss
Now for a few contrasts. Vidor's " Lady
tapes on my own tape recorder and it must be Margaret "-8in. by 4in., weighing 611b.-was
I

admitted that the reproduction from the speaker said to be the smallest battery set. And the largest
placed at the top of my staircase to the living room TV screen in the world, measuring 2lft. by 16ft., was
downstairs was quite uncanny in fidelity. Ever a Cintel installation in the BBC arena.
patient, however, is the operative word so far as
The smallest TV camera was to be seen on the
the public is concerned because, 17 years ago, I Pye stand. It is an industrial type -of which one was
undertook to demonstrate in my home a " radio- recently installed in a whaling ship. As a gadget

gram " which played tape instead of records. It was
never marketed because the interested parties were
unable to find sufficient well-known artistes and
orchestras that were not under contract to the
various gramophone companies.
Appearance

The outside appearance of radio and television sets
having just about reached the zenith of craftsmanship,

design and material, there is little to be said that
contrasts with last year except that there was even
greater variety 2nd, surely, a set to suit every taste,

from that of Madame de Pompadour to that of
Diogenes. (As a matter of fact, there was a radio controlled beer-barrel-appropriately just outside
the Press Room-that rolled itself about and dispensed

beer to the multitude.)
The outstanding major development emerging at
this year's show concerns the opening of the BBC's

The Murphy V250 Table Model.
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maniac I was, of course, delighted with the H.M.V., the commercial programme when it becomes
Philips and Ekco novelty radios that put you to sleep, available.
Television receivers working on one of. the
wake you up, cook your breakfast, switch your light
frequencies to be allotted to theIndependentiTelevision
on and, for all I know, take the dog for a walk
Champion have produced table -radiograms at Authority were demonstrated by superimposing a
42 and 33 guineas. The most expensive radiogram Band III signal from a special transmitter in the R.I.C.
control -room so that it was possible to switch from
that I found was on the R.G.D. stand at £611.
The smallest three -wave mains receiver, 8in. by the BBC band to the other. This alternative
41in. by 41in., was shown by Alba ; and Roberts, " programme " was obviously not designed for
whose portables I have long regarded as among the entertainment. It consisted of fish swimming in an

finest in the world, have produced a " baby " at aquarium with the caption " This receiver is now
15 guineas. It is a battery set for medium and operating on an alternative programme wavelength."
lorig wave with a 5in.-moving coil loudspeaker Other firms showed TV sets that at present can only
receive the BBC, but are readily convertible. What
having a field flux density of 11,000 gauss.
The H.M.V. portable radiogram (model 2001), it amounts to is that these cost 5 or 6 guineas less
priced at 22 guineas, is a very neat job that copes and you pay that sum when the time comes to have
with all sizes of records and all three speeds. It has the set adapted to commercial TV.
a rotatable dual -headed pick-up and a 10 -in. elliptical
loudspeaker. In this field Decca compete with their Turret Tuning

Deccamatic II with a Collaro turnover pick-up at
Most firms have adopted the 12 -position turret
19 guineas. Personally I use a Deccalian of which tuner. This gives tuning to any of ,the five BBC

the new model is numbered 81 and is priced at Band I channels and to the two channels so far
£34 18s. 10d. On the Deccalian, Decca still favour allOcated to commercial TV in Band III. Bush,
interchangeable ffrr magnetic pick-up heads with
sapphire styli. Their technicians unequivocally assert

that comparable fidelity cannot be achieved with a
rotatable pick-up head.
Innumerable makers show record-players to cope
with all speeds and sizes of records through existing
radios or radiograms. Twelve guineas seemed to
be an average price for these.
My American friends never cease to be amazed
when they see my Decca projection set in operation
and generally begin by mistaking the picture on my
screen for home -movies.

" We don't have that in the United States," they
usually remark. And I refrain from pointing out
that neither did they have a television service at all
in 1936. The new projection model costs £165,
including the screen, of which I can tell you from
experience the 3ft. by 2ft. is by far the most suitable
for the average sitting -room.
This year's exhibition brought home the fact that

however, use a two -position band switch plus two

continuously variable tuning -knobs, each tuning
over one of the bands. And Regentone use a two band switch system combined with continuous
tuning. The band switch is operated automatically
by the tuning -knob. Nearly every set is designed

for the easy addition of a tuner. For instance, the
Vidor l4in. and 17in. models already provide the
necessary space and fixing studs. The English
Electric Rotomatic " can also be adapted by using
only one's bare hands.
To sum up on TV, focus at the edges of the screen

has improved and I would say that the " scan " is

more uniform. Interference suppression circuits are
often adjustable to local conditions. The all-round
result is sharper, steadier and brighter pictures.

Much attention has been concentrated on catering

for the fringe areas.
Finally, Ferguson found their " Halo Light, " which

is a luminous screen surround that produces the
it is now possible to buy TV sets that will receive illusion of a larger picture, such a success that they
have now incorporated it on four new models.

Some makers, of which one is Ekco (TC209), provide
frequency -modulated sound reception. It is noteworthy that few TV sets incorporate a radio. The

Philco A1718 is an exception and the price is 106
guineas.

The Ferrite rod aerial of Pilot and Champion sets
was a novelty to me, as was the incorporation of a
built-in aerial in an Invicta receiver.
The 21in. rectangular tube-Kolster-Brandes table
model, Philco and Ferguson consoles-was also a
novelty ; but the H.M.V. 1820 has a round 21in.
'tube.
speakers, notably by Goodman,
appearance in several radiograms,
including the Ferranti 1045 and the Regentone
ARG88. Philco have produced a push-button shortTwelve -inch

make

their

wave converter that can be added to any make of
car radio. They also make two six -valve and two

eight -valve car radios.
Let me end this little account of a highly impressive

This is the Alba Model T321

141n. tunable receiver.

and thoroughly enjoyable 21st birthday National
Radio and Television Exhibition by saying, as did
Sir Miles Thomas in his opening speech, that this
year's show was " a striking testimony to the
achievements of egreat industry."
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22.-FURTHER SWEEP CIRCUITS

directly proportional to the depth of penetration,

and consequently the frequency will now be inversely

proportional to the square root of the penetration,
which again is assumed to vary linearly. Both
systems, therefore, give a non-linear variation of
frequency with electrode displacement, and to a
similar degree. The result is obviously unaffected
by any fixed capacity shunting the mechanical system.
This is added to ahiplify the remarks of last month

on mechanical systems, and must be borne in mind
Stator

As

we have already seen, it is not possible to get a
linear frequency change with a linear motion

on either the rotating condenser or coaxial
plunger tuning systems. On the basis of a lumped
circuit for the oscillator tuning elements, the frequency

is inversely proportional to the square root of the
total capacity ; if this capacity is in the form of a
condenser, it will be inversely propor-

tional to the separation of the plates, so that the

frequency will then be directly proportional to the
square root of the plate separation which is assumed
to be varied linearly by the mechanical drive.
If the capacity is made up of the form of a coaxial
condenser with a reciprocating plunger, it will be

Clearance

pypi 4:

lunge,

V. q.

Distrene

pillar

Fig. 1.- Mounting of a co -axial -tuning system. The
stator is best split to form a split -stator condenser.

by the experimenter who is working on mechanical
systems. For true frequency linearity, more complex
condenser arrangements are necessary. The coaxial

form has, however, the property that the rate of

change of capacity with penetration is independent
of the initial depth (which is equivalent to a fixed
shunting capacity) and is therefore unaffected by
mechanical distortions arising from the motions
imparted to the plunger. This system is the better for
the experimenter, but Usually calls for better engineering from a mechanical point of view than the rotating
condenser form.

Practical Hiiits

As was outlined, last month, a plunger form of

condenser can be operated from an old loudspeaker
cone movement, but the exact form the set-up will
take obviously depends upon the constructor.
Referring to Fig. 1, the important points are the
mounting of the fixed tube (stator) and the clearance
between it and the plunger (moving plate). The tube
can be readily mounted off the chassis on a distrene
pillar, which must be without shake, however ; but

(d)
Fig. 2.-Waveforms associated with a plunger driven
by a speaker cone adaption.

Fig. 4.-Appearance of marker
generator.

pip from

signal

258

the fitting of the plunger to the speaker cone move-

ment, or cam associated with a small motor, will

have to be tackled in a way best dictated by the shape
and size, etc., of the actual pieces being used.

The clearance cannot be very small unless very

precise work can be undertaken and the proper tools
are to hand, but normally a spacing of 1/16in. is quite
reasonable from this point of view, and also allows a
S.G.0
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scope with which the' circuit is to be used must
triggered in synchronism with the capacity change.
Normally, a switch system can be readily set up for
this, the beam being blanked off during the return
trace at the same time.
V3 is a mixer with V4 as- the variable oscillator.
V4 is tunable over the range 115 to 185 Mc/s; and
details of the coils, etc., are given in the figure. Mixing
takes place in the cathode of
"A

.11rOpF

and the output at the anode is

Output
).

taken to the set under examination. -A simple attenuator maY

+IV be inserted at this point

if

necessary.

If a signal generator c.w. out-

put is applied to the output

simultaneously (as shown), a
pip will appear on the response
curve as depicted in Fig. 4. A
ready means of determining fre-

quency, read from the signal
generator, is then available. The

signal generator output should

ci

L/

be adjusted so that the pip is
small.

The valves may be double

triodes such as ECC81's.
Electronic Sweeping

Electronic sweeping may

22K0

-oo/pF

appeal more to the home experi-

menter than the mechanical
systems just discussedy and a

basic circuit is shown in Fig. 5.
Here the valve V takes the place
of the mechanical tuning set up,
the remainder of the circuit being
similar to that of Fig. 4.
LI is 6 turns
/8 S.WG. bare wire wound on 1/2 diamete6
A linear sawtooth is applied
spaced one wire diameter, se/f supporting,
from the timebase to potentio-,
meter R1, and a portion of this
Fig. 3.-A simple sweep circuit.
is therefore applied to the grid
reasonable capacity change to be obtained without of the reactance valve V. This alters the mutual' cona very long plunger movement, a thing to be avoided. ductance of the stage and also the apparent capacity
A 3/16in. plunger moving in a fin. tube has a capacity which is wired across the first oscillator circuit.
CL to resonate
at about //DMus
Cl is 15 + ISpf
split stator,

r,

change of about 0.5 pF per +in. movement. At
100 Mc/s a change of 2 pF is normally sufficient to
give a frequency change of 6 Mc/s with the proper
inductance and fixed tuning values, and when used
in a mixer system, as outlined in the previous article,
will provide this sweep of frequency over the television
bands.

+150-200v
82K0
To VI anode
C now.
omitted;
being strays

L/ is 2 to 3 turns
30 D.S.C. on 14 former

with dust core

only,

To get a linear backward and forward motion on
the plunger when operated from a speaker system, it

is necessary to produce a driving current in the speech
coil that is shaped as shown in Fig. 2(a). The actual
motion will then be as shown at (b). Such a waveform

can be derived from a square wave, which is first

integrated into a triangular wave and also differentiated (see (c) and (d)). A combination of these two
waveforms will then produce that of (a).

ISO to
470 0
Sawtooth

Simple Circuit

A simple circuit is shown in Fig. 3. Here the

oscillator V1 operates at 110 Mc/s by the tuned circuit

LC. C is mechanically operated to give a change of
3 Mc/s on either side of 110 Mc/s, the resultant output
being buffered and amplified by V2. The exact form
of the mechanical control matters little provided this

change is achieved, but, the thnebase of the oscillo-

R/

2Mt)

Fig. 5. -Electronic equivalont-of the mechanical tuning
systems.
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Used Mazda C.R.M. 123 Cathode heater short aluminized.
Complete with rubber mask Elac P.M. focus unit. scan coils,
low line, loW frame and frame o.p. trans., 25.10.0. P. & P. 7/6.

Used Mazda' 121n. C.R. Tube 121, 121A heater cathode short.
£3.7.6. P. & P. 7/6. Guaranteed 3 months.
Used Mazda 9in. C.R. Tube, heater cathode short. C.R.M. 91
92 & 92A. Guaranteed 3 months. 37/6. P. & P. 7/6.
Most of the above 9in. with ion burn 17/6 post paid.
9in. T.V. Cabinet in polished walnut, complete with chassis, 20/ post paid.
USED
TUBE with ion burn 1716 post paid.
USED Mullard 12in, with ion burn 50/-. P. & P. 7/6.

Smith's

r

for

Line and E.II.T. Transformer, 9KVA using ferocart core complete
with built-in line and width control. Mounted on Ali -chassis.
Overall size 4Iin. x 11in., EY51 Rec. winding. P. & P. 2/6. 27/6.
Scan coils, low line, low frame, complete with frame o.p. trans. to
match above line and E.H.T., 2716. P. & P. 2/6.
Heater Transformer, Pri. 230-250 v. 6v. 11 amp., 8/- ; 2 v. 21 amp.
5/-. P. & P. each V-.

Technical
Books

Completely builtc

Generator.
Coverage
120 Kc/s-320 Kc/s, 300 Kc/s900 Kc/s, 900 Kc/s-2.75
Ic/s, 2.75 Mc/s-13.5 Mc/s,
8.5 Mc/s-25 Mc/s., 17 Me/s50
Mc/s,
25.5
Mc/s75 Mc/s. Metal case 10.x
6i x 41in. Size of scale
61 x 3fin., 2 valves and

rectifier. A.C. mains 230250 v. Internal modulation
-of 400 c.o.s. to a depth of
30 per cent., modulated
or unmodulated. R.F. output continuously variable
100 milli volts. C.W. and
mod. switch, variable A.F.
output and moving coil
output meter.
Black
crackle finished case and white panel. £4.19.6, or 34/- deposit and
3 monthly payments 25,-. P. & P. 4/- extra.

Books on the theory and
practice of electronics, new
developments, circuit design,

Pattern Generator. 40-70 Mc/s direct calibration, checks frame
and line time base, frequency and linearity, vision channel alignment, sound channel and sound rejection circuits, and vision
channel band width. Silver plated coils, black crackle finished
case, 10 x 61 x 41in. and white front panel. A.C. mains 200-250 volts.
This instrument will align any T.V. receiver. Cash price 23.19.6
or 29/- deposit and 3 monthly payments of £1. P. & P. 4/- extra.
T.V. Converter for the new commercial stations complete with
2 valves. Frequency : can be set to any channel within the 186-196
Mc!s band. I.F. : will work into any existing T.V. receiver
designed to work between 42-68 Mc/s. Sensitivity 10 Mu/v with any
normal T.V. set. Input.: arranged for 300 ohm feeder. 80 ohm
feeder can be used with slight reduction in R.F. gain. Circuit EF80
as local oscillator. ECC81 as R.F. amplifier and mixer.' The gain
of the first stage, grounded grid R.F. amplifier 10 db. Required

power supply of 200 v. D.C. at 25 .mA, 6.3 v. A.C. at 0.6 amp. Input
filter ensuring complete freedom from unwanted signals. 2 simple
adjustments only. 22.10.0. P. & P. 2/6.
Line & E.H.T. transformer. 9KV, ferocart core. EY51 heater
winding, complete with scan coils and frame output transformer
and line and width control. P. & P. 3/-. 12.5.0.

and other specialized sub-

T.V. Filter in lightly tinted perspex size 131 x 11 x 3/16in., 4/6.
Metal rectifier, 250 v. 250 mA, 12/6. Used metal rectifier 250 v.

jects can be quickly supplied

R. and A.T.V. energised 61in. Speaker, field coil 175 ohms.

through your local Smith's
shop or bookstall.
Your copies of PRACTICAL
TELEVISION can be bound into

attractive volumes;

and all your

stationery and printed matter supplied through our local branch.

W. H. Smith
& Son

for SPECIALIST BOOKS
Head Office: Strand House, London, W.C.2

150 mA, 6/6.

Requires minimum 150 mA to energise maximum current 250 mA.

P. & P. 2/-. 9/6.
Valve Holders, moulded octal Mazda, and loctal, 7d. each. Paxolin
octal. Mazda and loctal, 4d. each. Moulded B7G, BOA and BOA, 7d.
each. B79 moulded with screening can, 1/6 each.
Combined 12in. Mask and Escutcheon in lightly tinted perspex.
New aspect, edged in brown. Fits on front of cabinet. 12/6.
As above for 15in. tube, 17/6.

Frame Oscillator Blocking Trans., 4/6.
Smoothing Choke, 250 mA 5 henry, 8/6 ; 250 mA, 10 henry, 10/6. ;
250 mA, 8 henry, 8/6.
P.M. Focus Unit for any 9 or 12in. tube except Mazda 12in., with
Vernier adjustment, 15/- P.M. Focus Unit for Mazda. 12in. with

Vernier adjustment. 17/6. Wide Angle P.M. Focus U. it Vernier
adj., state tube. 25/-.
Energised Focal. Coil, low resistance mounting bracket, 17/6.
Ion Traps for Mullard or English Electric tubes, 5/- post paid.
T.V. Coils, moulded former. iron cored. wound for rewinding
purposes only. All -can llin. x lin., 1/- each ; 2 iron -cores All -can,
21jn. a lin., 1/6 each.
Dubilier .001 10kV, working, 3/6.
Cyldon 5 channel T.V. tuner 12/6 post paid.
Where cost and packing charge is not stated, please add 1/6 up to 10/-,
2/- up to. £1 and 216 up to £2. AU enquiries S.A.E. Lists 5d. each.

D. COHEN

RADIO AND, TELEVISION COMPONENTS

23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, W.3.
(Opposite Granada Cinema)
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BEETHOVEN

14 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
Send only £1

deposit -refunded

if tool

not approved.
lin. DRILL

Robust tool with
trigger switch
and self -centring
Drills,
chuck.
sands, polishes.
grinds, sharpens.

Also, with
attachments,
drives :

lathe,

saw bench, rise

and fall, grinder,
buffer, etc.
Price £5. 19. 6
cash, or 20/- deposit. Carriage
and Packing 2/6.

Horizontal

Stand
17/6, post 116

SUPERHET
Complete with valves
loudand ..Kola
speaker, ready to
work off A.C. mains
-three waves (L.
M. and S.) -large
dial, 'slow motion drive, dust cored coils,
etc. £8. 17. 6, or £2 deposit (balance
over 121months), carr. 7;6.
Fine walnut
veneered
and polished
cabinet to
the
take
Beethoven
5- V a 1 v. e
Superhet
with 6t, in.
loudspeaker,
thus making
a really excellent table
model -worth £18-220. Price 49/6, carr.
and packing 5/- extra. If bought with
the Beethoven chassis, the hire purchase
deposit is £3. carr. 10!-.
THE SUPERIOR 15in.

up to the minute big

picture TV for
637.

Vertical
Stand
Bench
23.7.6, post 2/6.
Lathe Stand
£5. 5- 0, or
20!- deposit.

Carriage
and Packing
5/-.

The four

itenas
£15.9.6, or
£3

10.

0.

only
A 20 -

valve televisor for the
constructor,
amateur
all components, valves
and 161n. Cossor Cathode
Ray Tube costs 07.10.0,
carriage and
plus

insurance or £12. 10. 0
deposit and 12 monthly
payments of £2. 11. 6.
Constructor's envelope
giving full details and
blueprint, 7!6. Returnable within 14 days
if you think you cannot make the set.
MAINS MIDGET RADIO
This is an excellent

little radio In an
attractive cabinet
to which can be

deposit.

affixed

BATTERY THREE
Constructional data showing how to make useful
set
Portable loudspeaker
'total cost 70/-, including
cabinet) is available. Price

thus

transfers,
making it

extra suitable for
nursery or child's
bedroom. The circuit is a T.R.F.
for A.C. mains
operation. All the

116.

parts - bakelite
cabinet,

valves,

knobs, back -in fact everything will

MULTI -METER

KIT

The Multi -meter
illustrated measures D.C. volts,
D.C. m/amps and
ohms. It has a
sensitivity of 503
ohms per volt
and is equally
suitable for the keen experimenter, service engineer or student. All the essential
parts including 2in. moving coil meter,
selected resistors, wire for shunts, 8 -point

CLEVELAND CAR BATTERY
CHARGER
Gives 15 amp. charge uses everlasting metal
rectifier and robust

5 -VALVE

cost you only 63.15.0. plus 2/6 postage.
Construction data free with the parts or
available separately at 1/6.
REBUILT T.V. TUBES

completely rebuilt as new.
Cost approx. half-price. Call or write
All sizes

for list of types in stock.

double wound mains
transformer -in metal
carrying case with
leads and croc. clips.
Price, 6 volt 29/6. 6 to
12 volts, 39/6. Post 2/6.

ELECTRIC

CLOTHES HORSE
Warms room as it dries

clothes, towels, etc. stove enamelled rails
-A.C. or D.C. 650
watts. Size 3ft. x 3ft.
x 5in. Made to sell at
12 ens., fully guaranteed only £3. 19. 6,
carr. 7/6.

Complete kit comprises battery control
unit, starter lamp, lamp holders, clips
and wiring diagram. Price less tube
22/6. plus 1/6 post, with tube 30/-, carriage
and insurance 3/6. Tubes 7/6 each carr.
free, minimum quantity '6.

CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL
colour, 3
waveband
scale covering
3

standardLong,
Medium, and
Short wavebands,
scale
pan,
chassis
punched for standard 5 valve superhet,
Pulley, driving head, springs, etc., to suit.
Scale size 141in. x 30n. Chassis size,
15in. x 5in. x 2in. deep. Price 15/-, phis
1/6 post.
Note : We have a really excellent walnut
veneered cabinet for this, price only 37/6.

AUTO
RADIOGRAM
From 25 gns.

Good assortment
cabinets,

of
chassis, .and

auto changers, available
at all branches -total
cost from 25 gns.

ADJUSTABLE THERMOSTAT
250 v. heavy silver
contacts can be
adjusted to operate
between 70 deg. -300
deg. F. These are
suitable for aquarium heaters, electric

blankets, etc., etc.
1 Amp. Model, 3/6. 2 Amp. Model, 5/6.
5 Amp Model, 8/6. Post, etc., 6d. extra;

range selector, calibrated scale, stick
on range indicator and full instructions
for making are available as a kit, price
15/- plus 9d. post and packing.

MAKE A RADIO

7he
"7/V57.44/7118'

Using our parts

in one evening
3,011 can make an

all mains 4 valve
radio with bakelite case, then
you will be giving a 212 present

'

Creeitleause ,`/eater
.

winch costs you
only £5.15.0, or £2 deposit. (Carr. and
insurance 5/-.) Data book 1/6.

Oft. long made from heavy gauge sheet
steel (galvanised), 1 kW. suitable A.C.
or D.C. Price £2, or with thermostat
£3.15.0. Note : The thermostat mounts
separately and will control up to three
heaters.

Another Address for Personal Shoppers

:

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
Post orders should he addressed to Dept. 5, RUISLIP.

d to
iare

CONNECTING WIRE SNIP
P.V.C. insulated 23 s.w.g. copper wire in
100ft. coils, 2/9 each. Colours available
Black, Brown, Red, Orange, Pink, Yellow,
White. Transparent. 4 coils for 10/,

ranndlios'4'iccet.

'Pit:arfrellsasvies :t2"n

249, KILBURN HIGH ROAD,
KILBURN,
CPENING SHORTLY LONDON,' N.W.

Personal shoppers, however, can call at :
42-46, Windmill Rill, 152-3, Fleet Street, 29, Stroud Green Roadi

Finsbury Park, N.4.
E.C.4.
Ruislip, Middx.
ARChway 1049
Phone: RUISLIP 5780 Phone: CENtral 2833 Phone
Half day; Thursday.
Half day, Wednesday. Half day, Saturday.
*
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By Iconos

THE Y.T.A.

their rivals, the BBC. It is well to
remember that the I.T.A.'s principal practical function is to own
and operate a chain of TV transmitting stations, leaving the pro-

THE passing of the Act which gramme arrangement and organisagave birth to the Independent tion to others. That being the
Television Authority has by no case, one would have thought
means ended the most popular that the I.T.A.'s chief executives

" into

training "

for a typical

example of what some people

allege sponsored TV will give usand I enjoyed it. This was not

the usual hotch-potch of cheap
gibes

at

established

customs.

" Three's Company " had all the
wit and sparkle that West -End

theatregoers glean from half -a controversy of 1953-sponsored would have some kind of engineer- dozen intimate revues-caviar for
television programmes : to be or ing background. When the original the sophisticates and honest British
not to be. Many viewers, members British Broadcasting Company humour fgr everyman. The music,

of the radio industry and news- Limited was formed, the Board written and played by Antony
paper commentators watched with (under Lord Gainsford) looked to Hopkins revealed an unusual comisgivings the gradual formation engineering for its chief executives herency in this age of obscure
of a compromise solution which and selected J. C. W. (now Lord) impressionistic musical composiseemed to them to combine the Reith and P. P. Eckersley, both of tion. It gave admirable point to
weakest features of both nationalisa- them engineers as well as admini- Michael Flander's libretto. The
tion and private enterprise, tied strators. This valuable precedent basic plot of this surprise packet
was enacted in flash -back form and
together with a full measure of red has been ignored.
concerned the rivalry of two
tape. Their apprehensions were
TV
STARS
business men for their secretary.
increased when the names of the
members of the governing council THE power of TV as a star - Mr. Three (Eric Shilling) is the
maker increases week by - sharp business man who rules the
were announced : worthy and well-_
meaning individuals who, for the week. Already we have Gilbert firm belonging to his dullard
most part, excelled in their own Harding, Elizabeth Allen, Benny partner Mr. Love (Stephen Manton)
particular non -television fields. Hill, David Nixon and scrores of under the terms of Mr. Lowe
Sections of the national press others who are now well estab- senior's will. Miss Honey (Elizabegan to baalarmed and dubbed the lished and top bills at variety beth Boyd) is the woman in the
I.T.A. as being neither fish, fowl houses, feature in films or perform case. The musical treatment on
nor good red -herring. Then came on political platforms in brains highly original lines intermingled

the appointments of Sir Kenneth trusts. Two or three successful TV
Clarke and Sir Robert Brown appearances-and their names are
Fraser as Chairman and Director - made ! It is just as simple as that.
General, respectively, and their " What's My Line " and its variadismay began to turn to anger.- tions have already created more

" Good men-but bad appoint-

ments " wailed one critic. " A
political appointment "
wrote
another, "for which the Postmaster -General deserves severe
censure."
The radio industry,

star names in Britain than a couple
of decades of sound radio or fifty
years of music hall. Latest passengers on the BBC's star -making
wagon are Eunice Gayson, another
" What's My Line "-er, and
Peter Cushing, actor in TV costume
plays-followed up by Helen
Bailey, a new expert panellist,

grateful for relaxation of the hirepurchase restrictions, pressed on
with the production of more and
more TV sets ; but at the same whose gentle charm is allied to a
time prepared themselves for a brilliant brain.
long, long wait for sponsored programmes to be produced with a NEW STYLE OPERA
cultural background of Arts IMUST admit that self-conscious
Council, Whitehall and a tug-ofarty -crafty entertainment
war between the political parties.
leaves me stone cold. I don't just
Let us hope that Sir Kenneth and dislike it ; I despise it. Therefore,
Sir Robert will confound the the idea of " Three's Company,"

dismal prophesies of the critics. an opera with three singers and
Otherwise, the only people they one piano, with a musical score by
will please will be the moguls of a new young composer, Antony
the theatre and film worlds- Hopkins, did not attract me very
-together with the TV Executives of much. However, I decided to get

arias of the traditional Verdi or
Puccini

flavour, but

in

Latin-

American tempo, with Flanagan

and Allen -type duets and an
impressive baritone solo in a blues
idiom. The outstanding artist was

Stephen Manton, well-known on
sound radio as a tenor of distinc-

tion but now revealed as a new
singing clown whose mime and
sense of timing are first rate.
" Three's Company " was an enjoy-

able experiment for a late night
spot-all the more enjoyable fot

confounding my gloomy expectations.

RIVERSIDE STUDIOS
THE
rumours
about the
acquisition of the Riverside
Studios, Hammersmith, by the
BBC for television have been persistent during the last few weeks,

and if negotiations are finalised,
valuable stage space and facilities
will have been tied up in the face
of. probable I.T.A. competition.

These studios are situated on the
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bank of the Thames, near Hammer- after the war that films of any real recorded in one eight -hour day smith Bridge, and actually possess consequence were made at River- Phil Tann ura, a lighting cameraman
a quay where barges can be moored. side, the most successful being who photographed many British
It

comprises

two main stages " The Seventh Veil " and " Reluct- films some years ago, has developed

105ft. x 75ft. and 80ft. x 60ft., a ant Heroes." It is interesting to a system of lighting, coupled with a
musical scoring stage large enough note that this studio plant, origin- layout of sets on one stage and

to hold a symphony orchestra, ally improvised out of a warehouse, the introduction of specialised

excellent plaster, carpenters and was so well planned in the struc- equipment, which makes this possother workshops, theatres and tural alterations of 1933 as to lend ible. A new type of lighting unit,
accommodation. itself readily to additions to plant known as the cone " is used.
dressing - room
The sound recording installation by and premises, without becoming a This consists of a large cone
shaped housing in which is mounted
R.C.A. is first-class, comprising rabbit warren like Lime Grove.
a 5 kw. incandescent lamp behind
several optical and magnetic recorders of the latest type. Mitchell and FILMING TV SHOWS. IN a baffle which reflects the light
back toward the white reflecting
Newall cameras and Mole -Richardsurface of the interior of the lamp.
son lighting are used, together with U.S.A.
back -projection and other devices THE proportion of live TV This surface is a soft matt white
shows in America con- and the indirect light so reflected
for trick photography. There is a
250kw. motor generator set for tinues to decrease. Photographing gives a non -shadow producing

providing direct current for arc and recording of all special features quality similar to natural north
lights plus alternating current for and plays is now the rule rather light. This reduces troublesome
than the exception and the standard
half-hour television feature is
shot in two or three days. The
McCadden Corporation, which
when it was run by the Triumph makes the weekly Burns and Allen
Film Company. Two or three years show as well as the Jack Benny
later it was taken over by the and Bing Crosby TV shows, has
Twickenham Studios, after a fire evolved a system of working which
" inkies." The Riverside Studios
were originally the warehouse of a
large motor accessory. firm. It
became a film studio in about 1933,

shadows

from

one

artiste

to

another, from set props and from
Other
suspended microphones.
special gadgets include a silent
all -ways camera dolly and variable

resistance controls of all banks of
lamps. The lighting can be varied
during lengthy shots. Some of
at the latter had destroyed one of enables one of these programmes these ideas will shortly be in use
its stages. But, it was not until to be completely photographed and over here.

Aerial
By R. Pinkney
THE usual requirements of a television aerial are
that it is easy to make, easy to erect, gives

satisfactory results and does not cost too

much. I think the Diamond fulfils all these.

Its performance is better than either the " H " or
the " X " and it is more directional.

of the dipole at the insulating block and the outer
screen to the lower half. The feeder is taken along
the spreader to the centre and then down the pole.
Insulator

Insulator

To coax.

inner

031017

It has an impedance of about 70 ohms and matches

into the ordinary coaxial cable.

Sound

Constructional Details

Rods can be used to make this aerial, but I found
flexible, multi -strand copper aerial wire of the type
used for ordinary broadcast reception, twisted
double, was easier to work with and gave adequate
bandwidth. One quarter sound wavelength from
the top of a wood or metal pole a spreader, one half
sound wavelength long, is secured by its centre at
right angles to the pole. A piece of. wood, lin. wide
by fin. thick, should do as it has to take little strain.
A metal spreader can be used.

At the dipole end, which is the end pointing towards
the television station, fasten a small block of Paxolin

about 2in. square with a hole at the top and bottom
for securing the inner ends of the dipole. From the
top hole, one half of the dipole, one quarter 'Vision
wavelength long, is stretched towards the top of the
pole, where it is secured to an insulator which in
turn is secured to the top of the pole by a piece of
strong cord. The lower half of the dipole stretches
from the block towards a point one quarter sound

wavelength below the centre of the spreader and
secured to the pole by insulator and cord. The
inner core of the feeder is connected to the top half

Vision
To coax.

outer

Insulator

To Transmitter

Insulator

Mr. Pinkney's Aerial
arrangement described
here.

The copper wire reflec or is taken from an insulator
at the top of the pole over the rear end of the spreader

and secured to an insulator at the same point as the
lower end of the dipole cord. The reflector should
be one half sound wavelength long. The whole thing
should now be diamond shaped.
There is very little weight in the aerial itself and
only a lightweight pole is required.
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1WHEN we published

Another important feature
of the design is that we have

the first details of
our £16 television
receiver-the Simplex-we
stated that a long-term view

adhered to standard com-

ponents which are available

had been taken with the

in the normal market.

could be converted from the
smaller electrostatic C.R.T.

reduce the overall cost by
employing some of those

surplus parts which become
available from time to time

to a larger tube at a later

stage.

The reason for this is that
many home constructors get
their first introduction to
television by building a
television receiver using one

It

would have been possible to

design so that the televisor

DETAILS FOR CONVERTING THE
SIMPLEX TO MAGNETIC TUBE
The concluding article will appear next
month

such as line output transformers etc., but as such
supplies' are very irregular
their use has not been contemplated.

The new circuit can be
of the small ex -Govt. cathode-ray tubes, and after used with either a 12in. or
9in. C.R.T. There are
a year or so feel they would like to change over to a available on the market from time to time cathodelarger tube.
ray tubes with cathode -heater shorts. These tubes
The original intention was to produce the data for have had some use but generally have a fairly
useful
the conversion at a rather later date ; however, we life left, but due to short circuits developing between
have received so many requests for the data that the cathode and heater they have become unworkable
design was put on hand and is therefore now pub- in many commercially designed receivers. By
lished at a much earlier date than was originally employing grid modulation these tubes can be used
anticipated.
Those Simplex owners who do not wish to change

in the new Simplex model without recourse to special
low -capacity heater transformers.

considerable
at the present time can keep the data for use at a saving can be effected in cost by this A
method.
later date.

If the constructor should purchase such a tube it is
There are many problems in such a conversion : it
to test it immediately. Some of them have a
often means the wholesale scrapping of the original advisable
low emission and are useless. Do not buy a
timebase. We have avoided this and but for a few rather
modifications the Simplex timebase has been retained, tube which has been " reconditioned " as the life
the outputs being fed into an amplifying stage for
direct application to the C.R.T.
COMPLETE LIST OF CONDENSERS,
Two extra
rectifier.

valves only are required, and one

(This list

comprises those items of the new

model which are not listed in the original data in
the April, 1954, issue of " Practical Television." )

Design Features

It skykuld be emphasised at the outset that this is
not a iinrely magnetic receiver ; it is conversion data

to change from an electrostatic tube to a magnetic
tube and, therefore, contains several features which
would not normally be found in a televisor designed
originally for magnetic working. As an example,
instead of having one main power supply there are
two supplies and this has been arranged so that the

present Simplex owner does not have to scrap his
existing power supply.

RESISTANCES, ETC.

.

We have retained as many of the original parts as
possible. There are bound to be some items which are
used in electrostatic working which are not suitable

for magnetic working such as the C.R.T. holder,
bleeder network, E.H.T. condensers, etc., but most

Resistances :

Condensers :

All I watt unless stated All 350 v. wkg. unless
otherwise
stated otherwise
RM1-2M
CM1--.005 pF
RM2-1 M
CM2-100 pF
RM3-100 K s2 2w.
CM3-.002 pF
RM4-330 ohms 1w.
CM4-.1 pF
RM5-47K n 1w.
CM5-.1 pF
RM6-220 ohms
CM6-25 pF 25v..
RM7-330 K
CM7-.01 nF
RM8-4.7 K fl 2w.
CM8-.001 pF 6-7 Kv.
RM9-100 ohms lw.
CM9-.01 pF
RM10-47 Ks2 lw.
CM10-.02 pF
RM11-15 KS2 lw.
CM11-25 pF 50 v. wkg.
R11412-470 K
CM12-4 pF
RM13-330 K
CM13-32 pF tubular

RM14-100 K

of the existing timebase has been retained.
The method of working in stages has been adhered
to. In order to cater for those who will be converting

RM15-5 K f2 10w.
RM16-2.2 K s2 2w.
RM17-470 ohms.

CM14a 8 pF both

their televisors and also those who will be building
this model directly, two shopping lists have been
prepared. The first list is for the additional items
required for the conversion of the existing timebase,

VRM2-1 M

Valves :
V14-7EL38

and the second is for the total number of items
required for timebase and C.R.T. network.

CM14b 16 pF 450
v.
tubular
CM15-.01 pF 450
CM16-.01 pF 450 v.
Potentiometers (pre-set) CM17= .002 pF
VRM1-2 K ww.

VRM3-250 K
VRM4-2 K ww.
VRM5-25 K

V15 -6V6

V16-5U4G
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set there is a tendency fOr the top three or four lines

cannot be expected to be more than a few months.
(We are not referring here, of course, to the scheme to fold over.
We mentioned earlier that the new design caters
of the English Electric Company which have an
for both those who wish to convert their existing
exchange service for their 16in. tubes.)
In conversion design there are two rather important

televisors and for those who wish to build the present

problems which have to be considered. The first is version from scratch.

The method to be followed

that the usual Miller Integrator and Transitron in each case follows.
oscillator such as has been used in the original
To convert the original Simplex to the new one
Convert the exSimplex is not suitable for direct amplification in the obtain the new components.
line timebase as it is negative -going on scan. A
positive -going sawtooth waveform is required for
correct operation of the line amplifier and a phase
reversal stage must therefore be inserted. This is
accomplished by employing the original V13 line
amplifier as a phase reversal stage.

The problem does not arise in the frame circuit as
the flyback period is so very much longer and the

extremely high flyback voltages generated in the line
circuit are absent in the frame amplifier. Direct amplification can therefore be used providing the biasing
conditions of the amplifier ate adjusted accordingly.
In the frame circuit the main problem is that at the
low frequency for frame operation the Miller circuit
does not have the excellent linearity which it possesses
-at the higher line frequency ; further, the flyback is
inclined to be rather prolonged and this is likely to
affect the few top lines of the picture.
A simple solution to the problem would be to re-

isting timebase by following the details given in the
paragraphs under the heading " Conversion Details."
After this, parts for Stage IV (M), V (M) and VI (M)
should be purchased and the various stages completed.

Each stage can be built separately and the parts for
that stage bought separately.
To build the magnetic Simplex version directly
the original Simplex data will be required. Stage I
is built, followed by Stage II (M), III (M), IV (M),
V (M) and VI (M). The original Stages 2, 3 and 4
are not built.
It will be noted that Stages IV (M), V (M) and
VI (M) are common to both constructions.
Circuit Description
The circuit diagram of the timebase amplifiers and
C.R.T. network is given in Fig. 1: The vision and

sound sections have been given previously in the
Simplex, but in order to assist constructors
design the oscillator as a blocking oscillator but as original
this would entail drastic alterations in the original a complete circuit diagram of the new version has
design And the scrapping of some useful components been prepared.
The output from the frame oscillator is fed into
it was decided to adhere to the original scheme and to
V15 and the coupling condenser and the resistance
apply correction in the following amplifier circuit.
Under working conditions the linearity is quite network RM12, VRM2, RM13 add correction.
correction is obtained from the feedback
satisfactory ; the clock in the tuning -in signal
be made perfectly round and the only criticism is circuit via CM10, VRM3 and RMI4. VRM being
that unless the linearity controls are very carefully made variable allows control over linearity to be
Remove VR3
Rep/ace with RIY15

To RMI2 on
Timebase Amp.

Remove C27,
Replace with CM3

Add RM3

Remove VRS,
R30, R3I and' C28
H.T. -t?

R/9

C28
VR5

:R24
R31

/ac

with
RMI

II-4mp.

Add stem

VIO

To

Timebase

CMI7

VI3
Add
CM/7

R32

Rewire

Fig. 2.- Modifying the, existing -timebase:

R28- is replaced by RM2.

Remove R32

At
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exercised and this control will be found to affect from the flyback pulse in the overwinding of
mainly the top portion of the picture.

transformer.

6V6 frame amplifier is made variable ; this ensures
that the valve works over the correct portion of its
curve and it will be found that the control varies the
linearity at the bottom of the picture.
Output from the frame amplifier is fed to the frame
output transformer via an R.C. network comprising

E.H.T. circuit.

The voltage is rectified by two K3/40

It will be noted that the biasing resistor of the rectifiers in series, which were used in the original

RM15 and CM13. The use of this method applies

a certain amount of correction to the waveform
and also obviates having to feed D.C. through the
primary of the coupling transformer.

CM13 should be of the tubular type (Hunts or

Drilytic) and the can must not be earthed.
Damping of the frame flyback is accomplished by
RM17.
The Line Amplifier
V13 of the original circuit is converted to a phase

Note that it is important to connect CM6, MR6
and the width control correctly and care must be
taken to ensure that the Z and Y terminal connections
are. as given in the diagram.
Although the tube is grid modulated the coupling
is obtained from the phase splitter V9 of the original
timebase, and it is therefore practically at earth
potential. The difficulties associated with providing
sufficient positive voltage on the cathode for adequate

control of brilliance

is

thereby avoided, and the

simple potential divider RM10, VRM5 and RM11

is

sufficient.

Power Supply
A standard type of transformer has been employed

in an orthodox full -wave rectifying circuit. It was

reversal stage and its output is fed into the line considered that the use of the transformer was
justified so that the difficulties associated with a
amplifier an EL38.
Sufficient drive is obtained to overscan a 12in. " live " chassis could be avoided.
tube with adequate E.H.T. The width of the scan is
controlled by the variable inductance in series with
the scan coils, the advantage being that the width
becomes separated from the main drive and does not
therefore affect E.H.T.
Linearity at the extreme left is controlled by
VRM1 and CM7.

One important feature is the provision of a filter
network in the mains supply.
The object of the network is two -fold. Firstly,
it assists in keeping mains -borne interference from
the televisor, and equally important it prevents

becomes a further linearity control.
An efficiency diode circuit using a metal rectifier
RM6 has been included to provide additional power
to the scan and to ensure efficient absorption of the

constructed televisor and we hope that other designers
will follow our lead. Television receiver owners
suffer appreciably from unsuppressed electrical

re -radiation of the line frequency via the mains.

This is the first time, to our knowledge, that such

The original width control has been left and it an arrangement has been incorporated in a home -

flyback.

E.H.T. is derived from the step-up of voltages

apparatus and car ignition circuits and appeals are
made from time to time for owners to fit suppression
devices. It is only fair that we in turn suppreis our
)r-

To PM/2 in Trnebase
Amplifier

To RM6
and PM7,

Timebase

CM/7

0.

To Grit/
of CR Tube

Fig. 3.-The complete existing timebase as modified Stage II (M).

Note that heater supply

for V/3 is obtained
from new transformer
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own televisors to prevent_re-radiation. In many
localities it has become impossible to listen to the
light programme on the long wavelength due to the
whistle produced from television receivers.
A great deal of the radiation takes place over the

and then study Stage II (M) and Stage III (M)

it should be put into a cabinet and we recommend

with R40, 41

given later.
Mechanical Arrangements

The following items should be removed from the

mains and the use of the suppression circuit effectively chassisin the order mentioned
Front C.R.T. mounting ; rear C.R.T. mounting
reduces this source. When the televisor is completed
;

MR1, 2 and C34 ; R38, 39, C39 ;

30, 31 (C31 can be used in its original circuit
that the sides, top and bottom and back of the C29,
position but placed under the chassis later) ; VR8, 9,
cabinet be covered with copper mesh, which is earthed.
It is suggested that a three -pin plug and socket R34, 35, 33, 36, 37, 32, 30, 31, C28 ; C27 is replaced

an 0.002 µF.
be used even if the normal household sockets are with
the rear of the chassis there should now ba
two -pin, so that effective earthing can be made. theOn
original width control, the line -hold control, the
frame -hold control, and on its panel above the
CONVERSION DETAILS
brilliance and focus controls ; these latter can now
This section should be studied by those who are be removed.
The timebase should be almost complete (except
converting the original model into the magnetic.
Those who are building the latter version directly for the slight modifications to follovii) up to the grid
(To be continued.)
should build Stage I as given in the original data of V13.

MR/ml

1,

RM8
Line

CRT

Output cp

I

Transfmi:

Line

8

Cods

0

RM6
To

CM/7

CM6

To pin

8 of

VRMS

V9

RM7
RAW

CO M50015-)0"-L.F Choke

.

Min

WON

CMI4b CMI4a

T2

CM/3
Frame

Output
Transformer

To

AC

Mains

RMI3

CMII

frame
Coils

Fig. 1.-The timebase amplifier.
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THE CAUSES OF COMMON FAULTS, AND
METHODS OF CORRECTION

By Gordon J. King, A.M.I.P.R.E.
(Continued ,from page 201, October issue.)

The Vision Interference, Limiter
FIGURE 67 depicts a typical vision interference

Although we are stilt looking at the signal applied
to the tube from the cathode aspect, we must always
bear in mind when considering a transient reduction
in tube cathode potential, that the potential from the
viewpoint of the tube grid is a mirror image of that

limiter-or spotter-circuit. This in itself is at the cathode, but rising-going more positive-in
quite simple and straightforward to follow, value, instead of falling more negative. Looking at

for essentially it boils down to a diode (sometimes a

the problem in this light enables us to realise more
crystal diode is used) the potentials on which are readily that, without the inclusion of an interference
arranged to hold it just off conduction at the potential limiter circuit, an interference pulse can drive the

corresponding to a peak -white picture signal. Any tube grid extremely positive. This may result in excesspurious impulsive signals exceeding this level are, sive beam current, coupled with a probable drop in
therefore, sup )ressed, or partially damped, by reason E.H.T. volts, and it is such a combination which
of the diode Acoming conductive.
provokes the display of the relatively large defocused

The potential at the diode cathode follows the spots of light on the picture corresponding to the

pattern of the vision signal since this electrode is in interference pulses.
direct connection with the cathode of the picture From this reasoning, therefore, we can better
tube. We must remember, of course, that the picture understand why a simple spotter circuit does not
signal voltage here is working in a less positive . eliminate the interference effect completely, but at
direction ; this means that the cathode potential falls best reduces the size of the spots and keeps them
less positive corresponding to the white content of the in focus by reason of preventing the tube grid from
picture.
. swinging any more positive than allowed by a peak The anode of the diode is maintained at a pre- white picture element.

determined positive potential, and, so far as the

circuit of Fig. 67 is concerned, this is achieved by the Undesirable Operation of the Vision Interference
potential divider comprising RI and R2. Under
Limiter
normal operating conditions the diode cathode
During the normal life of a tube the brilliance
is slightly more positive than the anode, and when the of the picture or raster gradually diminishes until a
fluctuating potential at the cathode falls to that stage is reached when the tube is considered no longer
representing a peak -white picture element, the serviceable (see " Dim Picture " symptom). Flyback
potential at the cathode equals that at the anode. lines generally become prominent towards the end of
Now impulsive interference

-such as that created by the
ignition

system

Fig. 67.-A typical spotter

of petrol

circuit.

engines - picked -up and
accepted by the receiver in
the usual

way

takes

the

form of a sharp pulse which
sits on the top of the vision

waveform as illustrated by Fig. 67 (b). Clearly,
then, since an interference
signal

pulse of this nature causes
the diode cathode potential
to fall below that induced

by a peak -white picture signal,
the cathode becomes less
positive than the anode ;

or, in other words, during a
burst

of

interference

Brightness
Control

Suppression
zone a

Spotter

diode
conducts

at this
point

t

the

anode of the diode is more
positive than the

cathode.

This, of course, causes the
diode to conduct and limit
the interference voltage applied
to the picture -tube.

Interference
pulses

Time

-(b)

Picture

waveform
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its useful life, and quite probably it is found, that

to the slider of the brightness control, and this means
viewing can be done successfully only in total dark- that as the brightness control is advanced, the diode
ness. One is very often tempted, when using a tube anode will go even more positive, thereby assisting
in this condition, to exceed the optimum brightness further diode conduction during a potential level
control setting in an endeavour to combat ambient corresponding to peak -white picture signals or less.
This reasoning clearly illustrates how the action of
Saturation points
the vision interference limiter often exaggerates the
Interference pulses
determined by
clipped at
symptom of an ageing tube, for since both factors are
setting on PI
Saturation
of a synonymous nature it can readily be seen that the
overall effect will possibly be stimulated. When a
.
tube begins to wear in this way, and excessive drive is
471
necessary to resolve an image of viewable brightness,
it is often desirable to disconnect the limiter circuit,
and let the tube itself perform the limiting function !
Limiting in the Video Amplifier\

It must always be borne in mind that unless the

video amplifier stage is capable of providing the extra
drive demanded by a worn tube, the associated valve
may give rise to a limiting action, for a state is bound
Grid Volts -3. interference pulses
superimposed on

signel at Grid

to occur when further drive has little effect on the
valve anode current. In the case of a cathode modulated tube, for instance, a positive going signal is
applied from the vision detector to the signal grid

of the valve, and if we consider this in relation to the
grid-volts/anode-current characteristic (Fig. 68), we
can clearly see how an excessive grid signal would

readily run the video valve into saturation current
during peak -white signal components.

As a form of artifice this is, in fact, used for the
Fig. 68.-Grid volts-anode current characteristics of purpose o f suppressing impulse interferences i n
video amplifier in Fig. 69. Note how the valve is nm into
saturation current during interference pulses above peak white, while the peak -white' signal is just below the
saturation level.

illumination falling on the screen. This procedure is,
of course, incorrect, but since the brightness of the
picture reduces very gradually a progressively
advanced setting on the brightness control is usually
unwittingly performed. Apart from exaggerating the
display of flyback lines, defocusing on whites and the
symptoms of poor E.H.T. regulation become apparent,
due to the increased load across the E.H.T. system.

As revealed by our Query Service, many experimenters are under the impression that such effects

H.T.

oBK1)

Picture /

IGO 0

Tube

Spotter

Triode
Cathode
Follower

From
Video
Amp.

are symptomatic of E.H.T. circuit defects. They might

be so in certain cases, though in a large number of
instances tube replacement has solved all the problems!

In order to maintain correct contrast balance on a
worn tube, the increase in brightness control setting
demands more tube drive, or a higher contrast setting,
and as -the tube continues to decline in brightness a

point is reached when it is severely over -driven.
This is often indicated by the picture appearing
" flat," or-in severe cases-in negative form. This
undesirable symptom is often aggravated-when a
tube is dying-due to the vision interference limiter
diode conducting during a peak -white signal level.
Premature diode conduction is, of course, provoked
by the heavy outbalancing video signal applied to the
tube and diode cathodes, and is often little alleviated,
under this 'condition, by retarding the limiter control,
if one happens to be fitted.

To Sync.
Sep,

251(1)

Brightness

RI

Control

151(f)

Chassis

To APC.

Network

Fig. 70.-Circuit of white spot suppressor as used in the
Pye V4 series.

Fixed limiting is shown in the circuit of Fig. 67, the Philips 1100U series receivers. Fig. 69 depicts the
but sometimes R2 is made adjustable, and labelled relevant circuit details, from which it will be seen that
" limiter control " ; this allows-within a fixed limit- fundamentally the system relies on the variable
an adjustable bias potential to be applied to the diode potential at the suppressor grid. This potential is
picked up between the H.T. line and a negative potenanode, and thus determines its conduction level.
It will also be seen that the resistor R2 is returned tial in the frame timebase circuit, and is developed
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SPEED i//2 your SOLDERING
TYPE 21
TYPE 41

TYPE 31
TYPE 71

TYPE 22

TYPE 81

Unbeatable from every point of view, well able to withstand hard workshop treatment and ideal for continuous use. Features
include rapid constant localised heat-solid sturdy construction-low

current consumption-perfect balance-absolute dependability. A

TRIGGER FEED
SOLDERGUN

type and bit for every purpose from fine instrument to heavy industrial work. Each tool includes 5 feet tough rubber 3 -core cable.

Type No.

51
is designed
specially for all assembly
operations. Solder is fed

Obtainable from all leading tool merchants and factors. Fully descriptive Brochure on request

automatically with trigger -

action and two reels are
supplied-one 15 ft. acid cored and one 15 ft. resin cored.

WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS LTD PIONEER WORKS HANGER LANE LONDON ,
Tel: PERIVALE 5631-4

Branches: BIRMINGHAM MANCHESTER LEEDS' BRISTOL NEWCASTLE GLASGOW

outtam 912

a modern high quality
amplifier & reproducer
for the home constructor

BUILD THIS HIGH QUALITY AMPLIFIER
Every part specified and readily obtainable from your Radio dealer.
Every stage in construction clearly explained with step-by-step wiring, in instruction book.
Rock -like stability in performance - no hum, no microphony, wide frequency response
(9 octaves), low harmonic distortion at full power (12 watts) and ensured reliability, with
Osram valves specified.

Full control on frequency characteristics to introduce " art " into listening.
Unparalleled clarity of both speech and music when used in conjunction with G.E.C.
Metal Cone Loud -speaker in octagonal loaded -port cabinet.

Overall frequency response of the complete equipment, comprising L.P. record, specified pick-up, Osram
912 amplifier and G.E.C. Metal Cone Loudspeaker in octagonal loaded -port cabinet.

How to build the Osram 912
A book giving full constructional details is obtainable from your dealer,
or by post (3d. extra) from The Osram Valve and Electronics Dept.

PRICE

3/6

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2.

270
Volume Controls 80
Midget Ediswan type.
Long spindles. Guaran-

teed 1 year.
No Ow.

CABLE COAX

diam.
Polythene insulated.
Grade " A " Not Ex
Govt., 8d. yd.
8TANDA.ItD

S. P. Sw.
4/-

COAX PLUGS, 1/2 each.
SOCKETS, 1/ -each.
ALL VALUES. -10,000 LINE CONNECTOR, 1/2.
rhino to 2 Megohms.
OUTLET BOXES. 4/6.
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per yd. 6d.
80
TWIN SCREENED COAX FEEDER per yd. 1/-f ohms
50 OHM COAX CABLE, 8d..per yd.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 30, ,0 pf., 9d. ; 100 pf.
150 pf., 113 ; 250 pf., 1/8 ; 000 pf., 1/9.
w., 4d. ; I w., 8d.;
RESISTORS, -All values
w., 1/w., 1%, 2/-.
w., 8ff ;
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS. -Best Makes Minia31-
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D.P. Sw. 4/9.

SIMPLEX T ELEVISION

C.R.T. HEATER ISOLATION TRANSFORMER. -

7 Coil formers with
cores
...
7 Valveholders ...

Standard Sloe'Pots, 2}in.
Spindle.

All Values, 100 ohms to

NEW

K., 3/- ea. 50 K.: 4/,

10 K., 5/8; 100 K., 6/6.

Ext. Spkr. Vol. Cont.,
10 ohm, 3/-.

1E1

K., 2/9 ; S W. Vitreous, 12 K. to 25 K., 3/-.

WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT. FAMOUS MAKES

Ditto Carbon Track 5011.
to 2 Meg., 3/-,

High Grade.

0/P TRANSFORMERS. -Heavy duty 70 ma., 4/6.
Tapped 'small pentode, 3 9.
5/-. 20 h., 150 ma., 12/6,
L.F. CHOKES 10 i 01 n
15 h. 100 ma.. 10/6. LYNX, 3 h. 250 ma., 13/6.
SIMPLEX 10 h. 130 ma., 10/6.
MAINS TRANS Sled in our own workshops to
high grade specification. Fully inter -leaved and
impregnated. Heater Tutus., tapped prim., 0-200 v./
250 v. 6.3 v.1 l; amp 7/8. 12 v..75 anon., 7/6. 6.3 v
S a. 10/6. 350-0-350, 80 Ma., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 2 a.,
ditto 500-0,300 ditto 250-0-250, 21/-. Viewramter,
auto type, 35/, Teleking, -30/, Lynx, SW-.
Coronet, 30/-. Simplex (modified with 4 v. tap); 35/ .
TV. AERIALS. Aerialite etc. full range all channels
is stock. Indoor loft type Inv. T., 13/6 etc. etc.
TYANA.-Midget Soldering Iron., 200/220 v. or
230;250 v., 14/11. Triple Three mod. with detachable bench stand, 19/8. Solon Midget Iron, 19/6.
TAG STRIPS. -I- or 3 -way, 2d, ; 4- or 5 -way, 3d. ;
6 -way, 4d. ; 0- or 10 -way, 80. ; 28 -way, 1/3.
,GOODMANS.--Latest Wide Angle Duomag type,
Focus Unit. Vcrnier Focus and adjustable Picture
Shift. 351, ELAC.--C.R.T. lop Trap, 2/8.
ENAMEL OR T.C. WIRE.- lb. 14 to 20 s.w.g.,
5/-; 21) le 20 w.g., 2/6: 30 to 40 s.w.g., 3/9.
XTAL DIODE. -Sensitive G.E.C. type, 3/8. H.R.
Hi.grade Amer., 15/6 pair.

VALVES
6AC7

BOXED

105
1T4
184
304

504
21C2

8/- 61C.8

8/- 61106
8/- 61125

8/- 607
9/- 6017
8/- 55N7

Sprague 500
' v., .02 N.S.F. 500 v. .1 mfd. 350 v.

Mica -mould Tub. 9d._; Hunts Moldseal 500 v..005,
.01, 9d. ; .05 mid. and .1 mfd., 1/-; .21 mid.; 1/6.

35/ 4 v. and 5 v.
STAGE 4.-C.R.T.
NETWORK .
9 Resistors
.. 4/-

Pre -Set Min. IV. Type.
Knurled Slotted Knob.

ture Ceramic Type -5 or., 15 ohms to 4 K., 1/9 ;
10 w., 20 ohms to 6 K., 2/3 ; 16 w., 30 ohms to 10

T.C.C., 5/8. Ditto; 12.5 kV., 9/6 ; 2 pf. to 500 pf.
Micas, 6d. .001 Mica or Tub. T.C.C. 500 v., .01.

1 Plains Trans. Tapped

4/6
3/6

Sundries (with undrited
chassis)
... 22/6
STAGE 2. -TIME BASE. 1 Condenier
60.
6 Valves ..,
29/- 4 Potentiometers ... 10/
8/6
20 Resistors
... 3/6
15 Condensers ... 15/6 Sundries
5 Potentiometers 12/6 COMPLETE SIMPLEX
KIT (less tube) 12 gne.
8 Valveholders ...
2/8
1/6 Drilled Chassis, Screens
Sundries
etc., 17/8, or 10/- extra with KIT or Sundries (Stage 1).
VCR97 TUBE TESTED & titreut., 12 (P. N p., 2[9.

All values 25 ohms to 30

Low leakage winding with 23% see. boost, 2 v.
10/8 ; 4 v., 10/6 ; 6.3 v., 10/8 ; 12v., 10/6.
BRIMISTORS.----C'11. .3 a., 3/6. C12 .15 a., 2/8.
.001 mid. 6 kV.
CONDENSERS. -New stock.

Detailed price list available.
STAGE 3. -POWER
SUPPLY
SOUND.
7 Valves ...
... 30/- 2 Resistors ... 2/12 Resistors
... 3/- 5 S.T.C. Rectifiers 27/6
16 Condensers
.. . 9/- 5 Condensers
... 23/6
... 10/6
6/- 1 Choke ...
2 Potentiometers
STAGE 1. VISION AND

12/6 609
15/- 35L6
9/ 6 3514
9/- 807

I1/- EA50

5/6 61.15(Y63)8/- EB91
8/- 11B(133
10/6 6V6
9/- EF39
91- 6X5

Tubular .5 mfd., 310 v., 1/9.

SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. -10%, 5 pf. to 500

pf., 1/- : 600 pf.. to 3,000 pf., 1/3. DITTO 1% ex Stoelc

1.5 pf. to :109 pl., 1/9 ; 515 pf. to 1,000 pf.. 2/-.

ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
Tubular t1"1,0 Lads
Can Type, Clips, 3d. ea.
3/6
0/450 v. B.E.C.
2/3 16/450 v. Plessey
6/6
4/500 v. Bunt,
2/- 60/350 v. T.C.C.
8/8
8/450 v. 10.E.1.
2/3 250/150 v. B.E.C.
8/450 v. T.G.C.
2/9 8+16/450 v. B.E.C. 5/2/9 8+16/500 v. Dubilier 5/8
8/500 v. Dubilier
160600 V. Dubilier 4/- 16+16/450 v. B.E.C. 5/6
8+8/500 v. Dubilier 4/8 32+:32/275 V. B.E.C. 4/6
8+16/500 v. Dubilier 5/6 32 +32/350 v. Dub. 4/6
16+16/500 v. Dub. 6/- 32+32/410 v. B.E.C. 6/6
32/500 V. Dubilier 5/- 60+100/310 v. Hunts,

GUARANTEED

6/6 EFill

9/-

12/8 EY51

12/8

10/6 PY80
10/6 FY82

11/8

11/6
32+32/350 v. Dub. 5/6
25/25 v. Dubilier
1/9 100+200/275 v. BE.C.
12/d
1/9
50/12 v. B.E.C.
50/50 v. Plessey
2/ SPECIALS -500 add. 12 v., 3.0, 1500 mid. 6 v., 4/6,
6000 mfd 6 v., 5/6, 1000+1000 mid. 6 v., 6/6.
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.-EHT Type.
Fly.

19/6 IIVR2a 7/8
10/8

2/- SPE

8/6

7/6 U22

9/8

9/8 ECI,00 12/6
9/- EF80 10/6
514
12AX7 10/8
9/- VT127 (Pen EF50
6A316
9/- Equip 5/8 ECH42 12/6
OATS 10/6
46)
3/6 12AT7 7.0/6 British 7/831U14 9/6
6F1011
51/4

05

7/8 1:25

back VoIL agc.- Em21 k V.. 4/3; 5 3/40 3.2 kV. 6/-;
4 kV., 7/3 ; K3/100 8 kV.,
K3/45.
1.0 ., 516 K
12/6 ; K3'110 14 kV- 18 -. MAINS TYPE.-BMI,
125 v. 60 ma., 4 - 11212, 100 TIM, 4/9 ; R51;3,
,
271 ma., 16,-.
EMI,
2.111v
120 ma., 5/9 ;
7.,1

12/6

32/6 Oyl.Red 1093E1'55

KNOBS, GOLD ENGRAVED.-Waluut or Ivory.

Huge Stock B.V.A. Valves at 1951 (Ow tax prices.

d bins., 1/8 each. Not engraved, 1/- each.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M.. 3 01151-3in. Plessey,

12/6.; Goodman, 415. square, 15/6'; lie.. 14/9;
61in. 16/- ; Oin. R. & A., 17/6 ; 715. Eliptical, 18/6;

TV. PRE -AMP. --Channel 1, easily modified to
other channels or converter me. Midget chassis
:Bin. x Sin. X liin. Complete with coax. lead,

10in. R. x A., 25/,

plug and EF42 valve. Brand new (boxed).

SLEEVING--Various colours, 1, 0 mm.,. 20.
4 mu.. 3d. yd.; 6 ram., 5d. yd. TOGGLE SWITCHES

Listed 13/15/, Special clearance, 27/6, p/p. 1/6.

P. sod P., Od.

ALL TRANS. P.

£1 orders post free.
P. 1/- extra please.

.List,s

EX -GOVT. " On -Off," 9d. Resin M'core solder, 60/40,
16 g. or 18 g., 4d. yd., 5/6 9 lb. ; PVC Connecting

3d

Wire, 10 colours. Singh, or Stranded 2d. -yd.
V'HOLDERS.-Pax 10, 4d. EF50, 16A50, 60. ;1112A CRT, 1/5. Moulded ; IO, ed. ; 1370, 9d. ;
with screening can, 1/0 ; BOA, BSC, BOA, 1,!-;
Ceramic EF50,B7G, 1/ -.All English, 5, 7,9
and
U.S.A. UX types, 1/-. ll.1397 moulded holders, 2111.
ALADDIN FORMERS and core, }in., 8d.; 41 n. 10d.

TISRADIO COMPONENTS
THO 1685
301,

SPECIALISTS

Whitehorse Road, West Croydon.

POST THE, COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS

OF -HOME TRAINING FOR OVER
150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME
City

and

Guilds

Grouped

Certificates

In

Telecommunications :

Examination, Radio Amateur's Licence, Radio and Television Servicing Certificates,
General Radio and Television Courses, Radar, Sound Recording, etc, Also Courses In

all other branches of Engineering and Commerce.

TheadvantagesofE.M.I.training. * The teaching methods are
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across the limiter control RI. From this it is tapped

271

in Fig. 67 is used' in G.E.C. BT1091 series receivers.

off and applied to the suppressor grid via the 10 In this set resistor R2 is of rather critical value and
megohm resistor.
should really be assessed by adjusting its value in
Altering the suppressor grid bias has the effect of steps until a compromise between maximum picture

moving the saturation current level of the video brightness and the greatest reduction in interference
amplifier valve as shown diagramatically in Fig. 68. is achieved-sometimes the use of a 100,000 ohm
Under normal operating conditions the limiter variable resistor in place of R2 assists with this opera control is adjusted so that the valve is run into saturation current during interference pulses above peak white, while the peak -white signal is just below the

H.T#

2.7k)

saturation level.

The Pye White Spot Suppressor
The white spot suppressor, or spot inverter circuit,
used in the Pye V4 series receiver is worthy of note

0
L2
:=,

while on the subject of vision interference limiter
networks. Fig. 70 shows the general circuit arrange-

To

of

Video Amp.

EF80
VI

also be noticed that the picture signal is applied

to the cathode of the picture -tube in a fairly conventional way, via the potential divider R2 R3, and the
series resistor R4.
Under normal operating conditions the grid cathode potential of triode (b) is arranged so that only
peaks of interference pulses fed to the cathode cause

the valve to conduct. The somewhat amplified
negative going interference pulses developed across

82K0

LI c)
Cathode

Limiter

Control

4.7K11

ment, built round a double -triode (type ECC82) valve.

The first section of the valve-section (a)-operates
as a cathode -follower, and is energised directly from
the video amplifier. The picture signal which is thus
developed across the cathode load--R1-is conveyed
directly to the cathode of triode section (b). It will

Vision

Interference

I KC2

PI
2411)

-

'*

To a negative

potential

point in

Frame Osc,

4.7

To Screen -

Kr)

Grid of

Frame Arhp

the anode load resistor R5 are applied through Cl
to the grid of the picture -tube.

As these are in the same phase but of greater

.0047

.01pF

/if

amplitude than the pulses appearing with the vision
signal at the tube cathode, the beam current is reduced
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and the interference is manifested as black or grey
spots, instead of the disconcerting defocused white
blobs.

The conducting level of triode (b) is varied by the
spotter control potentiometer, and should be adjusted

on a picture of correct, contrast balance until the

interference spots just disappear-a too far advanced
setting will cause the white parts of the picture to
shade black in a most unusual manner.

100

PF
Brightness

Control J" Td )0;Grid
-of
Picture Tube

Fig. 69. - Circuit of the video amplifier stage of the

Philips 1100U Series, showing vision interference limiter'
network.

Some of our readers will probably recall the descrip-

tion. In practice R2 consists of a 22,000 ohm resistor,
and a 47,000 ohm resistor connected in series, and a
Suppression," PRACTICAL TELEVISION, November, shorting wire can then be employed to exclude both
1951) developed by the General Electric Company resistors, or bring into circuit one or other of them,
in the form of a unit (type BTI51) for inclusion to the depending on the preCise characteristics of the
then current G.E.C. receiver series BT1091.
picture -tube. In this way, as the tube wears, the
Apart from valve trouble-mainly heater to cathode resistor providing optimum limiting can be selected
shorts, the symptom of which we have already con- by the serviceman.

tion of a circuit of similar nature (see " Interference

sidered-and over -limiting due to excessive .video
drive, very few faults occur in vision interference
limiter networks to bewilder the experimenter. In

Picture Contrast Adjustment

As revealed by our query service quite a number

any case, once the function of the circuit is well under- of constructors and experimenters tend to conclude
stood, the effect of an alteration in component value, that a defect must exist in the contrast control
or the effect of a failing part will be readily realised. circuit of a receiver exhibiting a sudden burst of
If the circuit caters for a fixed degree of suppression screen illumination-possibly wiping the picture off

only-such as that shown in Fig. 68-a rise in the the screen completely or subjecting it to excessive
value of a resistor may tend to provoke diode con- patterning-when the contrast control is advanced
duction at picture signal levels below peak,white,

to a critical poiut, usually just before its maximum

and give rise to a " flat " picture lacking in highlights. position.
If a variable limiting control is fitted, however, quite
It will be as well to examine the basic principles of
large tolerances in component values can be counter- contrast control adjustment, and consider several
balanced, and the circuit is much less critical in this typical circuits used commercially for -this purpose.
respect.
It is well known that as the volume control is
'A picture interference limiter circuit similar to that turned up so more audio signal is applied to the
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sound output valve control grid, and an increasing
magnitude of sound emits from the loudspeaker.

Not so well known, however, is the fact that the
contrast control performs a very similar function
so far as the vision, or video, signal is concerned.
As this control is turned from minimum towards
maximum so an increasing video signal is applied
to the picture -tube. This, of course, creates a greater
ratio of voltage change represented by picture

and suppressor grids. This artifice will not severely
modify the desirable change in the- valve's mutual -

conductance (a factor associated with gain), but it
will reduce drastically the change in input capacitance.

This is brought to light in Fig. 71 which shows at
curve (a) the change of control -grid capacitance and

curve (b) the change of input resistance with bias.

Curve (c) illustrates how the change in capacitance is
reduced when both control and suppressor grids are

signals between black and peak -white, and in this biased.
In practice it is found that the suppressor grid
way has a direct bearing on the contrast (black:white)
needs approximately .12 times as much bias as the
ratio of the picture.
It is usual practice to position the volume control control grid. This, again, is readily catered for as
so that it provides variable attenuation to the sound will be realised by studying the typical contrast
signal after it has been demodulated by the detector. Control circuit at Fig. 72. Here the variable resistor
From the vision aspect, only one or two manu- (contrast control) RI passes the cathode current of
facturers adopt this scheme ; mainly, the video drive the valve and thus gives rise to a voltage dropis controlled through the medium of a variable R.F. making the cathode positive with respect to chassis-

or I.F. attenuator.

This latter method renders according to the current and resistance values.
This volts drop is applied across the potential
divider R2 R3, the junction of which is in direct
contact with the control grid through Ll. Now,
since the suppressor grid (grid 3) of the valve is
/0
returned direct to chassis, the full voltage (VR1)

circuit design less critical in maintaining a low level
of frequency distortion unaffected by the setting of
the contrast, control.

existing across RI will bias grid 3 negatively (this

is so because the cathode of the valve is VRI positive

with respect to grid 3, which, of course, is exactly
the same thing as grid 3 being VRI negative with
respect to cathode). The negative potential at the
control grid (grid 1) is something less than VR1,

6

R2'

4

2

to

U

2

-4

O
-3
-2
--Bias (Volts)
Fig. 71. - Curves (a) and (b) respectively show how the
input capacitance and resistance change with grid bias

-6

-5

potential. Curve (c) shows how the capacitance change is
reduced when both control and suppressor grids are biased.

depending on the ratio R3 The precise value being
R3 x VR1
equivalent to R3 x R2 '
Control of a single valve does not generally permit
sufficient range of contrast adjustment, and for this
reason it is customary to control 2, or.sonietimeS 3,
stages. Even so, the inclusion of an aerial attenuator
is often demanded in areas of high signal strength.
Some sets also embody an independent gain control

-generally known as a sensitivity control. Such a

facility may be found to obviate the need of an

aerial, attenuator, that is provided it is possible to

achieve a picture of correct contrast ratio by adjusting

is accepted practice to provide a means of the sensitivity control when the contrast control is
altering the bias potential on the R.F. and/or I.F. approximately two-thirds on-if, under this condition,
It

valves, and in -this way institute variable gain over the

associated stages. Owing to the fact that a variation
in control grid potential also provokes a variation in
the valve's input capacitance and resistance, it is
essential to arrange 'the circuit in such a way as to
provide a sufficient degree of attenuation without
severely modifying the circuit constants.
For let it be remembered that the input capacitance

of an R.F. or I.F. amplifier valve represents a large
proportion of the grid -circuit tuning capacitance,
which, if happened to alter while adjustments were
being made to the picture contrast, would obviously
present a very undesirable feature.
Furthermore, the valve's input resistance is a
contributory constant to the tuned -circuit damping

the sensitivity control isl fully off, then an aerial attenuator should be used.

Another point worth

Output

mentioning here, and one,
which often provokes the
TV owner to contact

our Query Department,
is that contrast control
adjustment-on certain
sets-will also affect the
volume of sound. The

same applies so far as

sensitivity control adjust-

Input

ment is concerned. This

and has a marked controlling effect on the bandwidth

is

tion in picture definition, certain tuned circuits, went

contrast control operates

was adjusted !
Fortunately it is quite a straightforward matter to
reduce these undesirable effects simply by arranging
the contrast circuit to bias negative both the control

is common to both sound
Control
and vision.
Fig. 72.-A typical contrast
control circuit. ,
(To be continued.)

quite

normal

and

of the circuit associated with the valve. It would should cause no alarm ;
certainly be most disturbing if, apart from an altera it simply means that the

out of alignment every time the contrast control' the gain of a stage that

Chassis

Contrast
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HEATER TRANSFORMERS

230 v. Input 2 volt .3 mop.
230 v. Input 2 volt 3.1) amp.
230 v: Input 4 volt 1.5 amp.
230 v. Input 4 volt 3.0,amp.
230 v. Input 5 volt 2.0 amp.
230 v. Input 6.3 volt .5 amp.
230 v. Input 6.3 volt 1.3 amp.
230 v. Input 6.3 volt 3.0 amp.
230 v. input 12 volt .75 amp.

GUARANTEED NEW AND BOXED
MAJORITY IN MAKERS' CARTONS
8/-

1C5GT

19D9

8/6 75

1FOM

9/- 698G

1L4
1LD5
184
'195
IS)

114

-

6116

035G
635GT
63)M

8/-636
5/- 637G
8/- 6E6GT
9t- 6K7G

1U5

212
3.44
3Q4

5/-

3D6

314

3/- SLOG
8/- 6L7M

4 DI
42
5114
5114

9/6 61,18

51301

8/6

'

8/86N7

513

61.47G

8/6 11Q7OT

514E

816 61171)

6139

9/6 113A7GT
6/6 68(47

liAC7

7/663117
9/- 6837GT
9/- 68K7
7!- 6817
7/6 6SN7GT

6 AG3

6:535

(/1K5
041.5
6AM5
01116

7/6 691/7
8/8 6887

619.5
0114
0138G

03.46

66E6

11/- 6V60T
916 fiN 4

1104

8/- 767

013E7
6B W6
61 '5OT

61'ir6G
01)3

6D6
6961)

9/6 10913
9/- 10P14

7/612A6
11/- 12A118
7/612.117
9/- 12AU7
9/- 121X7
8/- 1208
8/- 12116

6/- EL42

9/- EY31

6/-121(7

9/- EM3I

6/3 12Q7GT
8/- 12807
9/- 128/17
9/- 12037

9/- EZ40

7/9 25A6G
8/6 25L6OT
8/6 251741)1
8/62.515

8/8/- 2114G

8/6.2525
8/6 -37.0GT
8/6 35LOGT

CHARGERS

v. I amp.
.. ...
230 v. Input Tapped 6-12

13/6 each

.

v. 3 011)15.
18/- each
Both with tap on Primary for 2.5 v.
Pilot light)

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

3 WAY MOUNTING TYPE

Primary 200-220-240 v.
275-0-275

v. 80 M/A 0-6.3 v. 4
amp. 0-5 v. 2 amp.
Both tapped at 4 v.

17/8 each

MT2

;330-0-330

v. 80 M/A. 0-6.3 v. 4
amp. 0-3 v. 2 amp.
Both tapped at 4 v....

17/6 each

MT3

Taps at 3 v., 4 v., 3 v.,
6 v., 8 v., 9 v., /0 v.,

17/6 each

11/6/)1156
12/6 11157
10/- 1I165
10/6 12651
11/6 VR66
11/6 VR91
9/- VR91
13/6 VR92
10/- VR105/30
11/- VR116

2/-

V11119

FW4/300 10/- 111123

5/- VR136

1130
1163

8/6 K132
736 H L321)D
10/6 PEN46
12/8 9E712201

15/- P1.81

9/- 9183

7/9 111,137
121- 1)11150/30

7/8 VPI3
8/8 VT52
4!- VT501
13/6 11139
11/6 V1164
13/- Vt7111

8/6 PLO)
12.'- P5112.51 " 10/- 1171201
9/- PY80
11/- W77
9/- PY81
11/6 WS/

9/- P182
9/- P123
8/60111
8

9130

10/6119
15/- 405
7/6166

Collar° AC37 Gramophone motors.
Suitable for 100/125 v. 200/250 v.
Governor controlled with turntable
with

cloth. 50/- each. Post 2/8.

SPECIAL OFFER. Pentode Output Transformer, 2/9 each.

15/-

8/-

10/-

LATEST TYPE PRE -AMPLIFIER

Well known maker. Chaesis size 49 x 29 a 1.
With valve EF42, 14/- each. Post 1/6.

Co -axial input and output.

10/6

10/-

THE COMPACT TELEVISION

14/8

AERIAL BY ANTIFERENCE

10/12/-

LTD.

Supplied complete with universal
mounting and backplate in
neutral brown finish. Overall
length 5ft. Bins.
Packed in
carton 3ft. 4in. long. Complete
with full instructions.
Cat.
No. 0114. List price, 50/-. Our

9/11/I1/6/6

2/7/6

6/8/3/9
3/6
8/9

6/8/2/9/9/4/6/6

7/-

6/8

MIDGET RADIO

6/-

8/6
8/6
3/6

8/-

lir
9/-

AERIAL RODS

Rods 12I9. long

...
3d. each
Will Plug into one another to make
any length Rod Aerials.
TELEROD AERIALS

Indoor TV Aerials Complete with Co -Axial
Lead for Kirk-o-Shotts
frequency. Price 29/6
Our Price
...
... 19/11 each
BALL DRIVES
Epleyelle Friction Drive
Ratio 8-1
1/6 each
Epicyclic Friction Drive
.

Drive Wire ...
1/9 each
WIRE WOUND RESISTORS
Available in the follow ing,values :

2312. 309, 1000, 1300, 2009,

FILAMENT TRANSFORMER
Secondary 6.3

Postage 2/6.

10in. a i5lin. 5 7in. complete
with chassis and back. (Bakelite
case.) To clear at 15/- each.
This well known cabinet of which
Size

thousands have been sold is ideal for
every constructor. Complete with
chassis, dial, backplate, cord drive,
pointer and dial thorn. Price 27/6
each.

TECHNICAL
PUBLICATIONS

Radio

Calculations
Manual
Television
Servicing
Manual
...
Power Pack Manual ...
Radio Data Book
...

40 Circuits Using Germanium Diodes

11/6

9/-

price, 12/6 each.

CABI NETS

9/-

8/8/-

10/-

8/6 Y63

6/6 each

...

2/6 each
416 each

4/8 each
1/8 each

3/- each

MAINS DROPPERS

Dubilier type HY 71228, 1,350.9
with 5 tape, 2/6 ea.
9450 Dropper with 5 taps, 2/6 ea.
Vibrator Clips, 9d. ea.
Dubilier NItrogel Condensers, 12
mfd. 350 v. D.C., 5/- ea.

WC Condenser, type CE37PE 100
mid. 430 v., 4/- ea.

Measures 8 lin. x 81in. x 4l in. at base.

Price 15/6 each.
Sin. type :

Measures 101in. x 101in. x 5M, at
base. PA. 19/6 each.
We can also supply a Bailie type
cabinet, with the same excellent

finish for tilin. speaker units only.
The price is 17/6 each.

LOUDSPEAKER
UNITS
Sin.

PLESSEY
ELAC

LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS
attractive walnut finished
cabinet Is available for Olin. or Bin.
speaker units. Metal speaker fret,
complete with back and rubber feet.
61in. type :
This

Round type for personal portables 2 to 3 ohm
Square type 4/02, 2 to 3 ohm ...
...
...
Latest type
...
...
...
...
Round type
...
...
...
...
...
Type 6/I9, 2 to 3 ohm ...
...
...
...
Wafer type, 1 lin. deep, 2 to 3 ohm
..sin. Lightweight, 2 to 3 ohm ..,
...
.,.
lid in. Mains Energised 630 ohms field...
...
...
Sin.
PM 2 to 3 ohms ...
...
...
...
...
Sin. PM 2 to 3 ohms ...
...
...
...

4in.
Sin.
GOODMAN'S 611n.
ELAC
ill in.
TRUVOX
Olin.

PLE33EY

R. & A.
PLESSEY
LECTRONA
EL AC

12/9
13/9
13/6

15/11
15/6

18/U
17/6
16/6
17/6

THE LATEST ELAC 41n. a 7in. EL1PTICAL UNIT, 19/10 each.
ELAC
10in. Units 2 to 3 ohms
PLESSEY
10in. Lightweight
19/8
TRUVOX BX11 12in. Lightweight
49/6
JUST A FEW LEFT
Goodman 10in. Units. With Transformer, 28/6. Less Transformer, 25/6.

Primary 200/230v.

A FEW ONLY

covered

10/- 1255

Multi Ratio suitable for all ordinary recovers giving six single ratios ...

10/6

watt 1/3 ea., 13 watt 1/9 ca.

12 v., 15 v., 18 v., 20 v.,
24 v.
...

edge

E1148

12/6 1113C41
12/6 iCF142
1016 11153
11/6 VR54

9/9/-

2309, 3309, 5000, 1,0000 1,5000,
2,0050, 2,3000, 3,500.9, 3,0009.
6,8009, 10,0000. Tolerance ÷ l0"0 Ratings 5 watt 1/- ea, /0

Primary 200-220-240 v.
' Secondary : 30 v. 2 amps.

chrome

9/-

E141

11/-13116
11/81- 148112

with Bra. Drum. For
use with Steel Dial

Primary 200-220-240 v.

Secondaries :

7/6
5/8
8/6
6/6

11/- 1/801.

.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

8/9

Copper Plated Tubular

230 v. Input Tapped 6-12

Secondaries :

9/- EF80
9/- EL2
10/ BIM
8/- EL))
5/- EL41

7/8 1231

7/62092
8/-2091

7/8714

4/9 EBC41
3/8 E11980 10/- EC91
11/- ECC33
11/8 ECC35
11/6 20.1142
6/9 ECL80
11/6 9941

8/- 12K8GT

TRANSFORMERS FOR BATTERY

MTI

.

7/6.2001

6/6 II'ii
81- 7117
15/- 797
7/6 7117
7/3 797

61.10
64 79

7/61281
10/- 17403

6/- DH73M
2/- 2841

9/- 128117

716 705

U"

11//1- 1)81

5/8 C1286

7/8 ISSL7
8/6 12897

8/6 6X3GT

8/6 1)10
7/6 .4C/P
6/9 1.71.6
2/9 AC6/PEN 5/61217
5/8 ATP4
8/8 1122

://: Clin';3

8/-1201(7

8/- 6817
6/- 61131)
4/- 6177G
8/- 61761.1

6AT6

-

8/- IOLDI1

8/6 61(8(4
19- ;TOOT

3/64

RS TP2G

8/6 50L6GT

6/6 07
3/6 81)2
5/- 9001
5/6 9002
6/8 9003
8/- 9004
6/6 9006
6/8 954
8/8 956
8/9 1091

6K750

10/-09220

EP- 33Z4GT

6/- 955

10/- WOOT

54.45

10/- 35W4

77

11/70

6915
606G

7/6
6/9
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6

1115

7/-

.

Blue

volt 1.5 ampai tapped at 4 v. awl
2 v. 7/6 ea.

Mallory .1 mid. 600 v. Condensers,
1/- ea.
Pentode Output Transformer, 2/9 ea.

TERMS
Cash with or.'er or C.O.D. Postage to be added
to orders as follows : 9d. up to 10/- ; 1/- up go 20/- F 1/6 up
to 40/- ; 2/- up to IS. MAIL ORDER ONLY: Send 6d. in stamps
for illus. catalogue.

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE "DEPT. P.T."
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PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
(Regd.) B. H. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.

Telephone :

(Dept. P.T.) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

AMBASSADOR 4033
PADDINGTON 3271

OPEN TILL
6

P.M. SATURDAYS

The NEW PREMIER TELEVISOR
USING THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC CATHODE RAY TUBE T901
.Brief Technical Details are as follows :
20 valves (plus tube) Superhet Receiver, tunable from 40-68 Mc/s without coil or core
changing, Wide angle scanning Flyback EHT giving 14 kV, Duotnag Focaliser, permanent
magnet focussing with simple picture centring adjustm&nts, suitable for any wide angle
Tube, may :-.1so be used with a 12 in. Tube with very minor modificatiohs.

VISION CIRCUIT. Common RF. Amplifier, single valve frequency changer, two IF
stages, Video Detector and Noise Limiter followed by special type of Video Output
Valve. ALL COILS PRE -TUNED ASSURING ACCURATE ALIGNMENT AND EXCELLENT BANDWIDTH.
SOUND CIRCUIT. Coupling from anode of frequency changer, two IF stages,
Double Diode Triode detector and first LF Amplifier, Diode Noise Limiter and Beam
type Output Vaive, feeding a 10in. Speakei. ALL COILS PRE -TUNED.
TIME BASES. 2 valve sync. Separator, giving very firm lock and excellent interlace.
LINE TIME BASE. Blocking Oscillator using a pentode driving a high efficiency
output stage comprising Ferroxcube Cored Output Transformer with Booster Diode.

FRAME TIME BASE.

Blocking Oscillator driving a Beam Output Valve coupled

through a Transformer to the high efficiency FERROXCUBE Cored Scanning Coils.
POWER PACK. Double wound Mains Transformer supplying all L.T. and H.T. using
two full -wave Rectifiers.
The Televisor may be constructed in 5 easy stages : (I) Vision, (2) Time Base,

(3) Sound, (4) Power Pack, (5) Final Assembly. Each stage is fully covered in the
Instruction Book, which includes layout, circuit diagrams and point-to-point wiri9g
THE COMPLETE TELEVISOR IS SAFE instructions. Tse Instruction Book also includes full details for converting existing.
BEING COMPLETELY
HANDLE,
Premier Magnet c Televisors for use with modern wide angle tubes. All components
ISOLATED FROM. THE MAINS BY A are
individually priced.
TO

MAINS
TRANSDOUBLE
WOUND
Instruction book 3/6, Post Free.
ALL PRESET CONTROLS
FORMER.
CAN BE ADJUSTED FROM THE FRONT, Console Cabinets in figured walnut can be supplied for the above receiver at a cost

of f13110/-, plus 21/- pkg. & Carr. H.P. Terms for cabinet on request.

MAKING SETTING UP VERY SIMPLE.

ARTHURS HAVE IT!
LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES AND C.R.T.s.
AVO METERS IN STOCK
0
fI9
Avo Model 7
Avo Model 8

Electronic Test Unit

- --

Electronic Test Meter Valve Characteristics Meter -

--

23

0

- 27
- 40
- 60

odo

- 104
- 132
Full range Taylors Meters. List on request.
Leak-TL/I0 Amplifier and " Point One "
* Cossor Oscilloscopes Models 1052
1049

-

- -- - from
- 17

Pre -amplifier - -

- Complete

SpecifiCation on request.
Leak Tuning Unit
Chapman Tuning Units

28

- 35

0
0
0

7

0

6
6

3

8

LATEST VALVE MANUALS

HULLARD, OSRAM, & BRIMAR No. 5, 5/- each,
MAZDA 2/- each.

SCOPE SOLDERING IRON AC.DC. HEATING
TIME : 4 v. 6 sec. 6 v. 4 sec. 3916
Postage 6d. each extra.

Terms C.O.D. OR CASH with order and subject
alterations and being unsold.

to

price

Est.
1919

TV EYE STRAIN REMOVED BY

POLARISATION
Pat. App. 12107/53)
(Brit.

The only sun glasses with all the year round use are
the SEARLE 3 D-2 D Polarising.spectacles. They
are based on the scientific fact that only polarisation

will remove glare without destroying contrast or
spoiling definition,
The lenses are adjustable,
rendering the glasses ideal for :
TELEVISION. Prevents eyestrain due to screen
glare aggravated by sun glare during the day.
DRIVING AND FISHING. Maximum cut out of
road and water and sky glare, irrespective of the
position of sun relative to wearer.
PHOTOGRAPHY. Essential for best results when

using polarising filter on camera in cloud and water
studies, with artistic perfection.
3 D FILM VIEWING. Glass lenses with high light
transmission for clearest vision Adjustment enables
wearer to view the 3 D film as a flat film, if eye strain
is experienced.
Price £2.2.0, case 4/6 extra, inc. P. Tax. Post Free.
.

Gent's black and brown. Ladies' mother of pearl, c-eam
and blue mottle. All models shaped eye, latest sly/es.
These Spectacles have been tested and acclaimed by following

PROPS.' ARTHUR GRAY. LTD.

OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House,
150-152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
TEMple Bar 5833/4 and 4765.
TELEGRAMS-" TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, 'LONDON."

CABLES-" TELEGRAY, LONDON."

journals :- THE CINEMA. Aug. and Sept., '53. MANUBRITISH
FACTURING OPTICIAN, November, '53.
JOURNAL OF PHOTOGRAPHY, Sept., '53. AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHER, March, '54. THE AUTOCAR, May,
MOTOR TRADER, July, '54. PRACTICAL
'54.
MOTORIST AND MOTOR CYCLIST, Sept. '54. THE
GARAGE AND MOTOR AGENT, Sept., '54.

DENNIS SEARLE

626,

righton Road, South Croydon, Surrey
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Education in Stockport
THE Stockport Borough Council
decided recently to go ahead
with plans to install TV in Stockport schools.
Television Licences
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bogy for us," states Mr. Rank. his material and his talents for him
" We have got its measure-it is to appear on television more than
no longer the threat it was."
six times a year and refuses to
exceed that number.
WHEN a G.P.O. radio detector For Darker Evenings
van toured the streets of St.

Licence Scare

learn from Scotland that
THE following statement shows John's Wood and Marylebone, WE
WW
many dealers there are
the approximate number of London, recently local inhabitants
television licences issued during thought that the big chase had at extremely thankful now that the
the year ended August, 1954. The last reached the area . Post offices clocks have been put back an hour
grand - total of sound and tele- in the district soon reported a and the evenings are closing in by

vision licences was 13,421,629.
Region
Number
London Postal ...
... 973,090
Home Counties ...
... 378,498
Midland ...
... 679,707
North Eastern ...
485,465
North Western ...
502,682
South Western ...
157,437
Wales and Border Counties 178,588

substantial increase in applications
for television licences.
It was later revealed by an
official, however, that the detector
van was not in working condition

teatime. They hope that when
turning their thoughts to the
dreary winter months that lie
ahead people will decide that tele-

vision is the best home entertain-

but was merely on the road for ment value for their money.
tests. There certainly seems to be
Summer sales figures are down
something in the theory that the on last year. In June and July
vans are worth a lot in " scare only 3,997 new licences were taken
value."
out at Scottish post offices compared with 12,780 in the same
Total England & Wales 3,355,467 Russian TV Station
period last year. The July total this
Scotland ...
Northern Ireland

164,407
13,824

Grand Total ...

ASOVIET news agency h a s year of 1,550 was the lowest
reported that construction of monthly figure for two years.

a very large TV transmitting station

3,533,698 at Kharkov is completed and that I.T.A.
Order
it is expected to begin operating
mitters

Top Priority
almost immediately.
AT the recent annual conference
of the National Association Eric Barker
of Women's Clubs held in London,
MR. ERIC BARKER, star of
Miss Rosalind Chambers, a lecTV and radio, thinks that it
turer in sociology, said that most would be too great a demand on
of the tenants of houses on a new
estate had told her that they

Television

Trans-

THE Independent Television

Authority has placed an order
six television transmitters,
three vision and three sound, with
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company Limited.
for

regarded a television set just as
necessary as the daily supply of
milk.

The average wage earned on the
estate was £7 a week. " We discovered," she said, " that the
ambition of everyone was to have
a TV set."
TV v. Cinema

MR. J. ARTHUR RANK, head

of the Rank Organisation,
believes that, after a bitter threeyear struggle, the cinema's battle
against TV is nearing an end and
that " the menace has been beaten
off." Patrons, even though most of
them own a TV receiver, are com-

ing back to the cinema not only
because films are better but because
they have finished paying for their
sets.

" Television

is

no longer

a,

A line-up of the G.P.O. detector vans visiting different parts of the country
in an effort to round up " television pirates." In the foreground is the

Scottish Region van and next to it the one serving Northern Ireland.
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The vision transmitters have an room of the

house opposite. Contact with Files
output power of 10 kW. and the Evidently, the only interference
A BRIGHTON firm has equipped
sound transmitters, which are met with is the occasional drawing El- its filing rooms with a tele-

amplitude modulated, an output of the blinds.
power of 211 kW. These transmitters are generally similar to British Firms in Baghdad
those produced by Marconi's for TELEVISION was demonstrated
export, but modified to suit the
for the first time in Baghdad

transmission standards peculiar to last month when twelve prominent
the U.K. They will operate in the British companies, supported by
Frequency Band III.
the British Radio Equipment
Manufacturers' Association, sent
Illuminations Rendered Harmless exhibits to the British Fair.
A transmitter was supplied by
THE Sunderland Corporation,
following a complaint of Pye Limited and King Feisal was
TV interference, fitted suppressors televised as he declared the exhibito the lighting strips that were part tion open. Receivers were set up in

vision system so that records may
be examined speedily even though

the main offices are three miles
away.

New Mobile Unit

THE Midland Region is to have
its own mobile TV unit next

At present, the area is
forced to share a unit with the
March.

Northern Region.

Tubes on H.P.
TT has been announced from the

trade that cathode ray tubes

-I-

are to be made available on hirepurchase terms.

Less Fiction Read
TN 1953-54 the number of fiction
from
borrowed
-Ibooks
Lancashire county libraries dropped
by more than 174,000. The county
library report blames the decrease

on to the growth of television watch i ng.

Export to Italy
A NOTHER contract for tele/A vision equipment has been
placed by Radio Audizone Italiana

through Marconi Italiana for two

further TV outside broadcast units,
the equipping of another two camera studio and a large quantity

of monitoring apparatus.
Peterborough Exhibition

" In the News," an unrehearsed discussion on topics of the week, returned

to the TV screen in October. This picture was taken during one of the
final sessions in the last series. Noel Annan is seen in the role of Chairman.

THE Peterborough Radio and

Scientific Society recently held
television and radio

its eighth

exhibition in the Town Hall. The
of the Seaburn illuminations this many public places for the inquisi- show was open to the public for
year. They stretched along eight tive crowds and a receiver was also three days.

installed in the palace for King

mites of sea front.

Feisal's own private use.

Quick Detection

FTY minutes after Mr. Leslie
Crook, of Brixton, had bought
WTE hear of a new kind of TV Most Sets in Midlands
television, two G.P.O. detector
"pirate " who manages to AT a Press conference in Birming- his
VV
ham recently, Mr. H. J. van officials knocked at his door
programmes
view
television
regularly without paying out a Dunkerley, controller of the demanding to see his licence.
Midland Region of the BBC,
penny.
He is a Londoner who uses a said that there is a higher propor- American Sales
strong pair of field glasses to tion of TV sets in the Midlands TELEVISION retail sales in the
New Form of " Piracy "

.

peer across the road, focusing than in any other area in the
them on the set in the drawing - country.

The Editor trill be pleased to consider articles of a practical

nature suitable for publication

in

"Practical Television.'

Such articles should be written on one side of the paper arily,
and should contain the name and address of the sender. it hilst
the Editor does not hold himself:responsible for manuscripts,
every effort trill be made to return them if a stamped and
addressed envelope is enclosed. All correspondence intended
for the Editor should be addressed to : The Editor," Practical
Television," George IVewnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton

,5treet, Strand, W.C.2.

United States reached a record

level in July.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of radio apparatus
and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch with the latest
developments,. we give no warranty that apparatus described
in our columns is not the subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published

it, "Practical Television" is specifically reserved throUghout
the countries signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.

Reproductions or imitations of any of these are therefore
expres.sly forbidden.
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BUILDING THE "SIMPLEX "?
Thousands of enthusiasts are building the
" Simplex " Televisor, now being featured
in " Practical Television." WHY NOT
YOU ? CONSTRUCTOR'S ENVELOPE
containing full constructional details and
Blue Print, additional notes and suggestions, and Query Service form, sent for
ONLY 5/-. All components available ex
stock as follows :
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. -18 s.w.g.
DRILLED, with screens and tube holder
bracket, 27/6. PLAIN, with screens and
tube holder bracket, 20/-.
TRANSFORMER. -350-0-350 v. 150 m.a.
6.3 v. 5 a., 5 v. 3 a. tapped at 4 v., ONLY
32/6. (Postage 2/-.)
CHOKE. -10 h. 120 ma., 10/6. (Post 11-.)
RECTIFIERS.-RM3 5/- ea., K3/40 6/- ea.
VALVES.-EF50 6/6. SP61 4/-, 6SN7 9/-,
6J5 5/6, EB34 3/6, EA50 3/6.
VALYEHOLDERS.-B9G/(EF50) 10d.,

I.O. and M.O. 6d.,Diode (EA50) 6d., VOW
2/6.

VCR97 TUBE. -Tested full screen. 42/6.
CONDENSERS.-Electrolytics 25 mid.

25 v. 1/10, 16 x 8 mfd., 450 v. 5/6, 32 x 32 mfd.

450 v. 6/-, .1 mfd. 2,500 v. 4/6. Mica, silver

mica, and tubulars, 350 v. 6d. each.
POTENTIOMETERS. -All values, preset 1/9 each, long spindle 3/-, with switch,
4/6.

R.E. UN nrs TYPE 26 and 27. For
use with the R.1355 or any receiver with
a 6.3 v. supply. These are the variable
tuning units which use 2 valves EF54
and 1 of EC52. Type 26 covers 65-50 Ws
(5-6 metres), and Type 27 covers 85-65
Mc/s (3.5-5.0 metres).
Complete with

VALVES
1G6
1E7

6/6
6/8

1LH4
1LN5
1L4

81-

2B7
3A4
3B7

6AK7
6B4
6B8
6C8
6G6
6116

6K6
6L7
6N7
6R6

7W7

f//6

12J5
12AH7
12SG7
12SK7

6115

8/6

6V8

6V6GT

7/6
8/6
7/6
7/6
8/6
7/6
9/7/6

RESISTORS. --1 watt 4d.
watt 6a., 6SA7
1 watt 6(1.. 1.5 K. 5 watt, 1/6.
COIL FORMERS. -fin. 8(1., lin. 10(1. 6SG7
SPEAKEIL1-6 lin. ROLA P.M. with 6SH7
trans. 17/6 (postage 2/-).
All Components Brand New and Un- 681{7
used. Full Price List available on 6SL7

816

8/7/6
8/6
7/6
9/8
7/6
7/6
8/6/6
5/9/7/6
7/6
8/6

GAGS

8/6
8/6

7A7

705
7F7
12116

12S/ff
28D7
32
36
50Y6
68
1622
1626
1299A

8/6
8/6
6/12/6
7/6
8/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
8/6
8/6
11/41-

7/6
VR150/30 8/6
VR137
5i9
KT44
8/6
KT2
5/VP23
6/6

HL23DD 6/6
TP2,5
8/1S5
8/-

1T4
1R5

8/-

5Z4
5U4
6AC7

10/10/6/6
6K7GT
5/6
807
7/6
ECH35 12/6
EA50
3/6
EBC33
8/6
EB34
3/6
EF36
6/6
EF39
6/6
EF50
6/6
Red

valves, and BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S
CARTONS. ONLY 35/- each.

TRANSFORMERS. -Manufactured to
our specifications and fully guaranteed
Normal Primaries. 425-0-425 v. 200 ma.
6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY
50!- : 350 v.-0-350 v. 161 ma.. 6.3 v. 5 a.,
6.3 v. 3 a.. 5 v. 3 a., ONLY 42/8: 250 v.-0-

250 v. 100 ma., 6.3 v. 6 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY
32/6. 350 v.-0-350 v., 150 ma. 6.3 v. 5 a.,
5 v. 3 a. ONLY 32/6. The above are fully
shrouded, upright mounting. 5.5 kV.
E.H.T. with 2 windings of 2 v. 1 a., ONI.Y
72/6: 7 kV. E.R.T. with 4 v. 1 a., ONLY
82/6. PLEASE ADD 2/- POSTAGE FOR
EACH TRANSFORMER.

Sylvania 8/6
EF91
EY51
EK32
EL33
SP61

954

12/6
15/6/6
7/6
4/10/6
6/7/6
6/-

955
9003
9004

6/6/-

MU14

RL37
VS70

E.H.T. TRANSFORMER FOR VCR97
TUBE. -2.500 v. 5 ma., 2-0-2 V. 1.1 a. 2-0-2
v. 2 a. 37/6 (postage 2/-).

INDICATOR UNITS, TYPE 6. -Contain
VCR97 Tube with mu -metal screen. 4
valves , EF50 and 2 of. EB34. NEW CONDITION. ONLY 59/6 (carriage, etc., 7/6).
INDICATOR UNIT, TYPE 95. -Exactly
the same as the Type 62. but for 50 -cycle
operation. Built on a two -deck chassis, it

contains VCR97 Tube with mu -meta]

screen. 16 valves SP61, 2 of E1334 and 4 of

EA50, also shoals of components. A snip
request.
6SS7
8/ - 931A
50/at ONLY 59/6 (Carriage. 7/6).
Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays, we are 2 mins. from 11.4h Holborn (ChanceryLane StatitM), 5 mins. by bus from King's Cross'

Cash with order, please, and print name and add rein clearly.

U.E.I. CORPN.

Include postage as specTied and on Component Orders under £.2.

THE RADIO CORNER, 138, GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON; W.C.I
(Phone TERminus 7937.)

R.F. UNIT TYPE 25

In Original Carton.
Range 40-50 /no's., otherwise as R.F. 24.

rucestaeadted
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 166

With VCR -97 tube and valves, 7 VR91
(EF50), 4 VR54 (EB34), 1 VR116, 1 VR92

(EA50), etc. Dim. 20in. x 18iin. x 9lin.
Used good condition.
ASK FOR
£3 19 6 each CARRIAGE
D/11885
PAID
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 166
As above, but less tube and valves.
ASK FOR
£1.12.6 each CA_IFTLVE
13/11885A
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62
With VCR -97 tube and valves. 16-V1165CV118 (SP61). 2-VR54 (EB34). 2-VR92 (EA50),
etc. Dim. 18in. x 18 fin. x 11 lin. Wgt. 42 lbs.
In original wood case.

19/9

DASK
/H8 74 FOR

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 6

With VCR -97 Tube and valves 4-VR91
(EF50), VR54 (EB34), 3-VR92 (EA50), VR78
(D1). etc. Dim. 18in. x 8Iin. x 75in. Wet.
ASKs. In original wood case.
FOR
CARRIAGE
£2 . 19 each 5/
D/H524
-EXTRA
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 611
With VCR -97 Tube and valves 4-VR91
(EF50). 3-VR54 (EB34). Dim. 18in. x 81fn. x
71in. Wet. 22 lbs. In original wood case.
ASK FOR
n/F,777
each

each

R.F. UNIT TYPE 27
With Broken Dial

-

PET& A 6

Range 65-85 me/s., valves 2/V11135 (EF54).
VR137 (E052), etc. Dim. and Wet. as R.F. 24.
ASK FOR
1/6
£1 9 6 each POST
D/E771
EXTRA

RECEIVER UNIT R3601
Ref. 10DB/6037.

With valves ,2 VR136 (EF54). VR137 (E052).
5 VR65 (SP61), 4 VR92 (EA50), VR91 CRESOL
6V6G, VU39A (R3), etc. I.F. 13mo/so Dim.

18in. x 9in. x Sin. Wgt. 38 lbs.

DF
39/6 each °AIPRa"
ION TRAP MAGNET ASSEMBLY
ASK 93OR

Mfg. Surplus.

93.19.6 each CAIMGE
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62
As above, but in used, good condition.

Type IT/6 by Elac for 35 mm. tube neck.
ASK FOR
D/11919
216 each
PED1TTR I.
A.C. Mains, Input 230 v. 50 cps. Outputs.
-AXIAL CABLE
E.H.T. 2 kV. 5 ma., H.T. 250 v. 150 ma.. L.T. Any lengthCO
52 ohms. 12 mm. dia. Price
63.3 v. 10 a. and 6.3 v. 5 a, Fully smoothed 5d. per yard.
and rectified with valves VU120. 5114G, post 1!- extra. Minimum 12 yds. at 5/-.
VR91 (EF50), plus con., resistors, etc.

AS K FOR

0/11947

ASK526 FOR
D/F1

Loose stored.

E2.9.6

Dy E774

each CA 1111Z1VE

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62
As DE774. but less VCR -97 tube.
ASK 74AO FR
CAI -AWE

19/6

D/E7

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 305

BRAND NEW.
REF. 100)3,6.504.
With tubes VCR -524A, VCR -525 and valves
(EF50), 2-VR54 (EB34), 6-VR92
(EA30). Dim. 12in. a 7in. a 18in. Wgt. 30 lbs.
ASK
£3.19.6 each CARRIAGE
D/11493 0R
PAI
7-VR91

2CARRIAGE

POWER UNIT TYPE
Ready made for T.V.

ASK FOR

£4.19.6

INDICATOR UNIT " A.S.B." SERIES

11850

Order direct from:

controls brought to front panel beside _
viewing screen.

AS776
K FOR

D/E

£3 '196

each

CARRIAIDAGE

P

CARRIAGE

ALSO AVAILABLE.
POWER UNIT
TYPE 285
As above. less valves. _Slight internal
damage, Transformers O.K.
ASK7AFOR
£1.19.6 each CARRIAGE
1194
7/5
UNIT TYPE 24
In Oiriginal Carton
With valves 3-V1166 (SP61). etc. Range
20-30 me/s., switched tuning. Dim. 9i1ns.
a 711n. a Min. Wgt. 7 lbs.
5/..
ASK FOR
POSTD/

Contains 5BP1 C. R.T. With mu -metal screen
3o6H6's, 2/6SH7's, GAG?, plus H.V. conds.,
etc., metal case 18lin. x 82in. x 8in. All

(U.S.A.)

eachh

ASK FOR D/E987.

REPRINTS FROM " PRACTICAL
TELEVISION "
Components Price List Free on Request.

The " Beginner's Receiver," modifying the R3170A

... 1/8

April to July :
The' Beginner's Timebase "
... 1/8
Argus Televisor, data and blueprint... 2/6
CIRCUITS AVAILABLE at 1/3 each.
ASB3/5/7 or 8, type 62, R1355. R.F. 24. 25,
27 and R3601.
PLEASE NOTE. -Carriage and Postal
Charges refer to the U.K. only. Overseas
freight, etc., extra.

CLYDESDALE SfjPPLI
CO. LTD.

2, BRIDGE ST., GLASGOW, C.5.

'Phone : SOUTH 2706/
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RADIO SUPPLY CO.

(LEEDS)
LTD.

Dept. N.,
32, THE' CALLS, LEEDS, 2.

Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. Nu C.O.D. under £1. Postage 1/- extra under 10/-: 116 EX -GOVT. BLOCK PAPER CONDENextra under £1: 2/- under £3. Open to callers 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Sots. until 1 P.m. SERS. -4 mfd 500 v, 2/9; 4 mfd 750 v. 319:
S.A.E. with enquiries, please. Full list 5d.: Trade List 5d.
4 mfd 1,500 v. 5!9; 4 mfd 2000 v, 7/9; 8-8 mfd

R.S.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS Cu/TWEED)

Interleaved and Impregnated. Primaries 200-230-250 v 50 Gs Screened.
TOP SIIRDUDED, DROP THROITGII SMOOTHING CHORES
250-0-250 v YO ma, 6.3 v 2.5 a ..
12111 250 ma 314100 ohms.
11,9
260-0-260 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v a ...
350-0-350v 80 ma, 6.3 v 3 a, 4 v 2.5 a ...
350-0-350 v 80 ma, 6.3v 2 a, 5 v 2 a ...
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ...
300-0-300 v 100 ma. 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ...
350-0-350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ...
350-0-350 v 150 ma. 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ...

14/11
15111

17/6
21/9
21/9
21/9
27/9

FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
250-0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a
Midget type, 21-3-3in.

250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6. 3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a
23:9
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 5 v 3 a, for
R1335 Conversion
... 2919
300-0-350v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 2319
350-0-350 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a ... 18/9
350-0-350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a ... 23/9
:350-0-350 v 150 ma. 6.3 v 4 b., 0-4-5 e 3 a 29/11

350-0-350 v 250 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 4 v 8 a,

0-2-6 v 2 a, 4 v 3 a, for Electronic
Engineering Televisor
._
69/6

425-0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 v
'

4a, C.T.. 5 v 3 a ...

450-0-450 v. 250 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 6.3 v 6 a,

47/9

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
All with 200-250 v 50 c/s Primaries; 6.3 v
1.5 a, 5(9: 6.3 v 2 a, 716;0-4-6.3 v 2 a, 7/9;
12 v 1 a, 7,11:6.3 v 3 a, 911; 6.3 v 6 a, 17/9;
CRA1IGER1TRANSFORMERS

100 ma 10 200 ohms Potted
80 ma 10 350 ohms

8/9
5/6

500 v, 7/9; 0.1 mfd plus 0.1 mfd 8,000 v. cony
mon negative isolated, 11/9; 0.3 mfd 2500 v
2111:1.5 mfd 4000 v, 5/9
EX -GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES. -

50 ma 5-10 h .

100 ma 10 h 150 ohms Tropicalised
150 ma 10 h 150 ohms ...

619

11/9

ma 10 h 150 ohms ...
... 16/9
411 250
250 ma 10 h 50 ohms
...
14/9
('O _AXIAL CABLE
75 ohm 1436 (Coils of 20 yds., 10/-) .. 79 yd EX -GOVT. MAINS 'TRANSFORMERS
Twin Screened Feeder ..
... 169 yd Primaries 230/250 v 50 Ocs 4 v 2.5 a. 419;
TV. PREAM PLIFIR..-ForrFrinie
E
Areas 4 v 6 a (High Ins.), '7/9; 48 v 1 a, 919; 250-0-250 v
Brand New. Complete with 6E13 valve. 40 ma 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a, 9/11: 400 v C.T. 150 ma
Only 22/6
4 v 6 a, 6.3 v 6 a. 6.3 v 0.6 a, 4 v 6 a. 4v 3 a,
SELENIUM ARUM. RECTIFIERS
4 v 3 a. 4 v 3 a, 5 v 2 a. 22/9: 300-0-300 v 120 ma

60 ma 10 h400 ohms

..

RM2 125 v 100 ma, 4/9; RM4 250 v 250 ma,
11/9: RM3 125 v 120 ma. 5/9; G.E.C. 300 v
250 ma, 12/9: 120 v 40 ma. 319: 612 v 1 a
F.W., 519; 250 v 50 ma, 519; 6/12 v 2 a F.W.,
9/9; 250 v 80 ma, 7/9; 6/12 v 4 a F.W., 14/9.
BATTERY SET CONVERTER. KIT
All parts for converting any type of Battery
Receiver to A.C. mains 203-250 v 50 cis.
Supplied 120 v 90 v or 60 v at 40 ma. Fully

4 v 1 a, 17/6; 865-775-690-0-690-775-865 v 500 ma.

29/6; 610-0-610 v 150 ma, 300-0-300 v 150 ma,
1220 v 350 ma, 29/6; 460 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 5 a,
29/6; 460 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 5 a, 29/6.
EX -GOVT. AUTO TRANSFORMERS

v 1400 watts, 49/6: Double
Wound 10-0-200-220-240 v to 10-0-275-295-315 v
1800 watts, 69/6; Double Wound 230 v to

0-110-190-230

smoothed and fully smoothed L.T. of 2 v 230 v (tapped every 11 volts) 5kVa. 86/151,
at 0.4 a to 1 a. Price including circuit EX -GOVT. E.H.T. SMOOTHERS
48/9. Or ready for use 8/9 extra.

ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY

.02 mfd 8000 v. 1/11; .25 mfd 4000 v (Block).

4/9; .5 mfd 3500 v, 3/3.

SUPERSEDER KIT, -All parts for the " SIMPLEX " PARTS
construction of a unit (housed in metal case

5-4-44in.) to supply 90 v 10 ma, and 1.5 v
250 ma. Fully smoothed. From 200-250 v
50 cis mains. Fur 4 -valve receivers. Price
inc. point-to-point wiring diagrams, 35/9.
Supplied assembled and tested, at 42/6.
Most
200-250 v 0-9-15 v 11 a, 11/9: 0-9-15 v 3 a, 1619; SILVER MICA CONDENSERS.
values 511. ea..' 3/9 doz. one type.
0-9-15 v 4 a, 18 9; 0-9-15 v 6 a, 22/9.1
VOL. CONTROLS (standard long spindles)
0 UTP UT TII ANSFOR NIERS
All values, less switch. 2(9; with S.P.
Standard Pentode 5000 to 3 ohms ... 4/9 switch, 3/9; with D.P. switch, 4/6.
Standard Pentode 7/8000 to 3 ohms ... 4/9 ELECTROLYTICS.-Tubular 8 mfd 450 v
Standard Pentode 10,000 to 3 ohms ... 2'11
Small Pentode 5000 to 3 ohms
3/9
...
E.II.T. TRANSFORMERS 200-230-250 v
3,500 v 5 ma, 2-0-2 v 1.1 a, 2-0-2 v 1.1 a,
... 36/6
for VCR97, VCR517

1/11 16 mfd 450 v, 2/11, Can 8-8 mfd 450 v
3111 8-16 mfd 450 v, 3,11, 16-16 mfd 450 v
4/11 32 mfd 350 v, 2111; 32 mfd 450 v, 4/11

7 valves for Vision and Sound Section 29/6
7 valveholders for above
...
4/... 9/2 Electrolytics H.T. Smoothing
1 Smoothing Choke 150 ma 10 h
... 11/9
6 Valves for Time Base ...
Valveholders for above
1/10
5 Selenium rectifiers
27/6
Mains transformer 350-0-350 v 150 ma,
6.3 v 4 a, 0-4-,5 v 3 a

...

... 29/11

Most other components available at low
prices.

R.F. UNITS TYPE 26. -Brand new.
toned, 39/6, plus carr., 216.

Car -

BATTERY CIIARGERS.-For mains 200-

32-32 mfd 350 v. 5/6; 32-32 mfd 450 v. 5/11 250 v. 50 c/cs. Outputs for charging 0 v or 12 v
64 mfd 450 v. 4/9: 60-100 mfd 350 v, 7/6 I at 1 amp. In strong metal case. Only 19/9.

LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
Specially prepared sets of television parts (which you
receive upon enrolment) with which we teach you, in
your own home, the working of circuits and bring you
easily to the point when you can construct and service
a television set. Whether you are a student for an

examination; starting a new hobby; intent upon a
career in industry; or running your own business this Practical Course is intended for YOU -and
may be yours at very moderate cost.

EASY TERMS FROM 15/- A MONTH
is available' to give individual help
guidance throughout the Course

A tutor

POit _PHIS COUPON TODAY
Please send me your FREE. book on Practical Courses:
I am interested in
To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. I38X, 43 Grove Park
Road, Chiswick, London, W.4.

and
EXPERIMENTAL
OUTFITS :

TELEVISION - Instruction and equipment for building a Television
Receiver.

RACIO 1 -A course in basic principles.

RA010 2 -Instruction and equipment from which you build a Radio
Receiver.

NAME

Also for Mechanics, Electricity, Chemistry, Photography, Carpentry,
Draughtsmanship, Commercial Art, Amateur S.W. Radio, Languages,

ADDRESS
N

VE:11 BHP

The only Postal College which is part

(la

E.1111.I. INSTITUTES

of a world-wide Industrial organisation.
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SUB -MINIATURE VALVE
MOUNTINGS
TWO new mounting devices suitable

for certain types of sub -miniature valves have been developed by
the Plessey Co., Ltd. One of these
is a simple universal clip available
in two sizes for pentodes and diodes.
While occupying very little space it
is designed to give constant spring tension without
being too severe on the valve envelope and allows
for any variations in size found in subminiature valves.
The
clip is made of 0.010in. and the diode
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the properties of the core, and in

many cases will prevent subsequent
removal without breaking the cores
or the formers. A special adhesive
has been produced, however, known
as 8G Core Locking Material. It is
supplied in a small collapsible tube
with a long tapering nozzle which just

fits inside the standard coil formers,

and to use it the core is removed, the nozzle inserted

in the former, and the tube pressed slightly.

A

few seconds should be allowed to elapse before the
is removed, as the material is rather thick and
clip of .006in. beryllium copper, heat treated to tube
takes a moment or two to leave the tube. On withspring temper and finished in oxidised matt black. drawal a " blob " of the material should be inside
This
finish, together with the intimate contact
between the valve and clip, results in very favourable

heat radiation characteristics and some degree of
screening. Small projections are provided which
may be used as earthing points to facilitate wiring.
The pentode clip as supplied holds two valves, but

can easily be divided into two separate clips by
snapping along a tool impression mark provided for
that purpose, whereas the diode clip is available in
two forms to hold either one or two valves.
In the other mounting device the valve is held in a
small spring clip attached to the chassis by means of a
support with a very high copper content which acts

as an excellent thermal conductor.

A base ring

made of P.T.F.E. or high grade bonded phenol resin
in which tags are moulded is fixed into the chassis
beneath the clip. The wire leads of the valve are
,soldered directly to 'the tags.

the former and when the core

is inserted it will

spread and hold the core very firmly. It does not
harden and remains firm and tacky almost

The price is 4s. 6d. a tube, plus 3d.
postage.-TV Replacements, 134136, Lewisham
indefinitely.

Way, New Cross, S.E.14.
DECADE CAPACITOR BOX
FACED with the problem of considerable expendi-

ture on decade capacitor boxes for a large

research and development programme, two development engineers at Winston Electronics, Ltd., investigated
instruments.
By designing a new type of eleven -position switch

-now patented-a great saving in bulk and manufacturing costs was made. An instrument, which can

It has been the experience of many production
engineers that, especially in sub -miniature equipment,
the use of semi -skilled labour may give rise to circuit
faults, particularly in intermediate stages of assembly.

Much of the expense of fault location in finished
equipment can be avoided by this mounting. This
connection method also offers an advantage in that
a contact point is available for intermediate testing
of equipment prior to the installation of valves.
In addition to its electrical advantages this system

also offers a rational form of chassis layout in

assembly, and allows valves to be removed without
disturbing the circuit. It has the further obvious
advantage in that it combines the reliability of the

The Winston Decade Capacitor Box.

be sold at a lower price than the cost of constructing
It will be found that this device makes it easier home-made apparatus in either the factory or
to replace valves which fail in service, as well as laboratory resulted, and is now being marketed.
Already the Decade Capacitor Box has proved
facilitating and quickening line assembly processes.
useful in servicing deaf aids but it should find wide
-Plessey Co., Ltd., Ilford, Essex.
application in electronic circuit designing and building;
CORE LOCKING MATERIAL
production control and testing, research and technical
ONE of the major difficulties met with by the home- laboratories.
The service engineer in electronics, television or
constructor of TV coils is fixing the small
powder -iron cores. Elastic string is available but radio, will find this small size, extremely light and
tends to twist up, and furthermore, is easily lost if portable instrument particularly useful. '
wired -in circuit with conventional chassis construction.

the cores are removed.

Vibration can result in Technical Specification
shifting of the cores with the necessity for retuning.
Range : 0.001 /iF to 1.11 juF in 0.001 /IF steps.
These troubles are overcome by using some form of
Stray Capacitance : Less than 15 pF per decade.
adhesive, but ordinary paints, cellulose and similar
Working Potentials : 500 volts D.C., except the
materials, often advised for the purpose, may affect 0.1 it& range, where it is 350
volts D.C.
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Switching : Positive and firm. No play.
Controls : Firm, finger -ready.
Finish : Facia Panel : Photo -etched. Box :
Steel, grey hammer -tone enamel.
Dimensions : 8in. x 3fin. x Sin. (20.3cm. x
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3D -2D SUNGLASS SPECTACLES

this name, Dennis Searle of Croydon
UNDER
has produced a pair of spectacles made from a

polarised material with movable lenses. In use they

8.4cm. x 7.6cm.).
Weight : 32 ozs. (0.9 kilos). Price : £10 15s.
Winstone Electronics Ltd., Park Road,

Hampton Hill, Middx.

TWO -BAND PATTERN GENERATOR
aids to the lining -up of television

VARIOUS
receivers are available, and one of the

most useful which we have seen is the WG/44
Telequipment Unit. This is designed for use

on both Band I and Band Ill and gives a

choice of five patterns. When connected to
a receiver it will modulate the frame giving
a horizontal pattern

with five levels . of

brightness from black, to peak white, upon

which may be superimposed, if desired,.a fine
ruled' grating locked to the line timebase.
This 'enables picture gradation, height, width,

line and frame linearity, ringing, pulse response and other factors to be examined in
the set under test. Alternatively, the raster
may be made to proVide a regular crosshatch pattern for checking astigmatism, and
this pattern may be opened by means of a small
pre-set adjustment in the centre of the panel (with
the aid of. a screwdriver) so that other forms of
line distortion may be checked. A strip running

up the centre of the screen may be made to

produce, with a grey back -ground over the rest of
the raster, definition bars of 1.5, 2, 2.5 or 3 Mc/s
detail for checking frequency response and ringing.
The output is continuously variable from 10 /IV
to mV -and the instrument is extremely compactmeasuring 11zin. x 8in. x 5iin. The price is £62.Telequipment Ltd., 1319A, High Rd.;Whetstone, N.20.

The British Amateur TV Club
club was founded in 1949 to co-ordinate the
T HEactivities
of amateur radio enthusiasts experi-

The Telequipment two -band pattern generator.

may be employed for watching 3D films, or the lenses

may be rotated so that they are both polarised in
the same direction, when they may be used as anti dazzle sunglasses or for reducing eye strain when
The lenses are made from
viewing television.

laminated safety glass, not plastic, and they will
find many uses-even returning a 3D film to_
2D without blurring if one gets tired of the
three-dimensional effect. The price is 2 gns. from
D. Searle, 626, Brighton Road, South Croydon,
Surrey.

from the G.P.O. To date some eight stations have
been on the air in this country.

For a camera, the only tube available at the

moment is a Vidicon type, rejected by the manumenting with television transmission, and to liaise facturer for minor blemishes and costing £25.
with other enthusiasts overseas similarly engaged. Occasionalb,, other types of tube become available
The club is affiliated to the Radio Society of Great also ; Monoscopes are available at £7 10s., but these
offers are only valid for members resident in the
Britain.
be
Experiments carried out. by B.A.T.C. members United Kingdom. Very satisfactory resultsacan
have been mainly in two directions, viz., video and obtained with much less costly equipment ;. flying
scanner using a 5FP7 scanner and 931A photocell
R.F. Very few members have the resources to build spot
both sorts of equipment. On the video side, the can be built for as little as £10, with a resolution of
standards recommended are such that any normal 2.5 Mc/s. Such units can also be easily converted for
BBC television receiver cart be used as a monitor, telecine work.
There is very little literature of value to the amateur,
i.e:, 200 -line 50 pictures per second sequential, or
so the club issues a quarterly magazine, "CQ-TV,"
405 -line 25 pictures per second double interlaced, and
positive modulation, and waveform similar to that free to members, containing circuits and notes not
of the BBC. For interchangeability, club members to be found elsewhere. A few back copies are available
are recommended to arrange all outputs at the one - at ls. 6clt each. Also available are headed notepaper,
membership certificates, QSL cards and lapel badges.
volt level, low -impedance picture positive, syncs
negative. Belling -Lee plugs and sockets are preferred.

Loans of equipment, films, posters, photos, tapes and

techniCal matter of the visual transmission. Opera-

the following year. Further details are available from

on shorter wavelengths. Full details can be obtained

Chadwell Heath, Essex (Seven Kings 1051).

On the radio side, the experimenter must hold a lecture notes can be arranged for demonstration
G.P.O. amateur vision licence, costing £2 per annum, purposes.
Membership costs 5s. per annum, payable on the
under which the holder may now transmit messages
by telephony or morse without a separate licence, first of January. New members are asked to enclose
6d.
per month remaining of the old year plus 5s. for
provided that these messages are concerned with the

tion is permitted in the 70 cm. amateur .band and the Hon. Secretary, B.A.T.C., 56, Burlington Gardens,
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A LARGE PICTURE TV.
14, 16 or 17 inch

FOR

£29.
10. 0
Including valves.

Only cabinet and cathode
ray tube extra.

THE TELE KING
This well -tried and famous home constructor

television receiver, can be built with ease
from the comprehensive construction envelope. Complete instructions, including
32 -page booklet, point to point wiring diagrams and theoretical 'circuits.

CATHODE RAY TUBES

PRICE 6/.. POST FREE.

CABINET for THE
TELE KING

For Use with The Tele King.
14 Inch. Mullard. MW36-24.

LASKY'S RADIO,

As illustrated here. Pleasing
design, strongly constructed,
finished in walnut veneer.
light, medium or dark shade.

LASKY'S (HARROW ROAD), LTD.,
370, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.9.

Lasky's Price i8.10.0d.

Hours : Mon. to Sat. 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thurs., half day, 1 p.m.
Postage and packing charges (unless otherwise stated) : on
orders value
Od. extra : £5-2s. lid. extra ; £10-3s. 6d.
extra ; over £10 carriage free. All goods fully insured in transit.

Including 14, 16 or 17 inch mask
and die co.
Carriage 12/6.

Telephones: CUNningham 1979-7214.

£19 9s. 3d.
Brimar. C14FM.
£20 10s. 3d.
16 Inch. English Electric. T.901
£22 4s. 10d.
17 Inch. Mullard. MW43-64.
£23 12s. Ed
Brimar. C17FM.
£24 13s. 641.

Carriage and insurance Ill- per
tube extra.

Complete Standard or Wide Angle ; Wide

TALLON
CABINETS

Return of Post Service

for television, radio and grams, polished,
ready for assembly in packed flat kits or

PRICES : We can save you money on your View
Master.
Full details in our lists.

TELE-KING cabinets with space for radio or tape

VIEW MASTER
Angle Conversion

RESISTOR KITS. Our special kits have every
Resistor marked with value and position in
set.

factory assembled.

recorder with or without doors, for, 12", 15", 16" or 17"

VIEW MASTER

cabinets,

or

console,

table,

12 and I7in.

HIRE PURCHASE. Complete or part kits can
be supplied on Hire Purchase. Ask for
details. Deposit only 2/- in the £.

P.W.

3 -SPEED

AUTO -GRAM

CABINET.

LYNX CABINET.

INSTRUCTION BOOKS. Standard, 7/6. Wide
Angle 11/, Wide Angle conversion, 3/6. Please
state model required and your local transmitter.

ARGUS CABINET.
RADIOGRAM,
RADIO
AND
CABINETS TO"' CUSTOMERS'

PRICE LISTS. Our very detailed price lists give
full details for all models. Sent free upon request.

SUPER CABINETS FOR SOUNDMASTER.
MINI -FOUR AND CRYSTAL DIODE cases

Any item supplied separately.

at

14/6

each,

Consult

WATTS RADIO

including

your

SPECIAL
DESIGNS.

postage.

local dealer
(DEFT. P.T.

or

write

to

:

8, Apple Market, Kingston on Thames,

JAMES TALLON & SONS LTD.

Surrey.

MANOR WORKS, MANOR ROAD

Phone :

KINgston 4099

RUGBY

Telephone :

RUGBY 2070
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THE THREE -IN -ONE TOOL FOR ALL RADIO ENTHUSIASTS

WE

SPECIALISE

ONLY

Wire Stripper
IN
and Cutter RADIO COMPONENTS
LET US QUOTE YOU BY

CUTS wire cleanly

RETURN FOR ANY RADIO
OR PARTS YOU
VALVES
REQUIRE
HIRE PURCHASE TERMS ON KITS,
INSTRUMENTS, ETC.

SPLITS plastic extruded flex

Goods Sent C.O.D. or Cash

With Ord'2r
Adjustable to most wire thicknesces,

No more fiddling with ra7or blades or penknives whenever you make a joint. Here's
the tool that strips, cuts and splits flex _in
half the time, with half the trouble-and does
it more efficiently. Nickel plated and packed in
cartons with full instructions. Bib wire strippers are

/ available at ironmongers and
electrical shops. Get one today.

In ease al difficulty, write to :
ULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,

3'6

Multicore Works, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. ( Boxmoor NM

MONEY

71 I

GUARANTEE

12"

£5

SURPLUS BOOKLET 6d.

82 SOUTH EALING ROAD
LONDON W.5

LINE E.H.T.

coD i

io

3

TV TUBES

MONTHS'
GUARANTEE

TRANSFORM ERS

REWOUND

MAZDA CII11121-A-B, and a few other types and makes.

Picture shown to callers. Not ex-W.D. Carriage and insurance
1516 extra. No catch.
SPECIAL OFFER of tubes with burns or Cathode to heater
short. 30,'- each, plus carr.
AMPLIFIERS. 77.'6. Push-pull. 4 valve and rec. Full tone
range. variable. Output 3-7-15 ohms matching. A.C. or Universal. Post 2!6.

AMPLIFIERS. 57/6.

--watts. 3 valves.
Switched tone range
2-5 ohms output. Good
4

quality, A.C. or A.C.!
D.C. Post 2/6.
AMPLIFIERS. 9/6,

X.W.D. with one valve
EF36. Complete with
FREE drawings.
Post 1/6.
MICRO -AMU.
100
METERS. 12'9. Full
scale reading, 21in.
square dial. Drawings supplied. Post 1/6.
EXTENSION SPEAKERS. 1919. Sin. speaker on polished
baffle. 5ft. lead ready connected. Post 1/9.
8'9. 700 MICRO -AMP METERS, and movement (radiator).

EAL. 5737

NEXT DOOR SOUTH EALING TUBE STATION (TURN LEFT)

r.1

621 ROUFORD RD. LONDON, E.12.

S.A.E.

RADIO SERVICING COMPANY

i Y,,it , GRA 6677 1
CW0
-

ICE

QUOTES

PROMPTLY
Our 30 years' experience of winding and
wave -winding enables us' to provide the finest
service in the Country for all types of
TELEVISION COMPONENTS.

We repair or manufacture all types of transformers singly or in quantity, and welcome
your

enquiries.

Catalogue on

request.

Post 1:3.

REAR LIGHTS. 1/9. Ideal tail or side lights. Infra red glass,
easily changed. Post 9d.

SPOTLIGIITS.-9/9 Butlers. new but ex-W.D. 7lin. dia. 6lin.

H. W. FORREST

deep. Pre -focus type. Post 1/3.

'ILLUS.-For above now in stock, 6 volt, 36 watt, 12 volt, 43
watt. 4.6 each.
INERT CELLS. -3 volt twin cells G.E.C. Post 9d.

'LT. RATTER IES.-1/9 Atldry min.: 40 volts and L.T. v.
50 volt LI v. at 3'9, 571 volt personal portable type at 3'9,
60 volt at 3/9, 90 volt I- 171 v. at 6/9, 90 volt new Ever Ready at
7 9. Post on all H.T. butts. 1/9 each. All butts. tested before
despatch.
Send 2',d. stamp for Catalogue.

349,

GREEN
ROAD,
HASLUCKS
SHIRLEY, BIRMINGHAM
Telephone :

SHI 2483.
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The receiver should always be operated with the
brilliance reduced so that when no picture is being
transmitted no raster is seen on the screen.

I

411Nala
.//11,' 1=1110111I
. AMmm1

I AM

AM
AI lir
I-MPMANFSIWIMMMAIMMII
a a a a AM V O.,WaNiffir
Mr 41,

I shall be most grateful if you can give me the
following information on VCR511, an ex -Government

cathode ray tube :

(a) Base connections.
(b) Filament voltage and current.
(c) Final anode voltage.

(d) Deflection voltage for full width of screen.J. R. Crane (Bell Heath, Worcs).
(a) The base connections are as for VCR97 but
grid and cathode are reversed.
(b) The heater voltage is 4 at a current of about
1.2 amp.

Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES

OVER THE TELEPHONE.
The coupon from p. 287
must be attached to all Queries, and if a postal
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
must be enclosed.

FAULTY SOUND
A friend of mine has a Raymond television (table
model), F.60, Ref. A/C No. A13257, which has the
peculiar habit after a short period of use of dropping
in volume to a very low level of sound.
It is noticeable that if the contrast control is over -

(c) The maximum final anode voltage is 5 kV.
(d) Deflection voltage for line is 1.170 volts and
for frame 887 volts.

" SIMPLEX "-SOUND OUTPUT STAGE
I am making up your " Simplex " TV. In the sound
section I see you use a Pen 45. I have a transformer
where I could use 6V6. Can this be used ? If so,
what are the modifications for this valve ? What is

the object of Pen 45 ? Thanking you for a reply.A. E. Wareham (Portsmouth).

The reason for using the Pen 45 was simply that
it has a 4 -volt heater and a 4 -volt potential was

available from the same supply on the mains transadvanced it generally corrects it for a further short former as the C.R.T. It was not possible to use a
period.
6.3 -volt valve as the existing 6.3 -volt line is fully
The PL.83 was found to be low and replaced, but loaded without the power valve.
this trouble still persists on sound only, as the vision
You can use the 6 -volt valve provided you have a
is remarkably excellent in quality.-E. J. Wall suitable winding on the transformer.
(Coventry).

The following modification is
.

recommended :

This symptom frequently indicates a resistor or Remove RS5 and place it in RS2 position ; move
capacitor defect in the sound detector/noise limiter VR2 to RS5 position, taking the slider to the grid of
or sound output stages. You should endeavour to the output valve ; connect the now free end of RS1
prove whether the fault occurs in the output stages or to chassis and the free .end of C15 to pin 6 of the
in the detector stage by listening to the sound signal EBC33.
in a pair of headphones connected to- the control
grid of the sound output valve and chassis. If, when FAULTY MAINS TRANSFORMER ?
the symptom becomes evident from the loudspeaker,
a TV set, Ekco TS46, which has worked well
the signal in the phones remains constant; the fault forI have
over five years.
must lie in the output stage where normal testing
It was working well until I went on holiday for a
methods should soon reveal the defective part.
fortnight, but on returning I switched on the set and
after about 30 seconds a distinct smell of burning came
TYPE 26 UNIT
from 'the back with slight smoke.
I would be greatly obliged if you could help solve a
I instantly switched off and removed back.
problem I have come up against. I am using a 1355
On switching on again I noted that the filaments of
I.F. unit for vision and since replacing the R.F. unit valves came on but again after about 30 seconds I
type 25 with type 26 the fly -back lines are unduly noted smoke' coming from the mains transformer
prominent and there is sometimes a white vertical immediately behind the E.H.T. screened section.
band down the screen near the centre. The half-lines It was hot to the touch.
at the bottom are shaped more like matchsticks with
I switched off at once in case of further damage.
blobs on the end, otherwise I get a splendid picture.
It appears that as the valve filaments glow, the
The tube is the VCR97.-W. Farrell (Blackburn). transformer
appears in order' and I'd be grateful if
The use of the RF26 as against the RF25 should you can tell me what other component can be at fault ?
make no difference to the appearance of the raster. I have no instruments for testing.-B. W. Himes
The RF unit is more powerful than its predecessor (S.E.9).
and that is all.
The fact that the valve heaters light up does not
If the actual raster is the same as before then it is conclusively indicate *that the mains transformer is
possible that you have a fault in the video output free from defect. Indeed, since it has actually been
stage and we suggest you check the biasing arrange- burning it is now alniost certainly in need of replacements on the valve, paying particular attention to the ment. The H.T. secondary winding has probably
decoupling condenser.
overheated either as a result of insulation failure
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It is not possible to employ the method of power
or due to a short-circuit on the H.T. line-the chief
cause in this respect being electrolytic smoothing supply which you suggest as the heater current is far
capacitor failure.

EJCCO T.161 LINE FAULT
My television set, which was bought in November,
1951, is an Ekco table model, Type T.161.

too heavy. It is possible to construct a single power

supply 'for the whole televisor, but the difficulty is
in the supply of a transformer with sufficient heater
current. The most economical method is to use a
transformer giving the necessary H.T. and to supple-

We have had perfect reception until a week ago, ment this with a heater- transformer, feeding the
when two pairs of black wavy lines appeared across heaters on split loading.
the screen, these flickered up and down the screen BUSH TV24A-WIDTH TROUBLE
for a few seconds and then the picture became blank
I have a Bush TV24A (12in. screen). A few weeks
and, although sound remains perfect, no picture comes
at all. Up till the moment of the lines appearing the ago I discovered that the width control did not travel
its full course. I found that the 30 KO variable resistor
picture was perfect.
The screen went completely blank, suddenly, no had overheated to such an extent that the plastic
fading of the picture or any changing, and the receding casing had melted and locked the spindle. I replaced
bright spot which we have always seen when turning the resistor and the same thing has happened again. The
resistor does not burn right out but only gets very hot
off the set was not present.-F. J. Burch (Keston).
-the resulting deformation of the casing, of course,
We feel certain that the cause of the symptom locks the spindle and prevents any adjustment.
described lies in the line timebase section. It is a
I would be grateful if you could suggest a remedy for
typical symptom of a sudden failure of the line this fault.-J. Howe (S.E.26).
output transformer-probably a collapse of the
The resistor to which you refer, together with an
winding insulation.
In the first place, we would advise that you check 80 pF 5,000 volt working capacitor connected in
damping circuit across the deflector
for E.H.T. pulse voltage at the anode of the U25 series, forms aConsiderable
line pulse energy is thus
E.H.T. rectifier valve-holding the blade of an ade- coil output.
quately insulated screwdriver close to the anode dissipated across' the resistor in the form of heatthis is quite normal. We assume that your replacement
lead should result in an arc at least ;in. long.
You will probably discover that- this will not resistor is of the correct type and wattage ratingoccur, but before contemplating transformer replace- this is most important, of course.
If the trouble persists, however, you may find it
ment, it may be a good idea to have the emission of
advisable to use a control rated slightly- higher than
the 20P1 line output valve tested.
Incidentally, if you, are able to draw an arc from the- original.
the E.H.T. valve anode lead you should suspect VIDOR CN4216-VISION INSTABILITY
the U25 for low emission or open -circuit heater.
I have a Vidor 12in. TV, model CN4216 and it has
developed an intermittent fault and would like your
TESTING BEAM CURRENT
help to try to rectify this fault.
Would you advise me how I can test the beam
Its symptoms are as follows : after the set has been
current in C.R.T., both for tetrode and triode tubes ? on about 30 minutes, a pattern rather like a honeyThe points which I should most like clarified comb comes over the whole screen, this lasts for a second
are-Is beam current taken with modulation on tube- or two and then the whole picture breaks up with the
-and what should be the setting of the brightness effect pf faulty horizontal hold control, this lasts for
control ?-N. Rego (Harrogate).
about three or four seconds and then returns to normal.
The actual value of beam current varies widely The whole process repeats after a few minutes. The

from tube to tube, and is also dependent on the foregoing effect lasted throughout one evening's viewing
value of grid bias. In turn, the value of grid bias is,

and on switching off and being left to cool down, after

itself.

the fault to develop.

of course, set by reason of the brightness control switching on again, it took about seven minutes for
The cathode current can be measured by inserting
a microammeter in series with the lead to the tube
cathode pin, and adjusting the grid voltage according
to the figures given in the tube Makers' data sheet to
give an expected beam current of 20-30 mA. If the
tube is in order and the ion -trap magnet is correctly
set, a raster should be obtained on the screen under
these conditions.
Beam current is not normally taken with the
tube working under signal conditions.
R1355 AND SIMPLEX
I am already converting a 1355 plus RF25 to sound
and vision. It will consist of 9 VR65, 1 VR92, 1 6V6
and 1 VR55 valves.
What I wish to know is, can I get the power supply

After the evening referred to there was no further
trouble for four br five weeks. The second time the
fault developed in much the same way, but with an
interval between of about 30 minutes.

I would like you to give me an indication where to
look for the fault and would mention that I have the
service sheet for the set.-J. Thompson (Glasgow). '
Since you mention that the vision disturbance can
be temporarily corrected by letting the receiver cool off, and since your remarks indicate that the'sound

is unaffected, we feel that one of the valves associated
with the vision channel may develop a fault to provoke
instability. You should endeavour to prove this

possibility by substituting, in turn, the valves concerned. A valve for this purpose can probably be
obtained from the sound channel provided it is of
from the " Simplex " power supply, and use the the same type, which should, of course, be replaced
" Simplex " timebase and " Simplex " cathode-ray with one of the valves in the vision channel. You
should make a note of the original valve positions,
tube circuit as laid down in your articles ?
I want to save myself the expense of building three for it is not desirable to interchange valves permanently, even though they are of the same type.
separate power packs.-H. Calladine (Manchester).
9
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Practical Television Classified Advertisements

with
chimney lashings, " H " type, £3;
single dipole, £2; 3 -element folded
dipole with 10ft. pole, £51151-; all
prices
carr.
pd.
GLADSTONE
RADIO, Gladstone Place, Newton
Abbot, Devon.
A BIG ADVANTAGE of using our reAERIALS

wind service is that in most cases
a stock replacement can be supplied.
We have the most complete T/V component replacement service in Great
Britain. Have you tried " Nuray "
the heater booster isolator that just
plugs in ? "DIRECT T/V REPLACEMENTS," 134-136, Lewisham Way,
New Cross, S.E.14. (Tideway 36962330.)

THE CHEAPEST Blank Ali. Chassis,
made -in bright- 18g. ali, with sides

and narrow end turned in and down

fin. for
rigidity.

maximum

7 x 4 x 2, 3/4
10 x 6 x 21, 4/6
12 x 8 x 2f, 5/6
14 x 9 x 2f, 6/6
16 x 8.x 2f, 6/9
17 x 9 x 2f, 7/3
Other sizes made

strength

per rine or part
thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 11- extra.
RATES :

41-

285

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER is required

for work in the research laboratory of
a progressive East Midlands firm on
the design and development of electronic measuring instruments and of
circuits for automatic control systems,
etc. The post should prove most atStrand, London, W.C.2.
tractive to a man aged 25/30 who has
RADIO UNLIMITED offer new, boxed obtained a good degree and has had
Valves, SP41, SP61, 2/6 ea.; 9D2, 8D2 some experience in servo systems,
4D1, 3/6 ea.;6K7M, 1L4, 3M, EF50 electronic motor control and/or magEF36, 5/- ea.; 6AL5, 6AM6. 6V6, 6F6, netic amplifiers. A salary up to
£700 depending on qualifications is
12A6, EF39, EL32, 1R5, 1S5, 1T4
is pensionable.
3S4, 3V4, 71- ea.; 6L6G, 5Z4, 5U4 offered. The post
6SN7, 6SL7, PL82, PY82, TJY41, EF41 Please write, stating age, experience
W77, X78, EBC41, 81- ea. V/hldrs., al etc., to Box 2..T ,79848 A. K. ADVG.,
types, 6d,; Hunts, .1-500v, 7/6 doz 212a, Shaftesbury Ave., London,
Bargain list free. RADIO UN W.C.2.
LIMITED, Elm Rd., London, E.17

Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, " Practical Television,"
Tower House, Southampton St.,

(KEY 4813.)
WINWOOD

and Coilpacks,

L,

FOR
M,

VALUE. -3 -wave
and S, 24/6;

TELEVISION AND RADIO

V/master Coils, any area, 17/6 set; MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS

9x 5 x 41- 6AM6 and 6AL5 Valves, 6/-; Iso/
10 x 8 x 21, 5/- trans., 2v, 4v,' or 6v, 25% boost, 6/6;
12 x 9 x 2,, 6/- Fil/trans., 200-240v, 6.3v at 1.5a, 5/6;
15 x 9 x 21, 6/9 W.W. Cntrls, 5K and 25K, 3 -watt,
16 x 10 x 2f, 713 3/6; V/master Pre-sets, 2/9 each.
17 x 12 x 2-1, 8/6 Dubilier, 8mf-500v, 2/3; 8 x 8-500v,
to specification. 3/6; 16 x -16-500v, 4/6; Cored Solder,

WANTED
Good remuneration, conditions
and prospects for capable men.
Apply to Clydesdale Supply Co.,

Any length up to 17in., any width 8oz. reel, 4/6; Elliptical Spkrs. Tin. x Ltd., 2, Bridge St., Glasgow, C.5, or
up to 12in., any depth up to 3M. 4in., closed field, 17/9; SP41 and
Cost ld. per sq. in. of the top surface SP61 Valves, 24/- dozen. WINWOOD, contact the Manager at our branch

only, ignoring depth, e.g., 10 x 7
x 2f = 10 x 7 = 70 sq. in. = 70d.
= 5/10, SERVIO RADIO, 156/8.
Merton Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19.
(LIBerty 6525.)
SIMPLEX T.V. 18 swg. Chassis with

Carnarvon Rd.,
(Mail only.)
12,

AMERICAN

Leyton, E.10.

MAGAZINES. -One-year

" Audio Engineering," 35/-. specimen
3/6 ; " High fidelity," 50/-,
specimen
copy,
" Popular
4/b;
screens and valve punched 17/6, post Science," 28/6.
Free booklet quoting
1/6; fully -wound Coil Sets 151-, post others. WILLEN
LTD. (Dept. 23),
1/-; Lynx wound Coil Sets, 35/-, 101. Fleet Street, London.
E.C.4.
post 1/-; Super -Visor and Tele-King R.F. UNITS,
types 26 at 32/6, 25 at
Coil Sets, 37/6, post 1/-;
square
24 at 12/6, brand new in
Cans, Former, Side Wires, etc., 1/9 16;6,
cartons, with valves; postage
each; Simplex Mains Transformers, original
E.W.S. CO., 69, Church Rd.,
27/6, post 1/6.
C. 0. PRESTON 2/6.
Moseley,
Birmingham.
YORKSHIRE, Healey Lane, Batley,
Yorks.
" VIEWMASTER " Valves, exact to
specification;
guaranteed new and
POWER UNIT 285. 230v. 50c input;
boxed, set of 12, £5115/-; " Teleoutputs D.C. 2k V. 5ma. 350v, 150ma; King
" 17in. Receiver, complete set
A.C. 6.3v, 15a, 3 valves, new, 851-,
carr. paid inland.
Transformers, of 17 valves exact to specification,
new, std. mains input; 250-0-250v. £811916; 6AM6, EF91, 6F12, Z77,
6AL5, 6AM5, EL91, any 8 for
70ma, tapped 200v, 6.3v, 3a, 4v. 2a. EB91,
post 1/6; 1.4v miniatures, 155,
10/6; 600v, H.W., 6.3v, 3a, 4v, 2a, 10/6; 511/-,
IRS,
1T4,
3Q4, N18, 3S4, 1S4,
230v, to 6.3v, 5a and 108.. 15/-; 2kV, DK92, any 3V4,
for 27/6, post 1/-; all
5ma, 2v. 2a, 25/-; 350-0-350v, 150ma. guaranteed 4new
boxed. Forindi5v. 3a, 25/-, 55v. 30ma (twice), 6.3v, vidual prices andand
other types see dis3.2a, 9/-; 220-0-220v, 33ma. 7.1v,8a,
8.4v. 10a, 5v, 3a each c.T.. 15/6; played advert., p. 288. READERS
740-0-740v, 165va, 470-0-470v, 220va, RADIO, 24, Colberg Place, Stamford
4v, 8a, C.T. (twice). 40/- (carr. 5/-). Hill, London, N.16. (STA 4587.)
Postage 2/- each. List and enquiries, SERVICE SHEETS for Radio and
s.a.e. please !
Terms : Cash with Television, over 2,000 models. S.A.E.
order. Postage extra.
ImMediate enquiries. W. GILBERT. 24, Frithdespatch. W. A. BENSON, 308, Rath - ville Gardens, London, W.12.
bone Rd., Liverpool, 13.
SITUATIONS VACANT
LATEST BRIMAR
MANUAL, 248
pages of circuits. formulas, valve tech- The engagement of Persons answering these
nics, 5/-, post 8d. BENTLEY LTD., advertisements must be made through a Local
38, Chalcot Road, N.W.1. (PRImrose Office of the Ministry of Labour or a Scheduled
9090.)

511A-12in.

Tube and rubber Mask,

£5. R. HALLETT, 30, Denholme Rd.,
W.9.
VIEW MASTER: -Assembled,

tested,
and aligned Sound/Vision Chassis
£411216 to £711816. Amazing value,
stamp for details. Half Price Offers:
Guaranteed brand new specified View -

master parts, Line Tran., 16/-; Mains
Tran., 23/6; Frame 0/P Tran., 13/-;
Scan Coils, 16/6; P.M. Focus Ring

copy,

Employment Agency if the applicant is a man
aged 18-64, inclusive, or a woman aged 18-59,
inclusive, unless he or she, or the employment,
is excepted from the provisions of the Notification of Vacancies Order, 1952.

for PT. Argus, Simplex,
21/- complete. Other sets to order.

Commercial Convertors £8.
BEL,
Marlborough Yard, Archway, N.19.
(ARC 5078.)

LOUDSPEAKERS

SCOTLAND.

Alloa,

Aberdeen,

Arbroath, Ayr, Cambuslang, Clydebank, Coatbridge, Cowdenbeath, Dumbarton,
Dumfries,
Dunfermline,
Dundee, Edinburgh, Falkirk, Glasgow,

Greenock, Irvine, Kirkcaldy, Kilmarnock,

Motherwell, Paisley, . Perth,
Renfrew, Stirling.
ENGLAND.
Birmingham, Bromsgroie, Darlington, Doncaster, Dudley,
Gloucester, Middlesbrough, Newcastle on -Tyne,

Stockton-on-Tees, Walsall,
York.
NORTHERN IRELAND. Ballymena,
Belfast.
TELEVISION AND RADIO ENGINEER
is required for the design and development of components including

small power transformers. Ability to
engineer these components for mass
production essential. The post carries
a salary of £600/1300 p.a. and is
pensionable.
Please apply, stating
age, experience etc., to Box
23
J9850 A. K. ADVG., 212a, Shaftesbury Ave., London, W.C.2.
WARTED
ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED

for cash.

State quantity and con-

dition. RADIO FACILITIES, LTD.,
38. Chalcot Road, N.W.1. (PRImrose
9090.)

NEW VALVES WANTED, small or
large quantities. PL8I, EY51, KT61,
5Z4G, 5R4, 5U4, 3Q5, all television;
prompt cash. WM. CARVIS LTD..

103, North St.. Leeds. 7.
EDUCATIONAL
tric Valve Co. Ltd., Chelmsford, for FREE I Brochure giving details of
Study Training in Radio, Telesmall laboratory production of special Home
all branches of Elecglasses.
Some years' experience in vision, and
Courses for the hobby
actual manufacture of glass as well tronics.
as academic qualifications.
Apply, enthusiast or for those aiming at
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
quoting Ref. 497.J. to Dept. C.P.S. the
Telecommunications,
HIGHLY QUALIFIED GLASS TECHNICIAN required by The English Elec-

(Mullard), 12/6; Width Cont., 5/-;
Power/TB Chas., 10/-; L707 5/-; 336/7, Strand, W.C.2.
Q257/1. 4/6; WB101, 3/,.; 12in. Tube
Supports 11/6. Postage extra.
R. RADIO AND TELEVISION
MASSEY, 58, Wakefield Ave., Hull.
COMPONENTS
COILSETS

nearest to you.

All parts in stock for :

VIEWMASTER, SOUNDMASTER,
TELEKING, ETC.

Easy Terms Available.

other

professional

R.T.E.B.,

tion; moderate fees. Write to Dept.
PT28, E.M.I. INSTITUTES, London,
W.4.
YOU CAN become a first-class Radio
Engineer.

Our Postal Courses will

teach you to earn more money or

Stamp for list, NOT S.A.E.
a spare -time business
repaired promptly. JAMES H. MARTIN & CO. start
owri.
Write now for free
Finsthwaite,

MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE,
Bullingdon Rd., Oxford.

Newby Bridge,
Ulverston, Lanes.

and

examinations.

Train with the college operated by
Britain's largest electronic organisa-

of -your
details.
T-.& C RADIO COT.T.FirlE. 36, Northfield, Rd., Ringwood, Hants.

.
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VALVES

FOR FREEDOM FROM TV SWAMPING

INTERFERENCE FROM NEARBY
TRANSMITTERS

TV = ALL GUARANTEED = RADIO

412/6

6AM6

7/6.
9f-

6B4

8/8
5/6
7/6

416

5/7/6
6J5 CM) 6/92W6
607
1S5

3V4

50L6
6V6

TZ40

En

GV287

Dl

SP41

If the interfering station operates at 30 Mc/s. or
lower, use model E.5028. If it operates at 70 Mc/s.
or higher, use model E.503I. Relieves interference

from the following classes of stations :-Broadcast,
Press, Radar, Beacon, Amateur, Aircraft, Taxis,
Ambulance, Fire, Shipping, etc., etc.

Labgear (Cambridge) Ltd.
WILLOW PLACE, CAMBRIDGE Tel. 2494-2 lines

TELEVISION
144 pages

5054

7/4/6

EL32

6K7

61-

6SN7
6BW6

5/7/6/4/4/-

6SK7

2/6
8/6
10/6

6116

7/6)-

111,5

P2
504

8/6

35Z4
SG215.
VU39

91-

3/816

4/6

ML4
VT501

71-

CV201
CV73

6!6f4/-

2/6

EA50
EF54

5/-

7/2/-

6K8

7/11/9/-

EF91
EL33
6J5

81-

6N7

6/6
6/1T4
7/354
8/6SH7 (M) 5/. 7/6
6X5
Pen220
3/Pen46
5/8
U22
7/PT15
7/5130
5/8
12A8

8SJ7

VU133

2/-' VT62
EB34

3f91-

2/-

6.13W7

12J5
6SA7
1S4
3A4
5Z3
35L6

IlL2
807

151U2

832

CV286
VU111
CV19

7/0
12/5/8/8/6

5/71.-

7/-

8/6

9/3/6/71 -

17/-

7/ -

3/21

U.S.A. RADAR RECEIVER CHASSIS RB9/APN4.Less valves. Brand new. £1.
CONDENSERS. -Electrolytic, B.E.C. 450 v. wkg. 8 mfd.,
2/6. 8+8 mfd., 3/9. 16 +16 mfd., 4/8. Dubilier, 5010 v. wkg.
20 mfd., 3/-. 32 mfd., 5/- T.C.C., etc., .5 mid., .01, .001.
Metal min., 71- dozen. Mica, 15, 25, 100, 200, 500, .001, 6/ dozen.
POTENTIOMETERS. -Less switch, all values, 2/6 each ;
with switch, 1, 5, 1, 2 meg., 4/- each.

RAI3, 519. R3140, 6/9. K3/45, 7/6.
RESISTORS.-Ass'd, our selection, 12/6 per 100.
CONDENSERS.-Ass'd, our selection, £1 per 100.

VINER'S (Middlesbrough)

AS SUPPLIED TO THE G.P.O.

I OPPORTUNITIES IN

9f-

.

LF210

EF39
6AG5
,6AL5
2X2

'7/6
816

524

41"

EF5O

SP61
EF'36
EC52
EBC33

Radio

Government Surplus

Electrical

26, EAST STREET, MIDD31,E1S8BROUGII

Telephone MID

AlloAllo-4810.-40--4110-^210.-1110-go.

RADIO
MAST HEAD LYONS
LTD.
UNITS

(Gain approximately

factor

3,

15dBs.

approximately

Noise

2dBs.)

GOI.DHAWK ROAD, Dept. M.T.,

SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
Telephone : SHEphe,ds Bush 1729

POWER LIMITS, Type 87. -Rotary con-

vertor units for 24 v. D.C. input and having a
twin D.C. output of 6.3 v. at 2.5 A. and 250 v.

at 50 mA. Can be operated in reverse from
6 v. accumulator or D.C. mains. Totally

enclosed in neat metal cases, 85 x 65 x 45ins.
In good condition and working order.
PRICE; 9/6, post 216 or ROTARY CONVERTER only, PRICE 5/-. post 2/-.
RECTIFIERS. -Full wave bridge
type. 6/12 v. 1 amp, PRICE 7/6. 6/12 v. 3
amp, PRICE 12/6. 6/12 v. 4 amp, PRICE

Television offers unlimited
scope to the technically

Details of the
easiest way to study for
qualified.

Cert., City and Guilds,
Television
Television,
Servicing, Sound Film
Radio
Projection,
Diploma Courses, etc.,

are given in our 144 -page
Handbook " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

Excellent for accumulator charging, model
railways, experimental work, etc. Brand
new and guaranteed, all connections clearly
marked. PRICE only 18/6. post 1/6.

Beautifully designed and engineered.
Incorporating a Cascade connected

We Guarantee
"NO PASS -NO FEE"

types of aerials. Supplied complete with
Power supply unit and mounting
Descriptive
bracket as illustrated.
leaflet on request.

If you are earning less than

£15 a week you must read
this enlightening

book.

Send for your copy NOW -FREE and
without obligation.

WRITE TODAY!

British Institute of Engineering Technology
College

House.

29-31, Wright's Lane.
Kensington. W.8.

IET

200/

250 v. A.C. 50 cps. mains. Secondary, 3, 4, 5,
6, 8, 9. 10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 24 or 30 v. at 2 amp.

which also explains the
benefits of our Appoint-

ments Dept.

237,

14/6.

L.T. TRANSFORMERS. -Primary

amplifier and suitable for use with all

RECEIVERS, Type 8.1155. -One of the
best known and most popular of ex Government receivers. Frequency range includes
20, 40 and 80 metre " Ham " bands and
Long and Medium wave transmissions.
With 100 to 1 slow-motion drive, B.F.O.,
A.V.C., etc., and with seven valves carefully
aerial tested before despatch. In good
new condition and supplied in makers'

of special low loss feeder... ou
(sent carriage and packing free or

transit case. PRICE 210/17/6, carriage 7/6.
20.1155 A.C. POWER PACK/OUTPUTSTAGE UNITS. -Designed to operate the

SPENCER - WEST

connector which plugs straight into receiver
for immediate use. PRICE 63/19/6, carriage

Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth

SPARE VALVES FOR 11.1155. -Types

Price complete with 40k. ti9.0.0
available from your Dealer).

R.1155 direct from A.C. mains 200/250 v. and
to provide for a speaker output. Fitted
with rectifier 5Z4 and 6V6 output valves and

VR99, VR100 and VR101.

post 64.

PRICE 8/6 each,
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by

the name and address of the sender
(not necessarily for publication).

SERVICING-HMV1807
interested in your new item " Servicing

valves were used with the suggested currents of

150 mA, serious damage will be done to the valves.
Although the total heater current of these
A few additional points occur to me with respect chains if run under "correct conditions will pass
to the " 1807 " and I wonder if it might not help to .3 amp., this is: suitable_ for running the. 12AT7.
get a better coverage if other authors were invited to -CHAS. R. IlOcRiNo (Enfield).
L. TV Receivers."
ki

contribute comments in advance, the lot being

(The author states :

The error here is entirely
collated together as an article, which would be more mine. The ratings of the individual
valve. strips are,
complete and therefore of even more value. For the as Mr. Bocking points out, 0.1 amp. and 0.2 amp.
" 1807," for example, I could add, among others, the respectively, and the error arose through carelessly
following :

referring to a rough sketch of the system before

(1) The queer effects of an intermittent 0/C line current values were inserted.
hold slider (and also notes on the necessity to handle
No damage would result to an actual set-up, of
the sliders with great care).
course, as the dropper values given are quite correct.
(2) The cure of sound on vision.
(3) Although you cover the fault of the sync The 12AT7 current at 0.3 amp. is unaffected.)
separator screen resistor going " high," the makers
MODIFYING THE R3118 AND ZC8931
advise its replacement with a 1 watt, not a watt.
(4) Hum from H/K leaks in Z77 valves.
SIR,-I read with great interest in the September
(5) Mention that the EA50 is replaced by a metal
issue of PRACTICAL TELEVISION Mr. George
rectifier in many sets.
Twist's letter on the ZC8931. From his description
(6) Varying focus and width is often due to the of the above unit, also the_ fact that the code APW
.001 itF condenser from the end of the .33 MQ in 4790 appears on it, I should say that it is the same
the grid circuit of the line oscillator going slightly unit as the Admiralty pattern W4790A responser
leaky.-D. E. WALDRONS (Gravesend).
unit Design A.
A careful study of the R3118 circuit up to the
fourth IF stage, and the W4790A unit will reveal
THE SIMPLEX-AMATEUR RESULTS
IR,-I notice in the September issue of PRACTICAL that they are similar, but various condensers and
resistors are of different values, and only one R.F.
L-7
TELEVISION that Mr. J. Ward, of Southampton,
is contemplating building the Simplex, but being a stage.
novice is wondering whether his efforts will be
I have a W4790A unit which at present I am
successful. May I be allowed to help to set his mind
at rest ?

modifying on the lines of B. L. Morley's articles on

the R3118 up to the fourth IF. From that I am
I also am a novice, never having built even a trying out circuitry to suit the unit, and am certain
wireless, but I have now built the Simplex and am this will prove a most useful unit to the experimenter.
very pleased with the results. As a matter of fact, -WM. ROBERTSON (Fife).
the set is working at the present time with a single
dipole aerial just propped up against my living -room

wall, until I get a length of co -ax. long enough, to
reach to the roof.
I did have a spot of trouble getting -the picture
centralised on the screen, but I wrote to you and yott
suggested altering the values of a resistor and condenser, and that cured it.
If Mr. Ward wishes to contact me 1 will be only
too pleased to give him any information that .I' can,
and I hope he gets as much pleasure out of building
,

his own TV as I have.-JAMES F. PILLING (Bury).

ENGINEER'S NOTEBOOK-A.C./D.C. HEATER
WIRING

SIR,-In looking through your August edition of

Q111,-Your correspondent George Twist. of Liver-

pool, whose letter appears in the Septftber

PRACTICAL TELEVISION,

is quite right regarding the

ZC8931. I have two of these sets and they have. opt

the -circuit of the R3118 you published. In my sets
there are 10 valves each and the description of Mt.
Twist's tallies with mine. I purchased these from
a firm who supplied modification data.
The sets are extremely powerful and I can receive
a strong signal on an indoor cage aerial with them.
However, my picture has never been sharp and I have
been hoping that PRACTICAL TELEVISION would
publish an article on it.
I have the modification data as supplied with the
unit. I am using one for vision and one for sound:

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 1 see that in your article F. J. Buse (Exmouth).
on " Heater Wiring in A.C./D.C. Receivers," page

107, in Fig. 3 a heater chain of 10P14, 10P14, 10F1,
10F1, and U801, 20P1, 20L1, 20D1, 20D1 are put
down as 150 mA valves, whereas the 10P14 and 10F1
valves are .1 amp. valves and the U801, 20P1,
20D1 -are of the .2 amp. type. I suggest that if, these
Published on the

This

QUERIES COUPON

coupon is

available until Nov. 21st, 1954, and
must accompany all Queries.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, Nov., 1954.
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VALVES

Same
Ser vicDeay

All Guaranteed New and Boxed
61C8GT 9/- 25Z4G 91- EL.91 7/9
11/6'6K25 11/- 25Z6G 8/6 TM34- 11./EY51 12/105GT 7/9 6LD20 9/6 35L6GT
8/6 EZ40 816
1H5GT
6025 13/6
9/EZ41
11/6.8P28 17!- 35Z4GT
816 PW4/500
6Q7GT 9/1N5GT
14/6
35Z5GT
11/6 6SN7GT
8/6 GZ32 14/6
1S4
7R5 71/3 3 6U4GT 8/6
KT63 7/8
50L6GT
1
M1114 8/6
1S5
'713
17/6/7
8/6 Pen45 15/80
1T4
7/3 6V6G
15/3Q4
713 6V6GT 7 7/6 AZ31 10/- N78
6X4
3Q5GT
/6 L33 11/6 PL38 -22/6
6/9 PLR 10!6X5GT 6/9 D77
PL82 9/6
354
7/3 767
7/8 DAC32,,
11/8 PL83 12/6
3V4
7/3 705
7/6
5Y3GT 7/9 706
7/6 DF33 11/6 PY80 9/6
8/6
PY81
10/DH7'7
5Z4G 8/6 7H7
7/6
6A7 10/8757
7/6 DX32 11/6 PY82 7/9
GALS 6/9 7Y4
8/6 D1{92 7/3 PZ30 17/1 A7GT

-

12/6 DL33 11/8 R12
10/- DL35 7/9 T41
EB91 6/9 022
7/9 1OLD11
6/6
101- EBC33 7/6 U24

6AM5 7/91001
6AM6 6/91001
6AT6
6BA6
613E6

-

6/610013 10/- EB041

151-

13/7/6
17/6

1725

12/'-

7/9
10/- 050
6/6 10014 11/6
U713
816
6/8 12A6
6/6 EB10130.
9110/611404
7/13 12AH8 10/6B1V7 9/6 12AT7 91- E0081 91- U801 17/U13041 9/6CH6 8/6 12AU6 7/6 E06142
10/- UBF80
7/9 12AU7
604
10/6
609
8/6
10/6 ECU° 9!U01142
EF37A
12K7GT
601
10/6
1716F 6G
6/9 12X8GT
EF39 6/6 UF41 9/6012
10/6 EF41 9/- UF42 13/6
6113 11/6
EF50 7/6 911,41 9/6F15 10/6 1.2Q7GT
9/- EF80 10/- (4118 16/6J68/6
6J7GT 7/620D1 8/9 01091 6/9 UY41 9/5,6
8/6 EF92 5/6 W77
61(7G 6/- 20F2
EL38 22/6 X78 13/6
61170T 6/- 251:6GT
6/9
61(80 8,6
8/6 EL41 9/6 Z77
613616
613.76
6E1286
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-THE MODERN BOOK CO.

The OSRAM

Postage 4,1. per valve extra.

See special oiler in classified advert., p. 285.

READERS RADIO

24, COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD
MILL, LONDON, N.16. STA 4587

FIRST-CLASS

TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES . .
GET A CERTIFICATE!
After brief, intensely interesting study

-undertaken at home in your spare
time --YOU can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us shoW you how !

----FREE

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such,
success compelling qualifications as
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio

Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),

A.M.I.P.E., A.M.1.Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship (all branches),

etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well'

prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED 1885 -OVER
150,000 SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
(Dept. 462), 148, HOLBORN,

LONDON, E.C.I.

Books

UNIT CONSTRUCTED TV

NINE - ONE - TWO
Amplifier Instruction
Book and Highest
Quality Components

RECEIVERS

by E. N. Bradley
Full details for building units which
make into complete local or longrange receivers to suit all areas, using
any size

tube from 3M. to

15in.

Operating and fault-finding data are
included. 6s. Od., postage 4d.

The Oscilloscope and Its Applications,

compiled by " Philips Electrical"

Available from

Coventry
Radio

-

'

BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS

of British and American Technical

189 Dunstable Road,
Phone 2677

LUTON.

Book 3/6d. plus 3d. postage.
Our 1954-s
Component Catalogue 1/-.

Ltd. Ss. Od., postage 6d.
Television Receiver Servicing : Vol. I

-Time-Base. Circuits, by E. A. W.

Spreadbury. 21s.'0d., postage 9d.
Transistors and Crystal Diodes :

What they are and How to Use

Them, by B. R. Bettridge. Ss. Od.,

postage 3d.
Mullard 5 Valve 10 Watt High Quality
Amplifier Circuit. 2s. 6d., postage 3d.

Television Test Equipment. by E. N.
Bradley. 5s. Od., postage 3d.
Radio Valve Data : NEW EDITION,
by " Wireless World."
3s. 6d., postage 3d.
Osram 912. 3s. -6d., postage 3d.

compiled

Please write or call Jri our catalogue.

19-23 PRAED STREET

(Dept. T.11), LONDON, W.2
Phone: PADdington 4185.

Open all day Saturday.

Iillilllllllllllllllllll III II IIIIIIIiIIIIIIIIIII

W.
B. SUPPLIES
100, OLDHAM ST., MANCHESTER, 4
Tel. : Central 4246.

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC Corp., Ltd.,
38, Chalcot Road, N.W.1.
8/6 37
(UX)7/- 18

61-'651(7

024
1.1)456

TERMS. -Cash with order'. Orders under
20/- add 8d., over 201- add 11- postage. Orders
despatched same day. Quote Ref. No. 21.

STRONG MAGNIFIERS for Bin. tubes

8/613

106

6/6 61/13g

111.)5

4/6 65.5
4/8 524

6/- 6X4

1L4

19,015

72

7/- 76
7/8 77
7/- 83,
10/6 83A1

(VCR97, etc.), 17/6.

PRImeose 9090.

8/6 1111820 6/8/6 5IVR2A 6/6
4/6 111035
9/'7/- KT2

5/-

8//8. K1'3\56 623

651/6-

10/8 1117,63 6/6
lum1C1Hp'41,6.

HIGH VOLTAGE CONDENSERS, bakelite case, .001 mfd. 4 kV., .01 mfd. 4 kV., .02
mfd. 5 kV., .03 mfd. 2.5 kV., 2/- each.

TUBULAR CONDENSERS, wire ends,
1,500 volts test, non -leak, .001, .005, .05, .02,
.01, .1 mfd., all at 1'- each.
SLEEVING to suit 20 s.w.g. wire, 2/- dozen
yards.xi.

21)13e
2012

6A7
11A67
6AC7

new Stock, 5, 50, 100, 1,000 p1.. 6d. each.
RESISTORS. -25 assorted in packet, 2/-.

6AMS

MIDGET SILVER MICA Condensers,

NEON SCREWDRIVERS. 110 volts to
550 volts, 7/6.

-

EX PVE DARK SCREEN Filters for daylight viewing, 121n. tubes only, 131in. x
x-1in. Perspex, 7/6. Limited quantity
only,
ELPICO " DARK SCREEN Filters for
15in. or 161n. tubes. 8/11.
U.n..r. TRANSFORMERS for VCR97,
etc., 2.5 kV., 5 Mls., 2 v.-0-2 v., 2 v.-0-2 v.,
made to specification, 37/6.
SPEAK. FRET. -Woven 121n. x 121n., 2/6 ;
18in. x 12in.. 3/9. Expanded metal (gold),
12in. 'x 12in., 4/6 ; 18in. x 12in., 619.

SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS, limited
quantity, 3/6 each.
RM2, 4/9
RECTIFIERS.-Rthl, 4/7/6 ;
RM3,

5/9

260

Brimiston CZ1, 3/6.

volts.

75

Mc/s.,

TIN SNIPS, 3/11. Side Cuts, 4111. Feeler
Gauges (10 Blades), 3/6. Eft. Steel Pocket
Tapes, 1/6. Padlocks, 1/-. Engineers' 2ft.
folding Steel Rules, 2/6.
relay. 3./

UNITS, rotary action, with

10/6787
8/- 0172
7/8 902
8/6 1001
8/6 10013
6/- 111)3

6E4
5 13
5X4

SWITCH ES. -2 pole.
6 way (2 bank). 2/3 : 4 pole 3 way midget,
16 : 4 pole 2 way. 2/3.

4/- 7117
4/8 7Q7
4/- 7107

31/6
3Q5

8/6 12A6

6AK5

8/- hivsoet. 7/6
7/6 9002
6/6
8/6 N77
8/6 9003
11/6
8/9 AC/TP 17/6 N78
7/6
7/6 ACTS) 10/6 ODD
4/6 PEN46 7/8
2/6 AI.60
3/- AP4
7/6 1%38 1818/- 01,81 10/6
10/9 AVM
7/8 0182 3.1P 10/8 8163
4/CBL1 17/8 r5112
8/- 0311211 7/6
6/6 3193

7/8 HARI 12/6 EA50:

1/6 PM. 10/-

9/- 123247 10/- EB34

1/6 QP230 816/- Q87020 10/6
7/6 Q1,047 10/6
12/7/- REA

6/6 123.17

7/- EAC91

6AT6

8/- 1.21X7

613A6
611E6

7/- 1213E6

7/- MS

EB91
6/6 EBC33

7/6 11091
301- 110033

616W6

7/6 12116

3/'.. 110035

6/6 12118

8/8 E0091

6AQ,5

62J6

7/- 121(1

600
617116

6/6 12837
10/8125117
9/6 128Q7
9/6 128017
2/8 12Z3
5/- 18.01

61)6

601
6017
6033
61468

6J5g

636
6J7g

.

0116g

6K7g
6K8g
617g
6N7g
6Q7g .

6R7g

6877

66117

5510
681.7

Post

6/6 12J5

6 14117
6/- 14117

7/- 1502
5/- 18
33/- 19111

6/- ECC81

9/- PY82

8/0

9/- 804

7/6

91- 8P61
9/- 6130

7/6 8041

7/- 11171135 12/- TP22

2/6
5/6
2/6
8/6

'6/8 E01142 10/8 VAF42 12/6
4/6 1415121 12/6
8/6 El/36
6/8 UP41 10/7/6 61650
9/8/8 E05011 5/- 11141
8/- 005-0A 8/- Ult80 10/6
10!8
8/- 0136
10/6 B854
10/6 KM 10/- (4141 9/19/6 0403 10/6
4/- EL2
8/6
-616 152
8/- EL32
6/8 v028 10/6
10/- 8091

8/6
20/- v04
1(138
6/6 V'1'22
6/6
7/6
7/6 E3154 10/6 V041
1R5'3
8/- 1(151.
5/7/6 VRI50 8/6
8/- 11191
10/6 VT601 8/6/- 4231pt 15/- FC2
10/6'
9/- X24
8/6 F013
6/6 43
7/6
7/6 X66
8/6 1130
8/- 5076
24 hour C.O.D. service. All
6.1. each.
7/6 1911,4

7/6 2516

8/6 RIM

8/6 30
8/- 35L6
8/6 42

guaranteed. Comp ete list free S.A.E.
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An OPPORTUNITY

ITS 60% CHEAPER
to construct your own aerial, whether

to secure a super quality TRUVOX
BX.I1 I2in. moving coil permanent
magnet loudspeaker at a bargain
price. Brand new in maker's carton.
Available in 3 ohm speech coil only.
Limited quantity at the special price
while stocks last of

ONLY

50,-

Iii

TELEVISI N or YAW

Write for our catalogue, illustrating all fittings, prices, etc.
Included in the range we offer Alloy Masts, Insulators, Reflector
and Director rod holders, Mast head fittings, together with
formula, useful construction hints for designing your own
aerial, etc.

Send 9d. in stamps to cover the cost of postage and catalogue to :-

carriage paid.

Our full list of loudspeakers will be
sent on receipt of your name and

Gown Ltd.

address and 2.1d. stamp.

HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM

187, London Rd., Mitcham, Surrey

MARLBOROUGH, WILTS.

MIT 3282

Introducing the:-

MAKE SOLDERING A PLEASURE

SMALL SOLDERING IRON

Complete with detachable BENCH STAND

6/10 kV. R.F., E.H.T. UNITS
E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
LINE FLY -BACK E.H.T. UNITS

The smallest high -power soldering iron.

Ltd.,

230/250.

The " STANDARD " Popular Soldering Iron now reduced

to 14/11.
Replacement Elements and Bits for both types always available.

KENROY LIMITED

Queensway,sex. Enfield,

152/297 UPPER ST., ISLINGTON, LONDON, N.I.

Middle

t.

lel-vision, Radio,

Telephone : 'Canonbury 4905-4663.

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,

Record CABINETS
MADE TO ORDER

IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
WIRE,
ANGLE, CHANNEL
TEE

ANY SIZE OR FINISH

3000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES

CALL OR SEND DRAWINGS
FOR QUOTATION

B. KOSKIE

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD.

6, CHESHAM PLACE,LONDON,S.W.I.
SLOane 3463

(DEPT. B)

Works :

Holborn, E.C.1

36, ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.1.
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds.

72-76

Leather Lane,

Phone: CHAncery 679112

19/6

Length only Br ;

adjustable long bit dia. 3/16" ; mains voltages 100/110, 200/220,

VVrite for illustrated list (Publication 75)

RAIN

TYANA TRIPLE THREE

Reg. Design No. 867804

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS
SCANNING COILS

Hugs

Phone : 605.

"No Quantity too Small"

ti

-TELEVISION COMPONENTS
always in stock for the
P.T. LYNX, TELE-KING

P.T. SUPER -VISOR

THE E.E. TELEVISOR
AND VIEWMASTER
Separate price lists available.

NEW !RAD 11 0 AND
TELEVISION
COMPONENT CATALOGUE
available on reqbest to

J. T. FILMER,
Maypole

Estate,

Bexiey,

Kent

Tel. : Bezleyheath 7267

UGH GRADE

RANSFORMERS
FOR ALL PURPOSES

SINGLY OR IN QUANTITIES
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION
1

VARNISH IMPREGNATED
BAKED WINDINGS
WITH OR WITHOUT TAG PANELS

GOOD DELIVERIES

Our rewind dept. will handle your
repairs promptly and efficiently.
S.A.E. with enquiries please.

P. HOWORTH
(Dept. P.T.)

51
iPOLLARD
LANE BRADFORD

smsseirol.

:

37030 memimismosimine

TELEKIT SUPPLY

PULLIN
-)
100

MAIL ORDER DEPT.

SERIES,

Chantey Lane Works, Chantey Lane,

Bromley, Kent.
Phone: Ray. 5815.
Please mention P.W. and enoldse 6d. postage

TEST. METER

VALVES, NEW & SURPLUS. GUARANTEED.
on
4/- 6BA6
6/6 9D6
6/6
1L4
5/6 6BE6
11D3
6/ILN5(soiled) 6BR7
8l6 12A6 1299
5/- 6BS7
7/(soiled)
5I135
61- 6BW6
6/6 12BE6
7/1T4
616 6CH6
6/6 6Sli7 (soiled)
IDS
6J5
5/5/3Q4
7/6 6V6
7/15D2
4/3V4
616 6X4
19AQ.5
10/5763
8/- 6X5
7/6 AL60
4/6
6A8
8/- 7D5
61Di.4181.
6/6AL5
7/6 7D8
6/- EF50
5/6AM6
6/- 7087
6/- VR21
3/6AT6
7/6 7S7
6/- Wa
6/6
6B8
6/-- 9D2
5/- 1B24
50/-

21 RANGES

BECKENHAM, KENT
THE SHOP FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR

NOW OPEN AT 104, HIGH STREET.

AC/DC

10.000 AN

100 µA to 1000 V
COMPLETE IN DIE-CAST
CASE WEIN "ma/ LEADS
CLIPS AND PRODS

FULLY GUARANTEED

SENT POST FREE FOR 4 2. 10s.
DEPOSIT AND TEN FURTHER MONTHLY

PAYMENTS OF £1.

C:7ritak

CASH PRICE I I GNS
PHONE

50927

RAD I OCRAFTaliot
69.71 CHURCH BATE

LEICESTER

it
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if you
a

can't build -I
set yourself .
Why not take advantage of the manufacturing
experience of the people who supply radio and television equipment to more than one hundred countries
of the world and buy yourself an English Electric'
receiver ?

New models include 17in. rectangular screen
Rotamatic 12 -channel turret type tuning, in a -circuit
design that you could not better.

You can see a full range of models at your
local English Electric ' dealers, or we will glad''
supply full spec and sample Hire Purchase terms on
request. Write to

ENGLISH
REM
Bringing you Better Living
The ENGLISH ELECTRIC Company Limited,
Domestic Appliance and Television Division, East Lancashire Road, Liverpool, 10.

